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Hardware-in-the-loop Simulation for Wireless Acoustic
Modems Design
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Abstract. Underwater communication systems design can be clearly improved
by Hardware-In-The-Loop (HWIL) simulation. While tests in the sea are complex and expensive, this paper presents a low cost method to bring the channel
propagation water effect in the lab testing. The implementation has been carried
out in a System-On-Chip platform which flexibility allows closing the simulation
loop in an all-in-one architecture.

1 Introduction
Acoustic communication in underwater sensor networks design is challenging due to
effects of the underwater channel on the transmitted signal such as multipath, Doppler
shifts, absorption, among others [1]. The underwater channel variability is high while
communication is expected to be reliable enough to deal with worst-case channel conditions. However, testing in real scenarios is complicated. Currently, models that reproduce the effects of the underwater channel are preferred during early stages of the
design. Only in an advance prototyping stage, the design is eventually tested in real
conditions. Alternatively, water tanks or small marine crafts are cheap and accessible
to verify prototyping against multipath and Doppler effects but unfortunately these
resources cannot afford the whole underwater channel complexity. What it should be
desirable is the testing of the system under design into the ocean at an early stage but
under the controlled environment of the laboratory. To bring the ocean into the laboratory is not possible, but it is feasible to bring either a numerical model or a passive
acoustics recording reproduction in the hardware simulation loop. In other words: to
carry out a Hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL) simulation.
HWIL is a technique for development of complex real-time embedded control
systems that enhances the quality and reliability of the prototype testing. The simulation provides an effective platform by adding the complexity of the plant under control
to the test. This idea has been successfully translated into complex embedded systems
[2], air simulation systems [3] or radio frequency simulation systems [4]. The same
way, the underwater channel effects on the acoustic signal can be added to the hardware simulation.
Among literature, much research has been done in underwater acoustic propagation models [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. In wireless sensor network design, propagation models provide information about the received signal attending to different sound-speed
depth profiles or fields and absorbing boundaries and that should be worthily useful to
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hardware simulation testing. Moreover, propagation models can be widened including
additional signal processing features expected on the modem but not available in an
early stage. Thus, the integration of the model-processed signals in the loop can lead
to a low-cost and rapid prototyping.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the integration of a propagation model
in the hardware loop and implementation details carried out on a system-on-chip to
perform as waveform generator.
Mayor contributions of this paper include the hardware architecture necessary to
provide signals that contain the channel propagation effects to the HWIL simulation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the generation of
reference signals to the HWIL process. Section 3 presents a waveform hardware architecture overview and section 4 describes the whole hardware simulation loop. Section
5 concludes the paper.
2 Reference Signals
Simple underwater propagation models are based on Thorp theory [10] while currently
many researches accept the ray-tracing technique, which is the best one to represent
the propagation of acoustic signals for frequencies from 50 Hz to 1 MHz. In 1987,
Porter and Bucket presented the BELLHOP algorithm, an implementation of the raytracing technique that has evolved to its most recent version in 2010 [5]. The advantage of being a highly accepted algorithm [11] is its translation into numerical models such as Octave or MATLAB and discrete models such as NS-3 and OPNET.
Fig. 1 illustrates the block diagram that integrates a modem signal processing steps
and the channel model. The numerical model has been implemented in MATLAB following the specifications of the acoustic ITACA modem described in [12]. This numerical model integrates a dynamic underwater channel response. W(t) output is defined in expression (1) and contains both the transmitted sequence S(t) and the propagation effect ɛ(t) where t is the sample period.
W(t) = S(t) + ɛ(t)

(1)

A whole simulation sequence starts by the bit chain codification, pass through
W(t) file and follows the reception steps to finish comparing the received payload with
the expected payload. On the other hand, a half simulation starts with the real recorded
waveform R(t) till the payload comparison. Both branches lead to intermediate files, as
for example W’(t) with data processed after signal amplification and filtering.
Fig. 2 shows a short extract of the output file that contains W(t) results. First column
set the relative sampled time and the second column contains the signal voltage. Thus,
given both axis: time and voltage W(t) is plotted.
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PROPAGATION
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Fig. 1. Block diagram implemented to obtain the waveform
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Fig. 2. W(t) file fragment example: relative time and signal sampled voltage (left); Signal recording fragment in a small craft marine (P.D. Pobla de Farnals) (Rx-Tx 1m depth; 10m distance;
85kHz carrier frequency) (right)

Fig. 2 shows a plotted example of R(t). Real signals captures by passive acoustic
devices are of actual interest to guarantee that system results are comparable with the
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real expected behavior at sea campaigns. Moreover, Fig. 2 shows a constant sample
period. Thus data can be simplified into the sample frequency and the array of voltage
values observed at each 1µs. Sample frequency should be adapted to the test requirements because there is not a unique neither best suitable value.
W(t), R(t) or W’(t) contain similar profiles useful to the HWIL simulation. Thus, A
or B squares in Fig. 1 are removed and substituted by hardware as shown in Fig. 4
where the voltage values array is processed and downloaded into the waveform generation hardware. W(t), R(t) or W’(t) files that already contain the channel propagation
effects on the transferred signal need to be turned into a hardware model useful for
HWIL simulations. In Fig. 3, the waveform hardware architecture integrates the waveform hardware model downloaded and upgraded by the HW download process hosted
in computer.
W’(t)

W(t)

R(t)

HW download

Waveform
HW architecture

HW under
test

Waveform HW
model

Fig. 3. W(t), R(t) and W’(t): Waveform HW architecture inputs

3 Waveform Hardware Architecture
The waveform hardware architecture is supported by a programmable device and it is
divided into three main blocks: a waveform processor, a memory and an analog computing engine. Blocks are connected by the bus interface represented in Fig. 4. Thus,
the waveform processor is the bus master and at the same time it is a command interpreter, a data bridge and a sample frequency regulator.
Waveform
processor

Analog
computing

Memory

Fig. 4. Waveform hardware architecture blocks

The analog computing consists of a one-bit sigma-delta digital-to-analog converter
and analog front-end block while the memory block is the voltage storage data.
This structure has been implemented in a cSoC device that contains a hard embedded microcontroller subsystem based on CortexTM- M3, a programmable analog circuit
and a flash FPGA [13]. Three steps are needed for waveform generation (Fig. 5). First-
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ly, in green, new information request. Secondly, in red, data download; and thirdly, in
orange, send the stored sample values to the Sample Sequencing Engine (SSE) byte
register, writing the DAC 24 bits data to the phase accumulator and updates the 1-bit
DAC output accordingly in a loop. The analog signal is defined between 0 and 2.56V.
External serial communication
Microcontroller

UART/
I2C/others
Slave

Master

AHB hard embedded microcontroller subsystem BUS
Slave
Versatile-bus
controller
Master
APB3 or AHB waveform subsystem BUS

Analog front-end block

Analog signal
ΔΣ

1-bit
DAC

APB3 or AHB
slave BUS
controller
SSE
Registers

APB3 or AHB slave
BUS controller
SRAM Memory

Phase
Accumulator

Fig. 5. Waveform generation steps

4 All-In-One Architecture
In order to enhance fast developments of suitable communication protocol as well as
improvements in signal processing, the design of acoustic modems with processing
capabilities can be carried out within platforms that admit both real communication
tests and simulated loads. In this way, open architectures are a flexible solution for the
research community to make adding, upgrading and swapping components easy.
Moreover, the recent growth of system on chip (SoC) with hard processor will undoubtedly help to this fast development.
Thus, in a first stage, blocks in Fig. 3 that correspond to the waveform hardware architecture and the hardware under test have been developed in a unique cSOC device.
The hardware under test module input is connected with the analog signal in Fig. 5
allowing a waveform simulation process. The connection is shown in Fig. 6 that represents a dual-core architecture.
On the one hand, the Sample Sequencing Engine (SSE) is managed by the µWaveController master that reads a new voltage value per cycle from memory to be loaded
into SSE registers. On the other hand, the µ-Controller Cortex M3 manages the ADC
process configuring the Post-Processing Unit. After digital conversion, PPE results are
transformed into inputs to other modem components such as correlators or demodulators. The versatile design of a cSoC allows dual configurations of the hard system to
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be integrated as master as well as slave but in different buses. Fig. 6 shows two
squares (A and B) with components designed on the FPGA while components out of
these squares are hard system on chip built structures.
External serial communication
µ-Controller
Cortex M3

UART/
I2C/SPI/Ethernet
Slave

Master

AHB hard embedded microcontroller subsystem BUS

Synch
DEM Components

Slave
Versatile-bus
controller

Slave
Versatile-bus
controller

Slave

Master

Slave

Slave
GPIO/
WD/PDMA/RTC/
Timers

B
AHB waveform subsystem BUS

APB3 or AHB waveform subsystem BUS

A
Analog front-end block

Quad
ADC Units
Analog signal
ΔΣ

1-bit
DAC

AHB slave
BUS
controller
PPE
Unit

APB3 slave
BUS
controller
SSE
Registers

APB3 slave BUS
controller

APB3 master BUS
controller

SRAM Memory

µWave-Controller

Phase
Accumulator

Fig. 6. Dual-core integration

Fig. 7 shows the digital conversion method. ADC block sets the interruption flag
over a pre-conFig.d voltage threshold. The conversion is adjusted to the digital signal
rising edge allowing the calculus of the input signal frequency.

CLK
Threshold
Flag
to internal
interrupt

Internal
signal

ADC Input Signal

Digital conversion

Fig. 7. Digital signal generated based on voltage threshold detection

5 Simulation and Discussion
Currently, SoC hard systems have burst into the market recently. Their capabilities are
still limited thought their architectural potential could stand them up in future till DSP
performance capabilities. However, these systems show at present relevant speed
limits. Such is the case of the SoC platform used for the experiments [13]. SDD sample time is fixed set to 10µs. This is the updating phase accumulator time (see Fig. 5).
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Thus, W(t) minimum sample time must be set over 10µs.
The W’(t) signal in Fig. 8 (A) corresponds to the LMS output generated following the
processes described in Fig. 1. Examples (B) and (C) show oscilloscope captures from
the DAC output signal corresponding to ‘1’ expected [-20, +20] mV and ‘0’ expected
[-50, +50] mV. Vpp is correctly adjusted while the output voltage has been modified
above 0V. The signal presents a discrete shape that implies up to 10µs (SDD sample
time) delay to pass certain threshold compared with the real signal.
To carry out the AD conversion, threshold was set to 50mV. In case of B inputs in
Fig. 8 no interruption occurs while in case of C, Fig. 9 shows a statement of time
schedule. Loop outputs are adequate as expected.
A.

C.

40mVpp

B.

123mVpp

Fi. 8. W’(10µs): Oscilloscope view

V_in
reset
Interrupt
(0.5V)

˷120µ
˷10µ

Fig. 9. ADC simulation view

6 Conclusions
Underwater modem design is still in need of low cost and feasible resources to enhance
simulation processes with the whole complexity of the propagation water channel.
Experiments carried out in sea waters are expensive and complicated. Simple methods
are necessary that include the underwater channel in the simulation loop.
Although this problem has been solved in software simulation, this paper presents a
method which novelty consists in the lodging of the propagation channel effects over
the transmitted signal into the hardware simulation process.
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The paper describes a simple architecture to generate a signal based on passive
acoustic records or numerically modeling. One-bit sigma-delta digital-to-analog conversion has been tested with suitable results, while some performance speed limits exist
but just dependent on the development platform.
Hardware loop is closed to prove the whole simulation process with analog to digital conversion all in one device. Results show the feasibility of the method.
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Abstract. The World Health Organization (WHO) expects that depression will
become the first disability cause in 2030. Therefore, depression prevention
strategies are required. This paper presents an eHealth Portal proposal project.
Project aim is to develop an interactive web-based platform that assists University Community to prevent depression disorders through emotional virtual
agents (virtual doctor). The environment chosen to evaluate the eHealth Portal
is the Universitat Politècnica de Valencia’s University Community. In that context, depression affects student, lecturers and administrative employees. Project
motivation contributes The Spanish Network of Healthy Universities’ main
strategic lines. Due to the complexity of the project an interdisciplinary collaborative work group has been created.

1 Introduction
Current predictions indicate that by 2030 depression will be the leading cause of disease burden globally. When only the disability component is taken into consideration
in the calculation of the burden of disease, mental disorders account for 25.3% and
33.5% of all years lived with a disability in low- and middle-income countries, respectively [1].
The European Study of the Epidemiology of Mental Disorders (ESEMeD) project
found that 13% of Europeans will develop a major depression at some point in their
life and 4% did so in the 12 months prior to the study [2]. The total number of people
suffering from depression in Europe reached 21 million in 2004 [3]. In Europe 118
billion euros of which 61% are indirect costs related to sick leave. The cost in mental
diseases in Europe is almost twice that of cancer [4]. While in Spain it is 5.005 million
per year. In Spain depression is the second leading cause of work disability transient,
only behind dysfunctions locomotors [5]. Consequently the ‘Strategy on Mental
Health of the National Health System’ published by the Spanish Ministry of Health in
2007, has six main lines of action related to Depression: (1) promotion of mental
health, prevention and eradication of social stigma; (2) health care to patients; (3)
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coordination between institutions, scientific societies and associations; (4) training of
health personnel; (5) promoting research; and (6) information and evaluation systems
[6]. Therefore depression prevention constitutes a society health challenge given the
serious impact in the medium and long term, individually and as social, family and
work.
There are different mechanisms to prevent depression some of them assisted by
Health Information Technology (Health IT). Information technology (IT) can help
individuals to change their health behaviors. This is due to its potential for dynamic
and unbiased information processing enabling users to monitor their own progress and
be informed about risks and opportunities specific to evolving contexts and motivations. However, in many behavior change interventions, information technology is
underused by treating it as a passive medium focused on efficient transmission of
information and a positive user experience [7]. In contrast, Help4Mood is an interactive user interaction thought empathic virtual agents that have a positive effect on
stress management self-efficacy and enjoyment [8]. Also PREVENDEP interactively
can prevent episodes of depression and suicide using an empathic virtual agent. This
virtual agent tries to help users through adaptive and personalized Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) intervention [9], based in the self-reporting user information [10].
Moreover Maier et al. [11] have developed a prototype for patient self-management
for work-related disorders. One component was an information portal for training and
health literacy, which was integrated with the Semantic Web. Likewise Australian
government has developed a Health Portal called ‘Fighting Fit’ containing a 'Mental
Health On-Line' area [12]. Finally, in line with the eHealth Portal project proposed the
‘Mental Health and Wellbeing Portal’ is an initiative to provide the Deakin University
Community with ready access to mental health related information and support [13].
This paper presents the eHealth Portal Proposal to develop an interactive webbased platform that assists University Community to self-prevent depression through
emotional virtual agents. The paper describes project background, discusses the project scenario and objectives. Moreover, it outlines several implementation aspects.
Finally interdisciplinary work group is presented.

2 Project Background
The background of the project is supported by two previous research projects:
− The European Project Help4Mood [FP7-ICT-2009-4; 248765], under which has
been developed and tested the software Help4Mood. Help4Mood is based on the
interaction of the user (patient) with an interactive virtual agent (see the virtual assistant in Fig 1). The software is able to identify symptoms related to major depression and propose a suitable and personalized treatment [8].
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Fig 1. Help4Mood interface example.

− The PREVENDEP project is designed to prevent episodes of depression and suicide through continuous collection of information self-reported by the patient for
identifying risk factors and providing information, suggestions and recommendations of activities that contribute to minimize risks [10] trough an intelligent virtual
agent (see Fig 2).

Fig 2. PrevenDep interface example.
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3 Project Scenario
In the Spanish university context the concern for health has promoted ‘The Spanish
Network of Healthy Universities’ formed by institutions committed to health promotion in the university environment. The strategic lines of the universities Network are:
university environments that promote health; the inclusion in university curricula of
training in health promotion at undergraduate and postgraduate level; research on
health promotion; participation and collaboration between public health agencies,
community institutions and universities; services’ offer and activities on campus
aimed at promoting the health of the University Community. And the Network objective is the University Community (Students, Administration and Services, Lecturers
and Research) and society as a whole.
Environments are defined as those places and social contexts where people develop
daily activities and which interact personal and environmental, organizational factors
affecting the health and well-being of those who live, work, they learn it, etc. The
University meets several of the characteristics of these environments; on the one hand,
it is a workplace, the other is an educational center and also is an institution of special
relevance in both investigating and ensures the advancement of our society [14].
In this University Environment depression problem has been detected and its prevention has become a must to contribute to achieve the desired Healthy Universities
Environment.

4 Objectives
The proposed eHealth Portal project aim is a Web-Based Support System to prevent depression in the University Community through emotional virtual agents. To
achieve this overall objective the following specific objectives are planned:
4.1 Objectives regarding the identification of mood disorder symptoms related
− Definition of indicators associated with mood disorder.
− Methods development for quantifying defined indicators. Homogenization of the
indicators risk levels.
− Detection questionnaires based on previous indicators and quantification.
− Standardized diagnostic questionnaires; detection depression levels, hopelessness
and anxiety questionnaires [14-22].
− Programming virtual agent for interaction with the user during the identification
stage symptoms.
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− Programming the module responsible for planning sessions at this stage. Definition
of the activation criteria and selection of appropriate questionnaires and diagnostic
tests.
− Design and implementation user health status reports.
4.2 Objectives regarding the intervention after the identification of mood
disorders
− Structured tasks definition and implementation for the mood disorder detected
intervention.
− Virtual agent programming to direct adaptive and personalized intervention sessions based on Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) [9]. Regarding the managing
of emotions in the virtual agent, in order to improve the human-agent interaction,
the cognitive appraisal theory of emotions [23] will be apply.
− Virtual agent adaptability programming based on the evolution of the user: verbal
communication (contents offered: activities / recommendations / alerts) and nonverbal communication (managing emotions).
− Virtual agent programming to give users feedback about their evolution.
− Evolution reports design and implementation for user intervention.
4.3 Objectives regarding software development
− Study of the actual virtual agent technologies developments in order to select the
most appropriate to implement the graphical interface in the eHealth portal.
− Interactive web-based system development (see Fig 3). Anonymous user access to
eliminate depression stigma problems.
− Creating a focus group at the beginning of the eHealth Portal development process
to establish the outline of the portal. The focus group will have at least 6 members
representing students, administrative employees and lecturers.
− Design portal usability testing. Scheduling periodic usability testing during the
redesign process and software development.
− Design and usability testing (test online and personal) of the final eHealth Portal.
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Fig. 3. eHelth Portal system architecture first approach (Adapted from [11])
4.4 Objectives regarding assessment Portal
− Final solution will be evaluated by three user groups: students, lecturers and administrative employees. Each group will consist of at least 15 volunteers who express a
desire to participate in the project. Students will be from at least three different
schools in their first year. Also administrative employees should represent at least
three different schools. Lecturers group proposed is a temporary contract pending
promotion ones.

4 Interdisciplinary Collaborative Work Group
Due to the complexity of the eHealth Portal project an interdisciplinary collaborative
work group is required. The current project working group consists of 12 members
organized as following:
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− Four members (PhD in Computer Science) from Institute for the Applications of
Advanced Information and Communication Technologies (ITACA). Research
Group IBIME.
− A member (PhD in Computer Science) from Human-Computer Interaction and
Usability from Research Center on Software Production Methods.
− Four Doctors from Occupational Health Centre at the Universitat Politècnica de
València (UPV).
− A Doctor form Health Center Aldaia (Valencia, Spain)
− Two members (Psycopedagogy) from Institute of Education Sciences at the Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV). Student’s orientation office.
− A member (PhD Industrial engineer) from Disabled People`s Service.

5 Conclusions
The eHealth Portal project presented to prevent depression in University Community is a new initiative that aims to provide the UPV University Community with ready
access to mental health related information and support. eHealth Portal is an interactive tool for preventing and coping with depression that teaches self-help skills
through emotional virtual agents. After eHealth Portal development phase an exhaustive evaluation phase will be performed to ensure the effectiveness of it to achieve the
depression prevention target proposed. Finally eHealth Portal will be available for all
university community.
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Abstract. Fundamental physical nature of the so called macroscopic fluctuations (MF) of “instant” (v) and mean
(V) velocities of a wide set of natural processes is clearly shown by discreteness of value of relative variance of
measurement results D=(/V)2; values D represent quantified spectrum nDo = n3/2, where  is the fine-structure
constant of atomic spectra and n are small integer numbers; it was also shown that the (mean) values n close to
squares of integers appear more often than others [1, 2-5]. The spectrum of mean values D appearing during the
registration of radioactive decay was studied by means of Geiger-Müller counters. The phenomenon of quantification of D was observed in this investigation, means of quantum Do were experimentally obtained close to the same
3/2, and it was found that values n close to squares of integers are predominantly presented; in other words, the
Geiger-Müller counters registered MF in these experiments. In this investigation, we also found numbers n shifted
at 1/2 with respect to the integers.

INTRODUCTION
The unity of natural phenomena was considered at the beginning of 20th century in form of universality
of mathematical models; researchers noticed that sets of the most different phenomena are described
by linear equations in partial derivatives of the second order. Now equations are found in most of the
cases to be different but way of attractor complication, set of bifurcations or, as it is called, scenario of
passage to chaos, appear to be the same. The unity appears to be connected to no analogous equations
of systems under study but with universal qualitative behavior [6 - 10].
In some other investigations of chaotic processes, the mathematical apparatus is still not so
clear and on the way to it, there is a hard task to search for key characteristics that could lead to the
further theory with a steady mathematic framework. During the process of studying the intriguing
“macroscopic fluctuations” (MF) the discreteness of relative variance D of measurement results could
play the role of the key characteristic. MF is a designation for a set of unusual peculiarities found during the process of making long rows of measurements of “instant” (v) and mean characteristics (V) of
many processes [11, 12, 13, 14]. In particular, v is the velocity of a biochemical reaction. As mentioned above, value D is defined as (/V)2, and  is the standard deviation.
As a result of MF investigations, the experimentally-based reasons appear to indicate that set
of experimental values D in case of biochemical reaction measurements could be fitted by the spectrum n3/2, where n are small integers [4, 5]. Here  is the fine-structure constant; it is a dimensionless
combination of fundamental physical constants, a real number 1/137,0360 … , introduced in 1916 by
A. Sommerfeld while he was working on the modeling of atomic spectra. Note that -1 is almost integer number; this property is essentially used in the theory [9], which is the phenomenological version
of the unified theory of matter and field.
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After additional analysis of various experimental data obtained in the analysis of some physical phenomena, another spectrum was phenomenologically added to the initial spectrum of D = n3/2;
it is shifted on 1/3, that is, (n+1/3)3/2 [1].
Special measurements of mean values of D by Geiger-Müller counters in long series of stereotype measurements of radioactive decay rates of radium and cesium were performed in the UPV.

EXPERIMENTAL INSTALLATON IN THE UPV
The purpose of the experiments was the search for MF in the results of radioactivity measurements of
two standard preparations of Ra-226 and Cs-137; (preparation of Ra-226: 0.9 Ci, Amersham, model
№184100; preparation of Cs-137: 5 Ci, Rs-214, model № А-0080). The experiments were performed
using Geiger-Müller counters ZP-1430 manufactured by Philips. X-ray, - quanta, and -particles were
registered in the counter, as well as -particles near the thin layer in the input part of the counter tube.
The bombardment of gas by these particles and the subsequent development of avalanches of ionization, their quenching by reactions with participation of halogen, waves of heating and cooling, jumps
of polarization, effects on walls and central string of the counter - all these circumstances lead to a picture that is obviously sufficient, regarding the level of complexity, for the occurrence of complex dynamic modes.
Two identical counters were used in the experiments. The counter tubes are filled with an inert gas in addition to halogen. The anode-cathode capacity is near 3.5 pF, the plateau slope is 0.04%,
the plateau width is some hundred volts, dead time is near 0.2 ms. The particles counting lasted 6 seconds per measurement. The number of registered pulses does not exceed 3000 per 6 seconds, and in
this way the mean time between pulses does not exceed 2 ms; actually, it was 10-100 times more than
dead time. Results of long series of stereotype measurements were stored in a computer memory and
after finishing the measurements they were treated with different programs, particularly with Excel of
the Microsoft Office package.
Ra-226 and Cs-137 preparations were inserted on different distances from the tube in standard
slots a 3 cm lead shield, Fig. 1. In these experiments of preliminary character it was not possible to
vary continuously neither the intensity of the radioactive sources nor the distance to the counter tube.

Fig. 1. Lead shield and standard slots for radioactive sources positioning.

Each set of measurements had a rough duration of one day and near 14400 measurements
were performed per day. The estimated error of value (/V)2 was about 1% at such measurements.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results corresponded considerably to the expectations formulated on the bases of
previous results which were based, in particular, on biochemical reactions. Not continuous as usually
considered but, to the contrary, discrete, quantified relative variance (/V)2 of measurement results
were again observed in these UPV experiments. The value of the “quantum” appears also to be practically equal to 3/2. As a result of the measurements performed in the UPV, the following discrete values (/V)2/3/2 were obtained in the measurements (Table 1):

Table 1. Discrete values of (/V)2/3/2
1.47
mean of two repetitions - 2.31 and 2.33
2.32
mean of two repetitions - 3.29 and 3.36
3.325
mean of four repetitions - 4.48, 4.52, 4.53 and 4.46
4.50
mean of four repetitions - 7.55, 7.45, 7.45, 7.56
7.50
8.06

Thus, value 8 from known spectrum n3/2 and two values 2+1/3 and 3+1/3 from known spectrum
(n+1/3)3/2 were obtained in the experiments. In addition, three values 1+1/2, 4+1/2 and 7+1/2 were
obtained, which could be considered as unambiguous evidence of earlier unknown spectrum
(n+1/2)3/2 existence. Using analogy with atomic spectra, it could be supposed that the “additional
quantum number” l exists in parallel with n, “mean quantum number” of MF, and a generalized formula for MF spectrum could be represented as follows:
(1)

Deviations from ideal means described by phenomenological formula (1) are 2% for 1.47, 1% for 2.31,
0% for 2.33, 2% for 3.29, 1.5% for 3.36, 0.5% for 4.48, 0.5% for 4.52, 0.5% for 4.53, 1% for 4.46,
0.5% for 7.55, 0.5% for 7.45, 0.5% for 7.45, 1% for 7.56 and 1% for 8.06. The global mean of deviation of the measured values for the whole UPV-experiment is near to 1% , which corresponds to (the)
estimations made during period of the experiment planning.
Repetitions of measurements essentially improve statistics; more precise meanings converge
to meanings described by formula (1).

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1. On link of the discreteness of values V and  2
It is known that variance 2 of radioactive decay measurements numerically coincides in a
range of statistically determined deviation with the mean value V of impulse counts, i.e. 2/V  1. It
means that (/V)2  1/V. In this way, value (/V)2/3/2 transforms into 1/(V3/2), i.e. the experiment
shows that the mean values of 1/(V3/2) belong to spectra n, n+1/3 and n+1/2. One could reformulate
this as,
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V = Do/n
V = Do/(n + 1/3)
V = Do/(n + 1/2)

(2)

The last set of formulae testifies more evidently that the mean values V of counts have to endure high-amplitude discrete transitions in case of integer numbers n variations.
2. On the discreteness of V-spectrum
Naturally, those discrete changes of V were observed after each change of the setup configuration, such as change of the radioactive preparation and/or distance between (the) source and (the)
counter. It did not lead to any astonishing discovery, but high-amplitude transitions between different
mean values of V were sometimes observed during long series of stereotypical measurements without
any influence of (the) experimenter. For example, a discrete transition of V from one level to another,
in the same experimental configuration, took place in one experiment. It was a sharp jump (during a
short time, compared to the time of one measurement) accompanied by mean value V lowering of approximately 2.5 times. High stabilization of V after the transition led to the possibility of calculating a
stable mean value (/V)2/3/2. It was 1.47, which is practically 1+1/2; it looks like MF with n = 1 belonging to the spectrum D = (n+1/2)3/2.
In a subsequent experiment with the Ra-226 preparation, the jump of V of 2.6 times (from approximately 520 counts to 202 counts) led also to the stabilization of V, (Fig.2). Mean value for this
stable stage of measurements is 8.01; (value (σ/V)2/α3/2 is 8.06; value 1/(V3/2) is 7.94); this is a “spectral line” for case n = 8 in spectrum D = n3/2.

Fig. 2. Discrete transition from unstable results of counter to stable pulses registration caused by
radioactive decay. Quantified macroscopic fluctuations with n=8 in spectrum D = n3/2 correspond
to the stable phase of the experiment.

What is the nature of this discreteness of value V?
In the case of this experiment, shown in Fig. 2, the calculations of (/V)2 for no stationary
stage (before the jump) leads practically to the same n = 8; note that this value has small statistical
significance. In addition, the relationship 2/V before the jump certainly differs from unit, i.e. results
do not precisely agree with Poisson statistics during this stage of the experiment.
Practically the same was found in the jump described above, which was observed several days
later. Measurements (after the jump) of V led to stable MF with n close to 1.5; analogous but not so
statistically significant number n was found before the jump.
The discovery of such quantized levels20
and quantized jumps between them needs a specific
way of thinking and proceeding. For example, (the) technical testing of the installation had led to the

discomfiture conclusion that the high voltage on the counter tube is not in strong correspondence with
the observed counts. According to the usual thinking, the quantized phenomena can be considered as
erroneous and turn to long process of the installation refinement. It should be noted, however, that in
other systems there were similar discrete jumps of the mean of measured values in the course of MF
experiments, and that these jumps were not caused by artifacts [1, 4]. In this way, we have to conclude
that the small variations of the parameters that determine the pulses can sometimes be not accidental,
but they are probably included in the process of the quantized fluctuations.
Changes on the counter tube voltage were applied during the course of good stages of measurements but the existence of the plateau lead to negligible influence of this drift in final measurement
results and, importantly, it did not usually smooth the quantification of (/V)2-s.
The analysis of the performed experiment errors shows that the quantification of relative variance is an easily recognizable effect and that the experimental revealing of MF does not require very
expansive and excessively precise equipment. The main basis for the prolongation of this branch of
investigations is the coincidence of experimental mean of Do-2/3 with fundamental physical constant 
and the important role of value -3/2 in the theory [9].
3. On the possible mechanism of the fluctuations macroscopization
It is not a solved problem yet but it could be supposed that the fine-structure constant  that
describes quantum electrodynamics phenomena in micro-world penetrates into macroscopic measurements through a mechanism of cancelling of the same factors that affect both  and V. The efficiency
of counting the particles which penetrate into the Geiger-Müller counter depends on ensembles of parameters k1, k2, k3, … influencing upon the probability of the appearance of an avalanche in the counter, but the width of distribution changes exactly in the same manner, therefore the relation
(*k1*k2*k3* …)/(V*k1*k2*k3*…) = σ/V does not change. This picture loses scale invariance, probably, only in quantum world at (the) moment of electromagnetic interaction whose probability is proportional to the mean of . If it is really so then experimentally determined meaning of Do have no
additive inputs and its mean value equals precisely to 3/2.
Table 2 shows that the experimental mean of Do really equals to 3/2 within precision of the
experiment: the mean of nexp/nhypot is not shifted from 1: mean of the third column is 0,997.
Table 2. Calculation of ratio between experimental and rounded values of “unit of 3/2 ”.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

nexp - experimental
mean of n
1,47
2,31
2,33
3,29
3,36
4,48
4,52
4,53
4,46
7,55
7,45
7,45
7,56
8,06

nhypot - hypothetical
mean of n
1.50
2.33
2.33
3.33
3.33
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
7.50
7.50
7.50

7.50
8.00
(*) Mean of “unit of 3/2 ” is 0.997  1.00
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Mean of
(nexp/nhypot)*
0.980
0.991
0.999
0.988
1.008
0.996
1.004
1.007
0.991
1.007
0.993
0.993
1.008
0.993

4. On a probable way of a quick introduction of results of the MF studies
One could try to perform a capital metrological work after avoiding the noted defects of experiment and after developing the new-found strategy of constant Do-2/3   measurement till sufficient
degree of perfection. Revision of fundamental constant  value, that is the relation of square of elementary electrical charge to multiple of light velocity on "crossed" Plank constant, is one of serious
tasks of modern fundamental physics.
The preliminary experiment made by means of Geiger-Muller counters still leads naturally to
rough means of . Standard deviation in the experiment is 0.009; this means that experimental results
of 3/2 scatter mainly between 0.988 and 1.006. The scatter of the mean is square root from 14 times
less, i.e. approximately between 0.995 and 1.000.
Fine-structure constant  is 3/2 raised in the power 2/3. Because (3/2)2/3 is located mainly inside interval (0.9953/2)2/3 and (1.0003/2)2/3 one could state that experimental means of  scatter
between (1(2/3)0.005) and (1+(2/3)0.000), i.e. approximately between 136.5 and 137.0. Really the interval is even slightly broader because here errors of rounding-up of the means, presented in
the first column of the Table 2 were not taken into account.
The precision of the result obtained corresponds to the task of the described experiment that
was of preliminary, prospecting aim. There are not any experimental limitations for much more precise
experimentation in this direction. The more precise values 137.0, 137.04, 137.036, … of  are measured, the more promising will MF fundamental nature investigations become.

FINAL REMARKS
Finding quantification in an experimentally registered chaotic process requires investigation of the
already existing physical theory where chaotic disorder and quantified order are closely interconnected
by respective manner. It seems promising within the framework of this problem that well-marked hints
on existence of dynamic chaos with all its attributes like bifurcations, windows of orders embedded in
chaos etc. have already appeared in the theory [9] where value -3/2 plays essential role [6]. Moreover,
because  is an electromagnetic constant, it is promising that dynamic chaos appears in electromagnetic sector of the unified theory [9].
The principal difference of the relative variance measurement methods of velocities of biochemical reactions [15-18] from the above described method of the relative variance measurement of
the intensity of radioactivity counting rate, and at the same time the identity of both results could mean
that the same physical phenomenon is registered in both investigations [2, 3, 19]; other possibility is
that the same mathematics underlies essentially different systems [6-8].
In any case, the forthcoming joint development of theory [9, 10] and experiments [1, 4, 5, 8],
will lead to the appearance of a new area of biophysics and fundamental physics, one of its innovative
aspects being the possibility of measuring the fine structure constant simply by means of very long
measurements of radioactivity.
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Abstract. Ablation of electrical drivers during atrial fibrillation (AF) has been
proved as an effective therapy to prevent recurrence of fibrillatory episodes.
This study presents a new methodology based on causality analysis which is
able to identify the hierarchical dominance of atrial areas driving AF. Realistic
mathematical models of the atrial electrical activity during AF were analyzed
using the causal method. Causal relationships between atrial electrograms were
summarized into a recurrence map, highlighting the hierarchy and dominant areas and allowing the identification of sites responsible for maintenance of the
arrhythmia. These maps located the position of the atrial driver in simulated fibrillatory processes with a single rotor, with 2 rotors or with several drivers.
Additionally, the correspondence between the nodal values of the recurrence
map and the distance to the rotor core has been established. Causal analysis
consistently estimated propagation patterns and location of atrial drivers during
AF.

1 Introduction
Atrial fibrillation (AF) can be driven by atrial areas responsible for the maintenance of
the arrhythmia [1-3], and ablation of these dominant areas can prevent the arrhythmia
recurrence [4]. Atrial drivers can be located everywhere in the atria [5], so their identification in each patient is a goal for the ablation therapy. Although there are some
methods for locating these atrial sources [6-7], like the detection of the regions with
highest dominant frequencies (DF), their efficiency remain elusive.
This work proposes a novel tool for dominant areas location based on the search for
the strongest cause-effect relationships between multiple electrograms that allows
locating the electrical sources driving AF. This analysis can be used to estimate the
dominant propagation pattern and to locate the region that predominantly acts as a
source of electrical activations. As a first approach and due to the difficulty in obtaining simultaneous recordings of the electrical activity across the whole atria, we have
used here mathematical models of the atrial electrical activity during fibrillatory processes to assess the validity of our method.
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2 Methods

2.1 Mathematical models of the atrial electrical activity
A realistic 3D anatomical model of both atria was used to simulate the atrial electrical
activity during fibrillatory processes (285,780 nodes and 566,549 triangular patches)
[8]. A gradient of the electrophysiological properties (Ik,ACH) of the atrial myocardium was introduced into the mathematical model in order to obtain realistic propagation patterns with different activation rates. The reaction-diffusion system with the
Courtemanche cell model kinetics [9-10] was solved by using the Runge-Kutta integration method with an adaptive temporal step on a graphic processors unit (NVIDIA
Tesla C2075 6G) [11].
From each computational simulation, a uniform mesh of pseudo-unipolar electrograms was calculated under the assumption of a homogenous, unbounded and quasistatic medium by using the following expression:
(1)
where r is the distance vector between the measuring point and a point in the tissue
domain, ∇ denotes the gradient operator and Vm is the transmembrane potential distribution. Computed electrograms were stored for further processing at a sampling frequency of 1 kHz.
2.2 Causality Analysis Method

Causal relations were searched between N simultaneous neighboring signals, which
were divided into Kn overlapping time segments of length equal to the inverse of the
DF. Under the assumption that a given observation xi(t) can result from previous
observations in neighboring nodes xj(t-τ), their cause-effect relationship level can be
assessed by a univariate autoregressive model (ARM):
(2)
where ατ are the ARM coefficients and εij(t) is the error in the prediction of xi from xj
by using the ARM, which can be assumed to be a white noise process characterized by
its variance σ2εij. The order of the ARM model is given by tmax-tmin, where tmin=d/vmax,
tmax=d/vmin, d is the distance between electrodes, and vmax and vmin are the maximum
and minimum conduction velocities respectively. ARM coefficients are estimated by
using the least-squares method [12].
In order to compare the degree of causality between signals with inherent differences in their variance, we use a statistical approach based on influence measure. This
measure compares the variance measured by applying the ARM model with source
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and destiny signals σ2εij with the variance value σ2εii obtained by applying the model on
the destiny signal itself. We defined the Influence Ratio matrix (IR, (3)), computed for
a given pair of signals (i,j), as the ratio between variances of the error of ARM models
for the source signal (σ2εij) and for itself (σ2εii):
(3)

(4)

The IR is measured for all the Kn overlapping intervals (IRij,k) and the influence of a
signal xj in a signal xi is summarized by normalizing the IR matrix (IRN, (4)), where
Kn is the number of signal segments under evaluation.
The Recurrence Map (RM) is then constructed by assigning a value between 0 and
1 to each node according to its probability of behaving as a signal source. These probability values (P) are computed by using the following expression:
P= M∞ × P0 ; Mβ =Mβ-1× Mβ-1 ; M0=IRN

(5)

where M∞ is the permanent regime value of IRN matrix and P0 is the initial probability
distribution where P0=1/N. M∞ is reached when the value of ξ = var(Pβ- Pβ-1) reaches
an upper threshold (10-10).

3 Results
With the purpose of demonstrating that atrial drivers during AF can be identified by
our causality method we used mathematical models of the atrial electrical activity with
three different activation patterns; (i) a functional rotor at the left atrial roof and without a LA- to-RA DF gradient (Fig. 1); (ii) a functional double rotor in 8-figure at the
free wall of the right atrium with RA-to-LA DF gradient (Fig. 2); and (iii) a complex
pattern with several drivers: two functional reentries at the left atrial roof, two functional reentries at RA and an anatomical reentry around the RIPV (Fig. 3).
In the first mathematical simulation the fibrillatory process is maintained by a rotor
placed on the left atrial roof (Fig. 1A), with a uniform activation frequency in both
atria (12 Hz), and no DF gradient (Fig. 1B). The RM (Fig. 1C) depicts the results of
the causal methodology on this model. It can be observed that the RM values reach 1
at the vicinity of the rotor, marking the position of the atrial driver. At the rest of the
tissue the RM values remain close to 0 showing that there is no other atrial source
different to the LA rotor.
In Fig. 2A the propagation pattern from a simulation in which the fibrillatory process is maintained by two counter-rotating rotors at the free wall of the RA is shown.
In this case there is a RA-to-LA DF gradient (12 Hz RA, 6 Hz LA, Fig. 2B), and the
RA, where the rotors are located, is the fastest. The RM (Fig. 2C) shows the highest
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values at the free wall of the RA, where the rotors were located. Please note that in
this case the area with highest RM values is wider than in the previous case, where
there was only a single driver rotor.

Fig. 1. Anterior and posterior views of atrial model with a rotor in LA without DF gradient. (A)
Transmembrane potentials. (B) DF map. (C) Recurrence map.
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Fig. 2. Anterior and posterior views of atrial model with a rotor in RA with DF gradient. (A)
Transmembrane potentials. (B) DF map. (C) Recurrence map.
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Fig. 3A shows the transmembrane potential from a simulation with several drivers.
In this case, the AF was maintained by 4 functional reentries (2 at the left atrial roof
and 2 at the RA) and by an anatomical reentry around the RIPV. In this case there is
no DF gradient: both atria were activated at the same frequency (12 Hz, Fig. 3B). The
RM (Fig. 3C) exhibits several areas with values markedly larger than zero, all of them
at positions of the atrial drivers: one at the RA and another at the left atrial roof that
also extends around the RIPV. In this case, the RM values of the left atrial roof are
higher (1) than the RM values at the RA (0.6).
In order to evaluate the spatial profile of AF sources, the RM nodal values obtained
at the different atrial models where plotted against the distance to the source with the
highest RM value. Fig. 4A shows the RM nodal values from the first model (maintained by a rotor in the LA roof) in comparison with the distance of those nodes to the
rotor core. It can be shown as the closest nodes to the rotor core present higher values
of the RM than those nodes placed away from the rotor. The RM values can be represented by an exponential decay function from the distance to the rotor core with relatively high accuracy (R2=0.82). In Fig. 4B the same analysis for the model with two
rotors in the RA can be shown. In this case the higher values of the RM are also in the
vicinity of the rotors and present an exponential decay with the distance to the atrial
driver. The decay curve presents a less steep decay and worse fitting (R2=0.64), due to
the presence of 2 rotors (the distance was obtained to the core of one of them) and the
wider extension of the dominant area. Finally, Fig. 4C depicts the RM nodal values of
the simulation maintained by multiple drivers. Here we can find 2 areas with high RM
nodal values, corresponding to the 2 dominant regions in this model: the left atrial
roof and the RA. Consequently, the fitted curve presents an adjusted coefficient
(R2=0.49) lower than the previous models.
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Fig. 3. Anterior and posterior views of atrial model with multiple drivers. (A) Transmembrane
potentials. (B) DF map. (C) Recurrence map.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the RM values and the distance to the atrial driver for three simulations: (A) Rotor in LA without DF gradient; (B) double rotor in RA; and (C) multiple drivers.
(blue dots) RM values obtained from the model. (black line) the best exponential decay model
fitted for these points.
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4 Discussion
Several clinical studies provide evidence supporting the existence of localized sources
responsible for the maintenance of AF [1-5]. These atrial sources have been postulated
to be a consequence of either ectopic activity [1-2], micro-reentries or rotors [3] and
can be considered as the center of a hierarchical process in the fibrillatory activity.
These hierarchical fibrillatory processes can be identified by their electrical activation
pattern whereby the region activated at the highest rate and emitting outward waves is
the dominant area. In this work we present a novel technique to analyze the electrical
activation patterns to find such dominant regions.
The identification of fibrillatory drivers remains a challenging task due to the irregular wave electrical activity during AF. Isochronal and phase maps of cardiac activation are now quite commonly used to study arrhythmia mechanisms and to guide ablative therapies [3, 7]. However, the construction of isochronal and instantaneous phase
maps consider of a short time interval for evaluation (i.e. a single activation cycle),
which could be non-typical and could lead to maps that depend on the time interval
analyzed and give information about the activity only in that time interval. The causal
method reduces such limitation, since it summarizes the electrical activity during a
longer time interval (i.e. cumulative activations) into a dominant propagation pattern
that depicts the electrical activity in the analyzed interval [13].
The identification of the atrial drivers has also been extensively carried out by the
dominant frequency (DF) analysis, since the regions higher activation rates are linked
with the presence of atrial drivers [6]. However, in the absence of a left-to-right gradient the results of this approach were poor. Here, we demonstrate that in the presence
of a DF gradient in the atria, both DF and causality analysis offer similar results. Nevertheless, the proposed method may allow detecting the origin of activations even in
absence of DF gradients.
Identification of causal relationships during irregular activations requires a multipole catheter, with as many recording electrodes as possible. However, balloon (noncontact) or basket multi-electrodes are expensive, complex and not readily available.
The presented analysis method could also be carried out by sequentially mapping the
atria with a multipolar catheter, avoiding the need for the balloon or basket catheters.
However, a study using real recordings of animal or human AF will be necessary to
validate the usefulness of our methodology.

5 Conclusion
This work presented a novel methodology for the identification of the atrial sites
which are responsible of AF maintenance. Recurrence maps highlight the top-hierarch
of dominant regions in the atria and estimate the corresponding propagation pattern,
independently of the spatial distribution of DF. The presented methodology is proposed to be useful for guiding ablation procedures in AF patients.
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Abstract. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a cost-efficient solution
for massive monitoring; hence they play a critical role in the development
of smart environments. For this, a large number of nodes sense the environment and report the gathered data to entities with higher storage
and processing capacity. For instance, LTE networks are usually used
for relaying the gathered information. Since these networks may suffer
from congestion in the physical random access channel (PRACH) due
to the large number of connected devices, we propose a WSN protocol
for reducing congestion in relaying networks. It focuses on reducing the
loss of relevant information while performing continuous monitoring and
event detection duties.

1

Introduction

The automation of environments and the development of Smart Cities [8] highly
rely on wireless sensor networks (WSNs). These are formed by a large number
of low cost nodes that auto-organize for data gathering and transmission. Since
little to no further maintenance is needed after deployment, WSNs provide a
cost-efficient solution to massive monitoring but, nodes being battery supplied,
energy consumption was the major downside as replacing batteries may not
be viable. However, as technology evolves, energy consumption issues are being
mitigated by a longer battery life and the use of energy harvesting systems [7].
As such, the main focus of performance analysis is shifting towards other QoS
parameters; i.e., report latency. The relevance of this parameter is application
dependent [1]. As an example, agricultural applications may be delay tolerant
since the user is interested in long-term evolution of physical parameters; on the
other hand, disaster-management applications in industrial facilities require a
swift response from the network to hazardous conditions such as chemical leaks,
extreme pressure and temperature changes or a damaged component in the assembly line. These are known as critical-time applications. One of the major
downsides of WSNs is the large number of nodes simultaneously transmitting
data, which causes congestion in relaying networks such as LTE. Specifically,
nodes must access the physical random access channel (PRACH) for synchronization or data transmission, but it is not designed to be used for machine to
machine (M2M) communication.
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Cluster-based protocols have been widely used for reducing energy consumption [5, 11] and may serve as a simple solution for LTE network congestion.
In these protocols, nodes are periodically organized in groups named clusters,
each containing a cluster head (CH) and several cluster members (CMs). This
organization is performed during a cluster formation (CF) phase. Then nodes
proceed to perform environmental monitoring duties in the steady-state phase
(SSP). Here, CHs serve as a relay node between the CMs and the sink or relaying network. As a result, fewer nodes must compete for the resources of the
LTE network. Even though clustering methods may reduce medium congestion,
it is also advisable to reduce the frequency of CH transmissions. In other words,
cluster-based WSN protocols with infrequent medium access requests work best
to mitigate congestion in relaying networks. Nevertheless, industrial applications
may benefit from the inclusion of mobile nodes, which is oftentimes handled by
including additional synchronization phases; thus increasing the traffic injected
to the network. An interesting option for avoiding this issues are cognitive radio
sensor networks (CRSN). In cognitive radio, devices with no frequency band
concession sense the medium to identify access opportunities; hence transmitting its data without interfering with the primary users of the network. As such,
mobile nodes may perform event reporting duties by means of CR. As a result,
no further synchronization is required.
In this study we present WISPER (WIreless sensor network alternating
cntm/cr Slots protocol for Preemptive Event Reporting), a cluster-based protocol that performs event reporting by means of a TDMA schedule. It uses a
sleep-awake schedule [4] along with medium sensing in order to perform continuous monitoring (CntM) and event reporting simultaneously. Congestion control
is also considered, along with cognitive radio, which enables this protocol to
operate even when overlapping with other WSNs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes previous studies on disaster management WSNs and cognitive radio sensor networks
(CRSN), then, Section 3 describes WISPER, the proposed protocol for CntM
and event reporting. We study the performance of this protocol and the article
concludes with the conclusions and future work.

2

Related Work

Achieving continuous monitoring (CntM) and event reporting provides the sink
with plenty of information to characterize the environment, along with a timely
report of occurring events. This behavior may be achieved by either temporal
or spatial segmentation of the network. In the former, nodes alternate between
CntM and event detection (ED) duties [6] according to a predefined time schedule. In the latter, the network selects certain nodes to perform CntM while others
perform [3]. Both approaches may enhance energy consumption and event report
latency given the nodes rotate duties continuously. Otherwise the distribution
of the consumed energy among nodes may not be uniform; hence certain nodes
are prone to battery depletion. Additionally, industrial environments usually in-
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clude mobile nodes for servicing purposes; hence the need for protocols that
consider periodical synchronization phases between the CHs and mobile nodes
[9]. These issues may be solved by CRSN, but first, some communication shortcomings must to be solved. First, adequate medium sensing must be conducted,
which may be challenging for low cost devices. Some studies suggest the use of
coordinators [10], which may be viable for industrial environments but not for
some environmental applications where continuous energy supply is not possible.
Also, CR is usually used in devices that are able to transmit data on several frequency bands. As stated earlier, nodes in WSNs are severely limited devices that
may include a single antenna. Consequently, the use of CR over one frequency
band has been studied [2]. We follow this approach for the transmission of event
packets on WISPER.

3

WISPER

WISPER (WIreless sensor network alternating cntm/cr Slots protocol for Preemptive Event Reporting) is a cluster-based WSN protocol that relies on TDMA
for CntM. On the other hand, event reporting is conducted by means of a singlefrequency cognitive radio approach. The time schedule of WISPER (shown in
Fig.1 is divided in rounds and each one starts with a cluster formation (CF)
phase. During this phase CHs and CMs are selected randomly. Furthermore,
CMs decide between performing CntM or ED for the present round. Once CF is
over, nodes perform data transmission for a predefined number of time slots until
the next scheduled CF phase. The TDMA schedule is comprised of M time slots
and the CH sequentially assigns one of these time slots to the CMs in charge of
CntM. When M time slots have elapsed, the CH sends the gathered data to the
sink. We use a fixed value for M to avoid frequent CH access to the medium
in smaller clusters; i.e., in TDMA based protocols such as in [5], the length of
TDMA schedules depends of the number of CMs.

CF

Event
Reporting

TDMA

CH
Transmission

Fig. 1. Time schedule for WISPER.
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In order to lower energy consumption, CntM CMs start the steady state
phase (SSP) either awake, A or asleep B, where P (a) = 1 − P (b) = 0.5 and
alternate between sleep and awake states according to a random process with
rates α and β. As such the probabilities of a node being on either state are given
by
1/α
P (a) =
(1)
1/α + 1/β
P (b) =

1/β
1/α + 1/β

(2)

Whenever a CntM is in sleep state it is unable to transmit data; therefore, the
TDMA slot reserved for its transmission is not used. This liberates time slots
that can be used for the ED CMs given an event is detected. For this, ED
nodes use a single-band CR approach where they sense the medium to identify
available time slots. Congestion control is performed by the CHs by counting the
number of time slots that were not used during the last TDMA schedule and the
number of transmitted event packets. For this, whenever transmission was not
attempted for at least one time slot, no further action is needed. On the other
hand, whenever transmission is attempted in every time slot and at least one
event packet was received, the CH sends a congestion signal during its assigned
time slot. When CntM nodes detect this signal, no TDMA transmissions are
attempted for the next schedule. As a result, ED CMs are able to report the
detected event.

4

Performance Analysis

Performance analysis of the proposed protocol is conducted by means of a
discrete-time simulator we developed in C + +. It has been validated in previous
studies. Since event reporting is performed by means of CR on a TDMA-based
schedule, report latency depends only on the size of M . Therefore, we focus
our performance analysis in energy consumption and the number of packets discarded per TDMA schedule. As such, we first analyze the effect of M on energy
consumption. The main parameters used for the simulation are listed in Table 1.
As a result, the energy for transmitting a packet,
Etx (l, d) = l × Eelec + l × ǫf s × d2 ,

(3)

depends on the packet length, the transmission range, the energy required by
the communication circuits, Eelec , and the energy consumed by the amplifier as
in [5]. The energy for medium sensing depends on the number of sensed bits by
Erx (l) = l × Eelec .

(4)

For studying the viability CR for event reporting, we simulated time schedules
where an event is detected by each CR node with probability P (e) each M
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Table 1. Simulation parameters.
Parameter
Network area
Deployed nodes
Sink coordinates
Packet length
Electronics energy
Amplifier energy
Transmission data rate
CM transmission range
CH transmission range

Variable Value
100 × 100 m
Nt
100
(200 m, 0)
l
2 kbits
Eelec
50 nJ/bit
ǫf s
10 pJ/bit/m2
40 kbps
dCM
35
√ m
2002 + 1002 m
dCH

Power consumption [W]

time slots. The power consumption of WISPER is compared with the power
consumption of a characteristic TDMA protocol; namely LEACH and shown in
Fig. 2.

WISPER
LEACH
0.06
0.04
1
0.02
0

5

0.5
10

15

20 0

M

P(e)

Fig. 2. Power consumption comparison between WISPER and LEACH.

Note that WISPER maintains adequate energy efficiency even when the
medium is highly congested. This is an advantage of TDMA-based protocols
when compared to RA, where a highly congested medium leads to collisions and
energy wastage. Also, note the reduction in power consumption for larger values
of M . This is due to the fact that the larger M , the higher probability that time
slots are not assigned and CH transmissions (highly power consuming) are less
frequent. As a result, the congestion of both, the WSN and relaying networks is
reduced in exchange of a reduction in the volume of data sent to the sink. Consequently, the network administrator must select M for obtaining the desired
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volume of data while also maintaining energy efficiency and congestion levels in
relaying networks.
In this same scenario we studied the number of discarded packets. It can be
seen in Fig. 3 that the shorter the TDMA schedule, the larger the number of
discarded event packets for higher P (e). In addition, Fig. 3 illustrates the effect
of the congestion control technique. Whenever the CH detects he medium as
congested, sends a message for dropping CntM packets. As a result, the vast
majority of time slots are used for event reporting. Despite this behavior, note
that a large number of event packets are discarded when M ≤ 10 because the
number of time slots is insufficient for allocating the number of CR nodes with
event packets. Also, observe that some event packets are discarded even when

E(D)

10

5

0
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

P(e)

0.2

4

6

10

8

12

14

16

M

Fig. 3. Mean number of discarded packets.

M = 16. This is caused by sudden changes in the state of nodes; i.e., from asleep
to awake. As a result, a time slot detected as available during on the past is now
used and CR nodes are unable to transmit. Nevertheless, by using this protocol,
the vast majority of event packets are transmitted successfully. Hence, it is a
viable approach for the selected applications.

5

Conclusion

By identifying some issues in massive monitoring for smart environments, we
were able to propose WISPER, a TDMA-based WSN protocol. The aim of WISPER is sending high volumes of CntM and ED data to the sink while maintaining energy efficiency and reducing the frequency of transmissions to relaying
networks. By selecting longer TDMA schedules; i.e., larger values of M , the consumed energy per TDMA schedule rises, but the consumed power drops. Also,
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the larger M , the lower the CH transmission frequency; hence reducing congestion in the uplink channel. This protocol also shows high immunity to medium
congestion, which is a common problem in RA event reporting. As such, the
number of discarded event packets is minimized. Furthermore, WISPER being a
TDMA-based protocol, report latency remains adequate regardless of the event
behavior.
During this study, we assume CR nodes are capable of detecting an available
time slot and transmitting its event packet immediately; nevertheless, this may
not be possible in real life applications. As such, medium sensing methods such
as the use of coordinators decision factors can be proposed. Also, the inclusion
of mobile CR nodes is not studied in this work, yet it seems like an efficient solution for synchronization issues in industrial environments with mobile servicing
devices.
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Abstract. Energy eﬃciency is an important issue in underwater applications since underwater devices are energy-constrained and their recovery and replacement are expensive. Hence, underwater localization
protocols must maintain the overhead of energy consumption as low as
possible in order to achieve long term deployments.
This work examines the energy eﬃciency of a TDMA-based localization
approach which uses underwater modems with wake-up systems in order to trigger the localization protocol. The trigger mechanism could
allow devices to keep into low power mode as long as possible and avoid
the additional synchronization mechanism needed in TDMA-based protocols. The proposal is evaluated by comparing it to an energy eﬃcient
TDMA approach through simulations. Results show that the proposal
can achieve an energy eﬃciency close to eﬃcient TDMA approach but
without additional synchronization. A sea test performed at a harbor
validates simulation results and confirms the feasibility of the proposal.
Keywords: underwater localization; energy eﬃciency; TDMA; wakeup; triggered wake-up; simulation; ns3

1

Introduction

The monitoring and exploration of Oceans are fundamental to increase the
knowledge about biodiversity and the understanding on climate change. These
important long term challenges are being faced with continuous research in mobile underwater sensor networks (UWSN). These networks are formed by a set
of underwater sensors working together with one or several underwater vehicles
forming a swarm. The localization information is a valuable resource for this
type of networks. On the one hand, monitoring applications can use this information for locating events in an interest area. On the other hand, underwater
vehicle navigation and underwater swarm formation can take advantage of this
information to increase their precision and reliability.
The most common method for obtaining the localization information is ranging [1], a method based on the estimation of the underwater propagation time in
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order to calculate distances. This method has two diﬀerent approaches, one-way
travel time (OWTT) and two-way travel time (TWTT).
The OWTT approach obtains the ranging information from a single message sent by a node with known localization [2]. This approach requires strong
synchronization between transmitter and receiver in order to estimate message
propagation time from the transmission timestamp and the reception time. The
TWTT approach is used for traditional localization systems such as long baseline (LBL) or ultra-short baseline (USBL). This approach obtains the ranging
information for exchanging messages between the unlocalized node and one or
several beacons with known location [3]. The message exchange mitigates the
synchronization and avoids the need of additional synchronization mechanisms.
Regardless of the ranging method used, localization protocols must use a
medium access control (MAC) protocol to ensure that all network devices have
access to the underwater channel. Time division multiple access (TDMA) is used
for underwater localization due to its simplicity and collision-free properties. Devices have a slot time assigned and messages can only be sent inside the slot.
Thus, no retransmissions are needed for channel sharing and devices can save
energy. However, TDMA suﬀers from clock drift hence synchronization mechanisms are required to compensate it periodically in long term applications.
This work proposes the use of underwater modems with an integrated wakeup system in a TDMA-based localization approach which uses a wake-up signal
to trigger the localization protocol in a mobile UWSN with fixed beacons at
known locations. The trigger mechanism is initiated by a vehicle only when it
needs to know its localization. Hence, the beacons could remain into low power
mode as long as possible. Besides, the trigger can be used to compensate for
the clock drift suﬀered by TDMA and could allow obtaining TWTT ranging
measures without previous synchronization.
To evaluate the proposal, ns3 models of the proposal were implemented and
a comparison between the proposal and an energy eﬃcient TDMA approach
was performed through simulations. Results show that the proposal increases
the energy eﬃciency of beacons thanks to the trigger mechanism and overcomes
the eﬃcient TDMA approach by achieving a lifetime of the overall system close
to the TDMA approach but without the need of a periodic synchronization
mechanism. These results were validated in a sea test performed at a harbor
confirming the feasibility of the proposal.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the background of this work and describes related work in TDMA-based underwater localization. Section 3 describes the triggered TDMA approach. Section 4 presents
simulations performed to compare the triggered TDMA approach to an energy
eﬃcient TDMA approach in terms of energy eﬃciency and discusses the obtained
results. In section 5, a sea test performed at a harbor to validate simulation results is presented. Finally, in section 6, conclusions are drawn and the future
work is presented.
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2

Related Work

Underwater MAC protocols ensure that all devices of an underwater network
have access to the underwater channel. Research in UWSN has resulted in many
MAC protocols with diﬀerent complexity and advantages. A complete review of
underwater MAC protocols can be found in [4].
Underwater ranging-based localization protocols must consider the underlying MAC protocol used to access to the underwater channel due to the possible
impact in the localization [5] and energy consumption. TDMA has been used
both for the localization of vehicles in underwater mobile wireless networks [6]
[7] as for the localization of underwater vehicle in swarms [8] due to its simplicity and collision-free properties. However, TDMA suﬀers from clock drift and
collision-free property can not be maintained in long term applications. Consequently, periodical synchronization mechanisms are required to compensate the
clock drift. This problem is solved in [9] by means of an on-demand approach in
which the vehicle initiates TDMA broadcasting a message with a transmission
timing delay sequence for anchor nodes.
Energy eﬃciency is a major requirement in underwater monitoring applications due to the needed of long term deployment. In [10], TDMA-W adapts
the TDMA protocol to use an optimal sleep cycle in order to increase energy
eﬃciency. In [11], a study of power management techniques shows that wakeup systems have a strong potential and perform almost as well as the ideal
sleep cycle solution. In the last years, modems with integrated wake-up system
such as the Wills modem [12] and the ITACA modem [13] have enabled the use
of low power modes without previous synchronization by taking advantage of
trigger wake-up signals. This has allowed the research of more energy eﬃcient
underwater protocols and the adaptation of existing protocols to increase the energy eﬃciency. In [14], a complete study of relevant underwater MAC protocols
adapted to use wake-up systems can be found.

3

Triggered TDMA approach

The purpose of triggered TDMA approach is to support the localization of an
underwater vehicle (AUV, glider, ROV, etc.) by means of a set of fixed beacons
with known location maintaining the overhead in the energy consumption as
low as possible. The beacons can be nodes of an underwater sensor network or
beacons deployed specifically for that purpose.
In the triggered TDMA approach, the beacons are passive and remain into
low power mode until the reception of a trigger sent by the vehicle when it needs
to know its localization. The trigger consists in a wake-up signal followed by a
data message. Both messages are separated by a time interval long enough to
allow for receiver awakening.
When a beacon receives the first data bit, it schedules its TDMA slot and
waits into low power mode after receiving the entire data message. In this way,
the TDMA slot scheduling is independent of the wake up signal detection time
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and the hardware wake-up time. Note that the beacon with the first slot starts
its slot immediately hence the data reception is performed inside its slot, unlike
other beacons.
Once the TDMA slot is reached, the beacon sends a data message inside
the scheduled slot. When the vehicle receives this message, it can calculate the
propagation time of the beacon using a two-way range estimation. After receiving
the data of all beacons, the vehicle can enter low power mode. Figure 1 illustrates
the described approach.
Two-way ranging does not need synchronization, hence the triggered TDMA
approach can support the underwater localization without a previous synchronization protocol. However, the trigger mechanism has an overhead in the energy
consumption both for the beacons and for the vehicle. The beacons increase their
slot length due to the reception of vehicle data. Accordingly, the vehicle increases
the overall reception time needed to receive the data from beacons.

Fig. 1. Triggered TDMA.

In applications where the vehicle needs to know its localization frequently,
the transmission of trigger messages together with high reception times can
quickly exhaust its energy. To avoid this, the vehicle can use the low power
mode intensively.
In the triggered TDMA with intensive low power, the vehicle enters low power
mode after the reception or the transmission of any data message for saving
energy. As a result, beacons must send a trigger to transmit data to the vehicle.
Thus, the beacon slot is increased and the vehicle saves energy at the expense
of increasing the energy consumption of all beacons. Note that the beacon data
message is included into the trigger, this way no additional messages are needed.
Figure 2 illustrates this approach.
It is noteworthy that the two triggered TDMA approaches can be used to
perform bidirectional communications while the vehicle estimates its localization.
This can be useful in several applications such as underwater monitoring and
cooperative localization.
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Fig. 2. Triggered TDMA with intensive low power.

4

Simulation

The aim of simulations is to assess the energy eﬃciency of two triggered TDMA
approaches in order to ascertain its feasibility. For that, the two triggered TDMA
approaches are compared to a TDMA approach in a simple scenario using the ns3
simulator. The TDMA approach consists of a set of beacons sending constantly
a localization message following the TDMA-W protocol. Meanwhile, the vehicle
listens to messages passively obtaining ranging information through OWTT.
4.1

Configuration

The simulation scenario consists in a square area of 4 x 4 meters with four
beacons placed at the edges and a static vehicle placed at the center. All nodes are
powered with a li-ion cell PowerStream Lir2032 [15] which is modeled by the ns3
LiIonEnergySource model with a total capacity of 466 Joules. The underwater
channel characteristics are modeled by the ns3 thorp propagation model with a
spreading coeﬃcient of 1.5 and a sound speed of 1500 m/s, the default ns3 noise
model described in [16] with a wind speed of 1 m/s without any boat traﬃc
contribution to noise and the default ns3 error model which does not discard
any packet in this scenario.
The vehicle is configured in a diﬀerent way depending on the approach. In
the two triggered TDMA approaches, the vehicle is configured for sending a
trigger each 1320 milliseconds. In the TDMA approach, the vehicle is configured
to remain in idle mode indefinitely. The beacons are configured to use a TDMA
slot length of 390 milliseconds. This slot length is the biggest optimal slot of
three approaches i.e. it is the optimal slot for triggered TDMA approach with
intensive low power. The optimal slot for each approach can not be used because
a smaller slot results in a higher number of sent messages during the same time
interval, hence the obtained results of each approach will not be comparable.
For this reason, the slot must be the same for all approaches. However, a slot
longer than the optimal causes an overhead in the energy consumption produced
by the idle state. For solving this problem, beacons switch to low power mode
immediately upon sending their reply.
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4.2

Results

Each approach is simulated until the vehicle is depleted or all beacons are depleted. Simulations are performed until getting a confidence interval of 1 Joule
for energy with a confidence level of 95% for each approach. To assess independent replications, all simulations use the ns3 default seed for generating random
numbers but advancing the substream [17] in each one. The obtained results are
depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 3.
Figure 3 shows the vehicle remaining energy over time. As expected, the triggered TDMA approach has the highest energy consumption due to the overhead
of trigger transmission. The triggered TDMA approach with intensive low power
shows a power consumption close to TDMA approach. However, the intensive
usage of low power mode can not compensate the overhead due to the trigger
transmission and the constant passive idle mode of TDMA approach remains
the best option.

Fig. 3. Simulation results for the vehicle.

Figure 4 shows the remaining energy of beacons over time. All beacons show
the same behavior except the beacon with the first slot. Its energy consumption
is less than the other beacons since the reception of triggered data is performed
inside its slot instead of inside the waiting time of the slot.
As expected, the TDMA approach has the highest energy consumption due
to the transmission of useless messages when the vehicle is not interested. The
triggered TDMA approach shows the lowest energy consumption but the vehicle
is depleted rapidly and the lifetime of the overall system is the shortest. The
triggered TDMA approach with intensive low power achieves an increase of the
vehicle life time at the expense of the increase of the beacon energy consumption.
Beacon triggered transmissions allow the vehicle to use the low power mode and
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for beacons.

the lifetime of the overall system is increased until being close to the TDMA
approach.
Note that the TDMA approach has the highest lifetime of the overall system
but the beacons are depleted before the vehicle. In real applications, the vehicle
is less energy constrained than beacons therefore the triggered TDMA approach
with intensive low power should be most suitable in long term deployments.

5

Sea test

To validate simulation results, a sea test was performed at Pobla Marina (Valencia, Spain) harbor. The scenario modeled in simulations was built on a dock
using telescopic poles and distances were maintained as similar as possible. The
vehicle and the beacon side of protocols were implemented directly into ITACA
modems and a hydrophone was used for recording transmissions. Nodes were
powered with continuous 5v power supplies and the energy consumption in each
node was derived from average current measured using a multimeter.
The TDMA slot used in simulations was expanded a 10% to deal with diﬃculties of a real sea test. The underwater environment is harsh, channel conditions
change with the time (e.g: sound speed) and noise can take up the channel for
some time. Besides, real clocks have limited precision and the drift can aﬀect
synchronization. Hence, the optimal TDMA slot can not be used safely in a real
environment.
The sea test was conducted for 4 hours for each approach and the power
consumption in each node was recorded manually each 5 minutes. For allowing
the comparison with simulation results, the power consumption was converted
in Joules and was subtracted to the total energy of battery used in simulations.
The results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
Figure 5 shows the vehicle remaining energy over time. As in simulation results, the triggered TDMA approach has the highest energy consumption. How-
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ever, the triggered TDMA with intensive low power approach presents a lower
energy consumption than the TDMA approach.

Fig. 5. Sea test results for the vehicle.

Figure 6 shows the remaining energy of beacons over time. As in simulation
results, the beacon with the first slot has less energy consumption than others
and the TDMA approach has the highest energy consumption. Nevertheless, the
triggered TDMA approach presents less energy consumption than in simulations.

Fig. 6. Sea test results for beacons.

The lower energy consumption in triggered TDMA approaches does not mean
that these approaches are better than expected in real environments. This be-
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havior is due to trigger loss. When a vehicle trigger is lost, beacons do not wake
up and do not send replies hence the beacon energy consumption does not increase. Similarly, in triggered TDMA with intensive low power approach, the
vehicle is asleep waiting for beacon responses. If beacons do not send replies or
the beacon trigger is lost, the vehicle does not wake up and consumes less energy.

6

Conclusions

This work has presented a triggered TDMA approach for underwater localization
which takes advantage of triggered wake up systems in order to maintain nodes
in low power mode as long as possible.
The approach has been tested and compared in terms of energy consumption
with an energy eﬃcient TDMA approach through simulations and a sea test.
Simulation results show that this approach overcomes the TDMA approach in
beacons and can achieve a lifetime of the overall system close to a TDMA approach but without the need for a periodic synchronization mechanism. Hence,
this approach is a good starting point for further works. Sea test results validate
this conclusion but expose a major limitation, the trigger loss.
Future work will include the evaluation of this approach using more realistic channel models, the evaluation in scenarios with mobility and, finally, the
application in real vehicles. In addition, the trigger loss problem will be addressed through the research and evaluation of retransmission-based schemes
which should maintain low power consumption limiting retransmissions, e.g. using adaptive timeouts.
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of the implementation of a system of
short-range communication, using the magnetic induction as a means of communication. The ASK (Amplitude-shift keying) modulation was used to transmit
digital information. These results will be used to design a short-range communication system for the exchange of information between road infrastructure and
vehicles.

1 Introduction
The range is wide in communications technologies. Many of these technologies can be
used in intelligent transportation systems (ITS), in order to solve traffic problem.
To achieve communication between vehicles and infrastructure, wireless communication is necessary. Incorporate mobile devices like media, involves a relatively high
cost due to service charge. The other possibility is the use of dedicated short-range
communication systems, which are exempt from payment of service, but this requires
a high initial investment in installing the system.
The choice of the communication system depends on the specific application of ITS.
The cost of communications is also based on the size of data required to transmit, as
this involves increasing the bandwidth. The cost of communications is also based on
the data size to transmit, as this involves increasing the bandwidth. The transmissions
of data from conventional traffic sensors do not require a wide bandwidth, but if the
data to be transmitted include images in real time, required bandwidth should be large
[1].
The exchange of information between vehicle and infrastructure, is within DSRC
(Dedicated Short Range Communications) systems for ITS [2] [3].
In late 2001 the ITS organizations noted the need to define standards for this type
of communications, applied to transport. The difficulty presented in the development
of standards, was the selection of a single radio frequency due to differences from one
region to another. At that time, in Europe, it is considered to employ radio frequency
of 5.8 GHz, with a wavelength of 850 nm for optical applications, while in Japan and
North America was thought in a different frequency [4].
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The trend in the development of DSRC systems is the radio frequency use and therefore must meet specific standards to avoid interfering with other technologies. But it is
possible to propose the development of a communication system that uses a magnetic
coupling to avoid any interference.

For decades Magnetic loops devices have been used in vehicle detection [5]. Therefore is easy find this systems in many paths for this purpose, but the magnetic loops
have a great potential to be used in other applications. For example, some loops have
been utilized for obtain the magnetic profile of the vehicles [6]. In this case the loop
works like a sensor that detect the amount of metal that passes over it, allowing to
identify the type of vehicle.
The application of the magnetic loops as a means of communication, gives an additional feature to this type of device. This type of communication will be useful to exchange information between vehicles and infrastructure in the routes of terrestrial communication [7].
The results of the short-range communication system implementation that uses
magnetic induction fields like transmission media are presented in this paper.

2 Theoretical analysis
The short range communication system uses magnetic coils as elements of emission
and reception of the information. Based on the principle of magnetic induction is possible establish a communication between two loops. The emitted field depends on the
electrical current, number of turns and loop dimension [8] [9]. The signal level detected
by the receiving loop, similarly depends of the number of turns, the dimensions of the
loop and the magnitude of the field generated by the transmitter [10] [11].
The ASK modulation has been used to transmit data between the loops for example
in RFID systems, where this type of modulation is used for data transmission. In this
type of modulation a modulating signal (binary information) is multiplied by a high
frequency carrier signal [12]. "One logical" corresponds to the presence of signal and a
"zero logical" corresponds to the absence of signal.
The block diagram of the stage of emission is shown in Fig 1. At this part, basically
the digital information is modulated, amplified and issued through the loop.
Information

Modulation ASK

Amplification

Loop Transmitter

Fig. 1 Emission stage.
The recovering information process, in the receiving stage where the signal is amplified, demodulated and conditioned. In the Fig 2 is shown the block diagram of this
stage.
Loop Receiver

Amplification

Demodulator ASK

Fig. 2 Reception stage.
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Signal conditioning

3 Experimentation
To establish the short-range communication, we designed two electronic devices. The
first one corresponding to the stage of emission (see. Fig. 3) and the second to the stage
of reception (see. Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 Transmitter electronic device.

Fig 4 Receiver electronic device.
The following test was realized for verify if the system of emission and reception
was functional. The receiver circuit will connect a coil loop with the following characteristics:




Conductor type: tin copper wire coated with polyvinyl chloride, cross-section of 0,28 mm2.
Number of turns: 4
Loop size: 1,20 x 0,46 m.

And the transmitter circuit will connect a coil loop with the following characteristics:
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Conductor type: tin copper wire coated with polyvinyl chloride, with a
cross-section of 0,28 mm2.
Number of turns: 5
The loop size: 0,30 x 0,20 m.

Computer serial port is used to send in hexadecimal format the following values: AA
E3 AA, at 9600bit/sec baud rate. This values were chosen because in binary format, the
bits are easily to identify. For example the AA value have the conversion to binary
number “10101010” and E3 value is “11100011” in binary format.
The Fig 5 shows the signal emitted by the computer. A start bit "1" and one stop bit
"0” are included in the hex values , the bits are transmitted in reverse form and reading
is performed from right to left.
In the Fig 6 shows us the modulated signal to the output of the emitter circuit.

Fig. 5. Signal emitted by the computer serial port.

Fig. 6. Modulated signal transmitted by the emitter circuit.
To do the signal reading operation, the receiver loop was located at 0,4 m above the
plane of the transmitter loop. The signal received and conditioned is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Signal received and conditioned by the electronic device of reception.
Comparing signals Fig. 5 and Fig. 7, we can see differences in the top of the wave.
These differences correspond to high frequency noise caused by the carrier signal. As
the information being transmitted is a digital signal, these changes do not affect the
information transmitted.
These results correspond to a connection between static magnetic loops. The next
stage of research will correspond to test the data transmission, shifting the speed move
of a coil. This research will determine the speed limit maximum possible, to transmit
data between the two coils. The ultimate goal is to establish a system of short-range
communication between vehicles and infrastructure without irradiate signal, because
the information transfer will be performed by magnetic coupling.

4

Conclusions

Based on the results of the induction voltage between magnetic loops [3], it´s possible
develop a short-range transmission device. The data transmission between the two magnetic loops, was conducted using ASK modulation and a baud rate of 9600 bit/s. It´s a
sufficient rate to send information with the goal identify a vehicle through a code.
The reported results suggest that is possible the data transmission using magnetic loops,
applying the principle of magnetic induction. This communication type is short-range,
avoiding causing interference with other systems.
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Abstract. This work intends to create a panel for controlling the current state of
clinical databases, comparing clinical databases among themselves. To facilitate
the process, it was necessary to develop a web graphical user interface (GUI)
based on D3.js and able to, working in soft real-time. This GUI is willing to be
the panel for consulting the current stability state of clinical datasets from
multiple sources. Internally the system is a distributed system, with a Storm
central server, which task is to gather the data from the centers and make the
necessary calculations to create the data file for the D3.js application.

1 Introduction
On-line datastream analysis can bring knowledge discovery on
biomedical data, which can be generated from multiple sources. To
compile this multi-source data may be a good sample from a wider and
more representative population, this is the objective of the majority of
these works. Nevertheless, the high possibility of contextual biases
accidentally generated in the processes of data generation, can lead to
undesired variability among the sources, which can give a contradictory
result[1].
It is necessary to create new tools for Big Data management, and these
tools must be visual and versatile, that and the commented before, is
why we began this work, trying to create what really is necessary for
being able to manage this amount of data.
This work proposes a distributed Storm system with a web graphical
user interface (GUI) based on D3.js and able to work in soft real-time
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for the assessment of temporal changes in biomedical data, which can
be used as a framework under a temporal stability data quality
dimension. This is related to assessing the changes causing nonstationary behavior of data time series. Showing graphically the very
differences among the centers and populations, in a visual way. One of
the objectives of this work is, by using a web environment, and a
dynamical interface, to use big data gathered from the centers to make
this data variability comprehensible to unused people, or ones without a
mathematical formation, so these can obtain an idea about what is
happening among multiple databases, and notice about differences that
could not be seen before, e.g. the difference of mortality among two
centers in different seasons of the year, caused by different
climatological behavior of the areas of the globe.
2 Materials and methods
The application distribution in the network proposed in this work is a
centered Storm cluster that manages the information traveling between
the nodes (e.g. hospitals) of the system. Hence it is a server-client
configuration, executing on the client the GUI (Graphical User
Interface), and receiving an up-to-date data file every time the server
makes new calculations on the new data received from the centers
nodes, that are “Spout” parts of the Storm server. Example in Figure 1.
2.1 Storm Server
A Storm cluster is superficially similar to a Hadoop cluster. Whereas
Hadoop runs "MapReduce jobs", Storm runs "topologies". "Jobs" and
"topologies" themselves are very different[2]. Specifically one key
difference is that a MapReduce job eventually finishes, whereas a
topology processes messages forever (or until it is killed).
2.1.2 Workers and Structure
There are two kinds of nodes on a Storm cluster: the master node and
the worker nodes. The master node runs a daemon called "Nimbus" that
is similar to the Hadoop's "JobTracker". Nimbus is responsible for
distributing code around the cluster, assigning tasks to machines, and
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monitoring for failures.
Each worker node runs a daemon called the "Supervisor". A supervisor
listens for work assigned to its machine and starts and stops worker
processes as necessary based on what Nimbus has assigned to it. Each
worker process executes a subset of a topology; a running topology
consists of many worker processes spread across many machines. To do
real-time computation on Storm, it's needed to create what are called
"topologies"[3].
A topology is a graph of computation. Each node in a topology contains
processing logic, and links between nodes indicate how data should be
passed around between nodes. Networks of spouts and bolts are
packaged into a "topology" which is the top-level abstraction that is
submitted to Storm clusters for execution. A topology is a graph of
stream transformations where each node is a spout or bolt. Edges in the
graph indicate which bolts are subscribing to which streams. When a
spout or bolt emits a tuple to a stream, it sends the tuple to every bolt
that subscribed to that stream. We can see a reference to our work
topology in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Showing the work topology.
The core abstraction in Storm is the "stream". A stream is an
unbounded sequence of tuples. Storm provides the primitives for
transforming a stream into a new stream in a distributed and reliable
way. For example, it is possible to transform a stream of tweets into a
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stream of trending topics.
The basic primitives Storm provides for doing stream transformations
are "spouts" and "bolts". Spouts and bolts have interfaces that can be
implemented to run the application-specific logic.
2.2 D3.js
This graphical library for JavaScript provides the graphical web support
of the application. Being library with capabilities to process a real-time
data sets showing, and having a very elegant way to show the graphics,
this one will be a very suitable solution to this part of the project.
The library basically runs a set of JavaScript functions that is called to
represent different elements of the graphical interface. The tool is
asynchronous, this means that the calls of the functions do not work in
the sequential order of the code. Hence it is worth to be careful on
when programming on D3. For an instance, in the project code, we call
first the drawing functions, making a callback to retrieve the data, this
happens because the JavaScript API executes the fast code first, so it
makes the web application a fast one, so, if the data needs to be read
before the drawing starts, it is necessary to call the data functions from
the drawing ones, making sure the data sets needed are not empty.
3 Current results
Right now, the implementation carried out to demonstrate our idea has
the graphical interface working, that reads in real-time, the files
generated by the Strorm distributed system. Sending the data to the
client part of the web environment ensures that the showed information
will change as soon as it is read by the D3.js GUI .
3.1 Client-Server Model
As usual in web-distributed applications, and as said in the “Materials
and methods” section of this application implements a client-server
structure. The application has a parallel behavior, each possible bolt
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runs the treatment of one or more center data. Therefore, it will receive
the data from one or multiple spout parts of the Storm topology. The
client is a passive member of the structure, with the unique task of
reading the data file given by the server nodes of the structure, and
convert it, using D3 library, to a graphical comprehensible display for
the user of the application. Hence, the server part performs the
necessary treatment and calculations on the information of the centers
databases, to create the file needed, with readable series CSV format
archive for the client.
3.2 Current Working Scheme
The graphical interface is now working, and the mathematical
functions, provided by the methods in [4] and [5], are working, The
GUI has diverse functionalities, it processes the data, and shows it, it is
possible to select one of the series displayed, (Figure 3), to en light it,
and on mouse-over functions, the name of the different centers is
showed, to make it easy to differentiate one center of another, as we see
in Figure 4.

Fig. 2: Showing the standard behavior of the GUI.
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Fig, 3: Showing the behavior of the GUI when the mouse is over a
series, it just changes the width of the series, and show the name of it.

Fig, 4: Showing the behavior of the GUI when we click a series to
select it, it gives different color to each selected item, to easily
differentiate them.
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4 Future Work
For the completion of the work, we will determinate the way of
integrate the mathematical methods on the bolt parts of Storm, to
properly process the data. Besides, it will be necessary to determinate a
viable topology of the Storm cluster, and determinate the scheme of the
client-server part to work along. In time, the service may acquire a
preventive behavior, but this will be seen in future projects.
5 Conclusions
The data variability will always be a major problem in multi-modal,
multi-center and multi-source data sets, but the very purpose of this
work is to facilitate the detection and treatment of these problems.
Thanks to this project, non-expert people will be able to detect the
problems, and to call experts for solutions.
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Abstract. Benchmarks are tools applied to assess the behaviour of systems or components. When multiple targets are available, comparing
their results with the aim of identifying the target that best suits the
evaluators’ requirements is not always an easy task. The way evaluators undertake this task of comparing targets is entirely related to how
the results obtained from benchmarking them are analysed. The analysis of the results is driven according to the analysis model determined
by the evaluator. This model, is conformed by various elements that
might influence the final conclusions, leading to different classifications
of the benchmarked targets. These elements encompass, among others,
the normalization method applied to the results, the weights defining
the importance of each measure for the analysis or the mathematical
methodology used in the analysis. This work is aimed at making benchmark evaluators more conscious about the issues introduced by these
elements in the analysis and their subsequent effects in the conclusions.

1

Introduction

The evaluation of the process of systems and components to perform their comparison has supposed a great challenge for researchers and people from the industry for many time. In fields like dependability benchmarking, reaching agreements among the community to determine what should be measured, and how
those measurements should be taken, has not been an easy task. Here, works
like [1] identify the aspects that measures should satisfy so they can be considered “quality measures” for a dependability benchmark. Also works like [2]
established the main set of attributes that these benchmarks must fulfill to be
considered valid to perform dependable evaluations of systems and components
for a given domain. Thus, all these attributes have let evaluators to validate the
process of a benchmark to be sure that its results will be consistent.
The quality of the results provided by benchmarks is of primary importance
to achieve what is stated in [2] as the main goal of benchmarking, allow the
comparison of different systems or components to select the best choice. It is
true though, that the comparison of benchmark targets depends not only on
the results obtained, but also in the process followed to compare them. But,
an analysis of the literature in benchmarking reveals that little or no attention
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has been drawn to the part of the process devoted to compare benchmark results. This situation has lead to a point where there is no consensus on which
methodology should be used to analyse the results. Works like [8] and [9] point
out the fact that in some works results are analysed and conclusions are driven
from the comparison of different targets, however, the process followed is not
always made explicit, which makes difficult understanding how conclusions were
obtained. Then, if the process can not be validated, its conclusions can hardly
be trusted.
When various alternatives are benchmarked, it is should be possible to validate the process followed in the analysis of benchmark results to guarantee the
quality of the conclusions. In that sense, the analysis process should be made
explicit, so external evaluators could cross-compare their results applying the
same methodology. Unclear analysis may rise questions like, how can anyone be
sure that those conclusions are not wrong?. Explicit processes, in the other hand,
make clear the origin of conclusions. Then, a good conclusions can be understood
as those that have been obtained following the best possible procedure, and for
that to happen, the procedure must be known.
In benchmarking, performing wrong decisions can derive into serious problems. For example, the failure of a product due to choosing the wrong component,
can imply economical losses for a company, or even degrade its reputation. For
these reasons, this work seeks to make evaluators aware of the need for explicit
analysis processes. To do so, this works shows how common aspects to most
analysis processes observed in the literature, like normalization of data, weighting of evaluation criteria or the mathematical methodology, can influence final
conclusions. These aspects are part of what has been called in this work as the
analysis model, and its influence in the conclusions are described and explained
in this paper through a case study.
The aspects of the analysis model are first described in Section 2, and their
influence on the conclusions is studied in Section 3 through a case study in the
dependable evaluation of ad hoc routing protocols. Finally, the paper concludes
in Section 4 describing the relevance that the findings of this work have for the
benchmarking community, and introduce the ongoing work that is part of the
current research.

2

Analysis Model in Benchmarking

The comparison of alternatives using benchmarks is not always straightforward
and there are several things that must be considered when comparing alternatives. Results are usually provided in different types of unit or scales and to work
with them, it is required to transform them into a common scale. This is done
through normalization techniques [3]. But, this is not necessary when results
are expressed in the same units, as it happens in well known benchmarks like
EEMBC [4] or SPEC [11]. Another fact is the application context for which the
alternatives are being evaluated. The results provided represent quantitatively
the different attributes (or criteria) evaluated in the benchmark, thus, depend66

ing on the application context, evaluators can have different requirements to
compare the alternatives. Weighting the criteria according to their relevance
for the evaluator is used to mathematically represent those requirements. The
mathematical method used to interoperate with the results is also a crucial fact,
as it would determine how evaluators rank the alternatives and select the best
possible one for their purpose.
In this work, the entity formed by the aggregation of these aspects is referred
to as the analysis model. Their role in the analysis model are described next.

2.1

The normalization procedure

When results are expressed in different types of units, a first step to convert them
into a normalized scale is required. This allows the evaluator to operate with the
data from the criteria evaluated, and enables the comparison of alternatives.
In Table 1 it can be seen four of the most common normalization techniques
used in the literature. The criteria considered in an analysis are depicted as
C = [C1 , C2 , . . . , Cn ], where for n criteria, Ci represents the ith criterion. The
results from a benchmarked alternative are represented in an array form as
r = [r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ], being ri the quantitative value of the ith criterion for an
alternative. The normalized values obtained after the normalization are identified
as v = [v1 , v2 , . . . , v3 ].

Table 1. Common Normalization Techniques
Technique 1 Technique 2 Technique 3 Technique 4
ri
ri −min ri
Formula vi = max
vi = max
vi = Priri
vi = P ri2 1/2
ri
ri −min ri
( (ri ) )
Scale
0 < vi ≤ 1
0 ≤ vi ≤ 1
0 < vi < 1
0 < vi < 1

Techniques 1, 3 and 4 preserve the proportion among values after normalization, which means that A(ri )/B(ri ) = A(vi )/B(vi ) for all alternatives. To
be clear, if the result for the alternative A (A(ri )) is the double of the result
for the same criterion for the alternative B(B(ri )), after normalization, A(vi )
will still be the double of B(vi ). Technique number 2 does not keep proportion
among normalized values, it distribute the values among the normalized scale
[0,1] (both inclusive), while the other three tend to group them. Techniques
1 and 3 are frequently used, and its interpretation is quite intuitive, although
number 3 tend to group normalized values in the lower part of the scale. The
advantages of technique number 4 may not be intuitive for an evaluator with few
mathematical skills, but it allows to entirely perform dimensionless comparisons
of the criteria arrays of the problem.
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2.2

Weighting the criteria

The application domain of a system or component needs to be considered when
benchmark targets are compared. The results from a benchmark will characterise
the behaviour of the benchmarked target according to the selected criteria, but
the quality of such results will be conditioned by the evaluator’s requirements.
Those requirements determine the relative importance that evaluated criteria
have among them for the evaluator. For instance, good values in a given criterion
could be very important in a certain context while not being determinant in
others.
These requirements can be expressed in terms of weights assigned to the
criteria. Weights are used to quantify the relative importance that a criterion
has for the evaluator’s purpose. An array determined by w = [w1 , w2 , . . . , wn ],
defines the set of weights assigned to the criteria, where out of n criteria, wi is
the weight assigned for the ith criterion.
Weights can be assigned by an evaluator, or by a group of experts in the field.
For example, those involved in the definition of the requirements can quantify
the importance of each criterion according to a given scale (0 to 1, 0 to 10, etc.).
Then, the normalization of these values by the technique 3 shown in Table 1
assures that the sum of all calculated weights is 1.
2.3

Mathematical Method

The selection of the mathematical method used to perform the analysis is a
decision that must be made explicit to understand the whole process of analysis.
For example, well known benchmarks like those aforementioned, EEMBC and
SPEC, make use of the geometric mean, considering all criteria equally important
than the rest.
There is a wide variety of methods that could be used to perform the analysis,
and deciding which one to use depends on the skills or preferences of the evaluator. Well known methods can be used in addition of weights, like the weighted
arithmetic mean (Eq. 1), which is easy to be applied, or other of its variants
like the weighted geometric mean (Eq. 2) or weighted harmonic mean (Eq. 3).
There exist however, other kind of methods that are suitable to conduct this
kind of analysis, the multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods [13][6].
Their application is out of the scope of this work, but studies about their suitability to compare and rank alternatives in benchmarking can be found in works
like [10][8].

n
X
i=1

vi wi

(1)

n
Y

i=1

viwi

!1/Pni=1 wi

(2)

Pn
w
Pni=1 wii

(3)

i=1 vi

The proper definition of the mathematical method used, together with the
explicit declaration of the used weights and normalization techniques implies
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Table 2. Average values and standard deviation of measures obtained during experimentation [5]
Protocol RT(Kbps) RD(ms)

EC(J)

RA(%)

RR(s)

v.0.4.10 145.7 ±8.9 48.2 ±4.7 8.2 ±0.6 73.6 ±6.0 27.2 ±1.6
v.0.5.6 145.6 ±2.0 55.6 ±6.2 8.2 ±0.9 73.4 ±7.2 45.2 ±4.8
v.0.6.0 145.3 ±9.4 52.3 ±6.4 8.1 ±0.7 72.9 ±3.7 44.9 ±1.6

that the analysis model is made explicit. This let evaluators revisit the process
followed by others (or themselves) to provide the conclusions, and guarantee its
correctness. Nevertheless, variations in these aspects may have an impact in the
final conclusions. In next section a case study in ad hoc networks is used to
support the description of these problems.

3

Issues in the Analysis: Dependability Benchmark of Ad
Hoc Routing Protocols as a Case Study

In this section, the aforementioned problems in the conclusions are shown using data extracted from a real dependability benchmark performed in [5]. Here,
three versions of the well known Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol [12] were evaluated in presence of perturbations.Table 2 lists the average
values (AVG) and standard deviation (SD) for all reported measures when the
protocols were evaluated in presence of Ambient Noise: Route Throughput (RT),
Route Delay (RD), Energy Consumption (EC), Route Availability (RA), and
Route Restoration (RR).
For this case study, analysis were performed using the weighted arithmetic
mean (Eq. 1). Here, n criteria are considered, vi represent the normalized value
of the ith criterion, and wi its associated weight. The total score provided by
this method represents the score for the given alternative.
Upcoming sections describe the impact that the normalization technique, the
weighting of criteria and the mathematical methodology have in the conclusions
drawn from the analysis.
3.1

Different normalizations may lead to different conclusions

To prove the impact that normalization has in the conclusions, the results of
all the considered criteria were normalised to a common scale using the four
procedures defined in Table 1. However, these procedures are used in benefit criteria, where values are considered the higher, the better. Then, cost criteria (the
lower, the better) like Route Delay, Energy Consumption and Route Restoration, were first converted into benefit criteria by subtracting the average value
of each alternative to the sum of average values obtained for all alternatives for
such criteria.
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To perceive that conclusions can differ depending on the normalization technique, a large number of comparisons was required. In that sense, as for each
criteria and alternative results are compressed in the range AV G±SD, a large set
of results was drawn by combining the values AV G − SD, AV G and AV G + SD,
from all the results, among them. Thus, as there are five criteria and three alternatives, the total number of combinations is 33×5 = 315 = 14348907. All criteria
were considered equally important for the analysis.
The three protocols represent the benchmarked alternatives, so, if ties are
not considered, there are only six possible ways to classify them. The percentage
of times each classification was obtained from the analysis is shown in Figure 1
for each normalization technique.

Fig. 1. Percentage of appearances of each ranking

It can be appreciated from the figure that techniques 3 and 4 provided identical classifications in almost the 14348907 analysis. However, when technique 1
is applied, even though the proportion of the values is kept (as it happens with
technique 3 and 4), the number of occurrences for each classification slightly
vary from those of technique 3 and 4. The differences between normalization
techniques is more evident when technique 2 is compared with the rest. The
main reason for this is that technique 2 does not keep proportion between values, as the values of each criteria are proportionally distributed according to the
range determined by the minimum and the maximum values.
This example shows how different conclusions can be reached depending on
which normalization technique is used. Nevertheless, it must be understood that
this example does not reflect to what extent the classifications obtained from
the analysis of the same values with different normalization techniques were the
same.
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3.2

Impact of weights in the conclusions

The various normalization procedures arrange values in the same scale ([0,1],
for example) but the resultant values differ from one normalization to another,
even when proportion between values is kept. Then, the weight assigned for each
criterion has an influence in the final results of the analysis. To illustrate this,
previous set of results are again analysed with the four normalization techniques,
but this time each combination is analysed several times, considering different
weights each time. One thousand combinations of weights is used, so 14348907 ×
1000 analysis were performed using
P5 each normalization technique. The sum of
weights for every analysis was: i=1 wi = 1.
To determine the impact that weights has in the conclusions, results were
evaluated comparing the number of times classifications provided by the analysis of the same data matched for the normalization techniques from Table 1.
Results were analysed in two ways: i) A first analysis was done to determine
the coincidences in the classifications provided from normalizing the same data
using the normalization techniques that keep the proportion (techniques 1, 3 and
4); and ii) a second analysis considering all normalization techniques. Figure 2
shows the results obtained for the thousand experiments.

Fig. 2. Percentage of times the same classification is provided using different normalization techniques

The results of the first analysis show that in average, the three techniques (1,
3 and 4) agreed in their classifications the 96.79% of the times, which means that
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in average, there was agreement in 13888307 out of 14348907 analysis. However,
the highest amount of coincidences registered is 99.36%, and the lowest 92.28%,
meaning that the differences in the weights of these experiments have supposed
an increment of 1015902 mismatched conclusions from one experiment to the
other.
In the other hand, results from the second analysis show clear evidences
of the influence of weights in conclusions, where higher variations are found.
When all four normalization techniques are considered, the difference between
the highest amount of coincidences, 83.06%, and the lowest 27.13%, is of 8025343
mismatched conclusions. Meaning that variations in the weights can imply a
disagreement in the conclusions between all four techniques in more of the half
of the analysis.
3.3

The methodology matters

The selection of the mathematical methodology that is used to perform the
analysis of the results is very sensitive to the evaluators preferences. Scoring
different alternatives in order to compare them can be done through various
methods. Each methods has its own particularities, thus its applications certainly
have implications in the resultant conclusions. For example, the interpretation
of the results from applying the geometric mean differ from how results should
be understood if the analysis was performed using the arithmetic mean. Indeed,
in other fields of research, exhaustive analysis have been done with these two
methods to determine the benefits of applying one or the other [7]. Then, which
method is used to perform the analysis is important to understand the origin of
the conclusions.

Fig. 3. Percentage of occurrences of each classification analysing the data with the
geometric and arithmetic mean

With the aim of showing the impact that different mathematical methodologies may have in the conclusions derived from the analysis, the geometric mean
and arithmetic mean were used to analyse a set of results. This results were
obtained using AV G − SD and AV G + SD this time, so 215 = 32768 sets of possible data were normalized with normalization technique 1 (Table 1) and both
methods. Figure 3 shows that both methods agree the 99.95% of the analysis
that v4 in which is the best alternative (it is not shown in Figure 3, but the
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geometric mean concluded in 0.05% of the analysis that the classification was
v6-v4-v5). However, both methods only agree in 28.82% of the analysis in which
alternative was the second best.
These results proved that even when applying variants of the mean, differences in the conclusions may occur. Thus, when it comes to performing the
analysis of the results from a benchmark, the mathematical methodology used
must be made explicit so the origin of the conclusions provided can be known.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

Many works can be found in the literature that propose improvements in the
benchmarking process, thus assisting the development of better and more accurate benchmarks. However, there is a lack of works devoted to improve the
process of analysis that let evaluators perform the comparison of alternatives to
select the best choice for their purpose. This is quite surprising given the fact
that as stated in [2], “the main goal of benchmarking is to allow the comparison
of systems and components”. Some works like [9], [8] and [10], have pointed out
this fact and have suggested new approaches to deal with it.
This problems are more evident when in some works no signs that let the
reader understand the process followed to obtain the presented conclusions can
be found. It is in this cases when the confidence that can be placed in such
conclusions can be questioned. Thus, making explicit how the analysis of results
is conducted is of primary importance not only to increase the confidence that
can be placed in conclusions, but also to improve cross-comparison of results
among different works.
With this scope in mind, this work has described the main attributes that
must be considered in the analysis, and their role in it. Their application for an
analysis can be easily captured in any work so external evaluators can follow
the analysis. Given the impact that variations in these attributes can have in
the conclusions, it is essential that the process of analysis remains clear, so their
influence in the conclusions can be detected by anyone.
The influence of these attributes have been shown in this work through the
analysis of an extensive set of possible results. The results have shown how different normalization techniques, variations in weights and changing the mathematical method, may lead to completely different conclusions. With these results,
this work seek to make evaluators realise of the importance that their decisions
have for the analysis, and also to make them aware of the possible sources of
discrepancies among conclusions from different works.
Following the line of thought of previous works ([9], [8] and [10]), the ongoing
work is focused in the study of identifying how MCDM methods can be integrated in the benchmarking process in a way that the confidence placed in the
conclusions can be increased. It is common to find data like the one presented in
the case study, where results are expressed in terms of the mean and standard
deviation of the results. Thus, the aim of our research is to reach mechanisms
that let evaluators analyse the results and compare the alternatives considering
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the range of possible values a criteria can have for an alternative, which is given
in such cases by the mean and the standard deviation.
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Abstract. Fault injection is a privileged technique for VLSI verification and
dependability assessment. The goal is to check the ability of a VLSI design to
cope with its purpose in the presence of faults. The existence of Hardware Description Language (HDL) models enables the early verification of hardware
designs through simulation-based fault injection (SBFI). The higher (and less
accurate) is the level of description of the model, the earlier and faster it can be
verified through SBFI and the lower will be the cost of fixing the detected problems. Although, at a first sight, early SBFI may seem the optimal choice for the
verification of HDL designs, it is however not clear today to what extent the
level of detail of such designs conditions the representativeness, and thus the
usefulness, of SBFI results. This work defines a preliminary research towards
studying the representativeness of SBFI on different HDL-description levels.

1 Introduction
As CMOS technologies achieve smaller transistors’ size, the impact of hardware
faults on VLSI circuits increases in number and importance. Wearout mechanisms
become more intensive, provoking permanent faults and reducing the life cycle of
circuits. Sensitivity to external effects (Single Event Effects – SEE) increases, leading
to hard (burnout), potentially hard (latchup), or soft errors (Single Event Upsets –
SEU) [1]. In addition, c ontinuous integration increases complexity and clock frequency of ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) and SOCs (Systems On
Chip), requiring the implementation of advanced fault tolerance mechanisms and their
resource-intensive verification.
Fault injection consists in the intentional introduction of faulty states into devices
under test and is a well-known technique to solve numerous problems of design and
verification in different contexts, such as fault tolerance techniques, recovery mechanisms, BIST (Built-In Self-Test), drivers, or security, among others [2]. Prototypebased techniques are divided according to fault targets into hardware implemented
(HWIFI) and software implemented (SWIFI) fault injection [2]. Emulation-based
techniques (e.g. FADES [3]) provide performance close to prototype-based, while
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they have shorter feedback loop and implementation cost is closer to simulation-based
techniques. Simulation-based (SBFI) fault injection techniques (e.g. VERIFY [4],
VFIT [5]) are much slower especially for complex models. However, they allow early
detailed analysis and provide best observability and controllability of the entire experiment. According to the general Hardware Description Language (HDL)-design chain,
fault simulation experiments can be performed at four distinct representation levels:
 Register Transfer Level (RTL) represents a circuit in terms of interconnected
registers and the operations performed on signals between those registers.
 Logical level describes a circuit as a list of logic gates and list of connections
between them (post-synthesis netlist). It can be either platform dependent or
independent, and it can be used for approximated timing simulation.
 Post-map level describes a circuit as a list of library elements specific for a
target device (post-map netlist), although the timing model is approximated.
 Post-Place & Route level adds information about routing, reflecting the actual timing behavior of the target device (post-implementation netlist).
HDL source codes are mainly developed on RT level and then are automatically
translated into lower (logical, post-map, and post-place & route) levels by using synthesis, mapping, and routing tools, respectively. Careful verification of RTL model is
an essential stage of the workflow, as it provides early detection of most functional
errors. Thus, fault injection on RT level could be a suitable decision to verify devices’
behavior in presence of faults with lowest cost of fixing design problems. However,
SBFI at higher level might not represent the behavior of the real system in presence of
faults, since the accuracy of the RTL model is low with respect to underlying levels:
i) the logical level may widen the set of fault targets, ii) the post-map level describes
properly the behavior of elements of target chip thus reflecting more accurately the
propagation paths and recovery processes, and iii) the post-place & route level provides detailed delays which may affect results of SBFI. This brings us to the problem
of exploring the representativeness of SBFI on different HDL description levels, i.e.
finding out to what extent a similar faultload applied on different HDL description
levels leads to similar results in terms of observed devices’ behavior, detected errors/failures, propagation and recovery latencies, etc. Exploring the representativeness
of faults at different description levels will enable us to understand when early and
quick SBFI is accurate enough to make informed decisions about the fault tolerance
needs of the system, and when lower level models (available late in the design cycle
and slow to simulate) are required in order to obtain useful and precise results.
Some efforts in exploring representativeness of fault injection were undertaken in
the past, although they focused on exploring fault models rather than studying such
model from the perspective of HDL description levels. For instance, the report presented in [6] dealt with the problem of determining a representative faultload for
benchmarking a VLSI system. It showed that i) most faults at logic level manifest at
RT level as bit-flips, ii) the percentage of propagated transient faults and their multiplicity increases with fault duration, and iii) other fault models (delay, indetermination) are less representative, as their proportion in relation to bit-flips is much lower.
The rest of the paper discusses the differences between HDL levels affecting SBFI
(Section 2), defines an experimental procedure for studying the representativeness of
results when targeting equivalent elements on different HDL levels (Section 3), and
provides the preliminary results of these experiments (Section 4).
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2 HDL levels as targets for SBFI
There exist a number of factors that can affect the representativeness of SBFI between
different HDL levels:
 Structural description: primitives, wires, and links between them.
 Behavioral description: trigger conditions, assignment semantics, etc.
 Timing description: delay values (estimated or actual) and delay models.
In order to identify structural differences between HDL levels we should examine
the synthesized netlists and their relationship with the original RTL model. As a case
study, we will consider a simple ALU (Aritmetic Logic Unit) having input registers
for two operands and operation, and output registers for result and flags. The RTL
model was described in SystemVerilog, verified and synthesized with Xilinx Vivado
tool for Artix FPGA and with Altera Quartus for Cyclone FPGA. We implemented
that design for two vendors in order to estimate the impact of different target libraries
and synthesis tools on SBFI results. The diagram shown in Fig. 1 represents a brief
matching of entities of RTL model and Xilinx post-map netlist.

Fig. 1. Mapping entities from RTL model into Xilinx post-map netlist
We note that the general HDL design workflow defines four representation levels:
RTL, logical, post-map, post-place & route. Real workflows, however, are vendorspecific and often provide a reduced set of representations available for simulation.
Although some tools can synthesize vendor-independent netlist, in most cases the
pure logical level can be eliminated, since it only reflects overall logic structure, but
not properties of the target device. Xilinx Vivado refers to the post-map level as post-
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synthesis netlist, and to the post-place & route level as post-implementation netlist,
whereas Altera Quartus provides only just the post-place & route netlist.
Registers in RTL model are the entities, represented by packed arrays of basic type
reg or logic, that receive their values by non-blocking assignments at sequential logic
procedural blocks (always_ff) [7], as for instance res_reg (Fig. 1). At the RT level we
can directly affect these variables with faults of selected fault models. In the gatelevel netlist (both post-synthesis and post-implementation) these registers are represented by a set of flip-flops (FFs) as instances of corresponding modules of vendorspecific library: FDCE and FDRE for Xilinx, dffeas for Altera. Depending on synthesizer’s options some FFs could be absent due to optimizations or duplicated due to
fan-out. Since FFs on a netlist level are non-trivial entities, there are several things to
consider when injecting faults. For instance, permanent faults (like stuck-at-1/0) applied to the Q output should reflect exactly the same behavior as for RTL. However,
in order to properly simulate a bit-flip fault we should take into account behavioral
aspects defined in the library code of the target FF – the target should be a variable,
declared with basic type reg, that receives a value in a sequential procedural block (it
is in charge of maintain the faulty state until the next write cycle).
Combinational logic represented at RTL level as always_comb procedural blocks
and continuous assignments is implemented on the gate level as a set of Look-Up
Tables (LUT), multiplexers, DSP (Digital Signal Processing) units etc. At the RT
level we can identify some combinational targets for fault injection, consisting mainly
of entities of type wire that receive their values on the left side of blocking assignment: res_cmb and flags_cmb in Fig.1. Depending on the selected synthesis tool and
options, some of these wires can also be found in the gate level netlist but often with
other semantics or word size. In our simple case study res_cmb has a double-word
size at RTL level, where the high word is computes the overflow flag and the low
word stores a result at res_reg. At the post-map netlist for Xilinx this wire is connected to the d input of the FFs containing the result. However, it implements only the
low word, whereas the overflow flag now depends on a different logic. Thus the overflow flag cannot be affected anymore by faults injected at res_cmb. Wire flags_cmb is
now divided into 2 entities (of 1 and 3 bits) and different wire name. The netlist obtained for Altera contains a set of single bit wires with different names instead. All
other wires and variables at RTL level are untraceable at gate level.
The total number of high-level entities that can be targeted by fault injection are
listed in Table 1. Most targets for fault injection are located in combinational logic on
post-map level and, therefore, it is not clear whether they can be covered with fault
injection experiments on RT level. Thus, we have defined two stages when studying
the representativeness of fault injection results at different description levels. Stage 1,
addressed in this paper, just covers the injection of exactly the same faults at equivalent targets on different HDL levels – external interfaces and registers. As exactly the
same targets are considered, the goal is to check whether results of SBFI experiments
on RT level are consistent with those obtained at lower-level models (implementation
level) in terms of detected errors and failures. As will be shown in section 4, behavioral aspects should always be considered as probable cause of differences between
results obtained at different levels. It is also expected that timing aspects are important for detecting errors/failures when injecting transient faults.
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Stage 2, to be addressed in future work, covers the fault injection targets that are
different between HDL levels (level-specific targets that cannot be precisely related to
other elements in different models). The goal is to identify whether the consideration
of all these elements really affects the results obtained at different description levels.
In such a way, if those elements could be somehow traced among all the levels (maybe not individually but as a group of elements, like all the LUTs implementing an
ALU), it could be possible to estimate the expected impact of a particular implementation from the original RTL description. Likewise, it might be possible to determine
which part of the system should be simulated in a lower description (and thus more
costly) level to obtain precise results that may influence decisions taken in the design,
like deploying a particular fault tolerance mechanisms or another.
Table 1. Fault targets on different levels of Xilinx Vivado and Altera Quartus workflow
Simulation Level
Fault model
Input/output bits
Register bits/FFs
Wire bits
LUTs
DSP
Input/Output buffers
Other
Total (fault targets)

RTL
22/16
36
25
99

Post-synthesis
(Xilinx)
22/16
33
445
150
1
22/16
7 Carry cells
712

Post-implementation
(Xilinx)
22/16
33
444
150
1
22/16
7 Carry cells
711

Post-implementation
(Altera)
22/16
35
372
212
1
22/16
696

3 Experimental procedure targeting equivalent fault targets
The first stage of the proposed study covers the same fault models injected at equivalent fault targets at different HDL levels. For a given set of HDL models (RTL, postsynthesis netlist, and post-implementation netlist) identical SBFI experiments should
be executed to identify differences in system behavior and detected errors/failures.
Simulations are executed by means of Mentor Graphic’s Modelsim tool, along with
some custom scripts that automate the definition of experiments, the fault injection
process, and the analysis of results. Results from those experiments would be comparable under the following conditions:
 Correctness of golden run: each model is verified in absence of faults, using
the same test environment and workload for each HDL level.
 Equivalence of fault targets: faults are injected into entities identified as
equivalent at these HDL-levels by their behavior and semantics.
 Equality of faultload: for a given set of equivalent entities, the very same
faults are injected (fault model, injection time, and duration).
 Equivalence of observation targets: value dumps (logs) used to observe the
behavior of the target system should be captured for entities considered as
equivalent at each HDL level.
The following experimental setup is considered for the previously described case
study (one-cycle ALU at Fig. 1):
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Target HDL models: RTL, post-synthesis netlist for Xilinx with SFD
(Standard Delay Format) file, post-implementation netlist for Xilinx with
SDF file, and post-implementation netlist for Altera with SDF file.
 Workload: random sequence of independent operations run at 36 ns period (Tclk), close to the allowable minimum for the slowest model (Altera).
 Fault injection points (targets):
o Inputs: a, b, op, clk, rstN.
o
Registers: {a, b, cmb, res, flags, error_code}_reg.
 Fault types:
o Permanent: stuck-at-1 and stuck-at-0 for registers and inputs, and
indetermination just for registers.
o Transient: bit-flip just for registers.
 Fault injection time: randomly generated along the workload time.
 Fault duration: randomly generated in the range of [5*Tclk : 20*Tclk].
 Number of experiments: as 5 faults were injected per each target, a total
of 275 experiments were performed (165 for registers and 110 for inputs).
Thus, the experimental procedure consists in the following steps.
1. Create a list of fault targets specific for each model, taking care that the
same targets are considered for each model.
2. Create a list of observation targets (registers and outputs) for each model.
3. Setup a configuration file with all the different parameters previously described (fault model, instant, duration, number of injections, etc.)
4. Execute the experiments: Golden Run (in absence of faults) and faulty (in
presence of faults) experiments. Faults are injected by of simulator commands, like [force signal_name value duration] for stuckat faults and [force –deposit signal_name value] for bitflips. At the implementation-level, where bits of the same wire have different delays, it is very important to capture output signals only in stable
states. To prevent capturing transients, the option [add list clock
–notrigger …] instructs the simulator to capture values in the observation list only at clock edges, providing also a direct correspondence between recorded values by means of timestamps. Half of the period of this
sampling clock defines the accuracy of errors/failures detection.
5. Analyze experimental results: identify differences in behavior from fault
occurrence until failure detection or recovery instant. Custom scripts analyze dumps of internal states (registers) and output signals for Golden Run
and faulty experiments. Mismatches in register values are reported as errors, whereas mismatches on the outputs are re-ported as failures.

4 Experimental Results
Results of SBFI at inputs and registers (equivalent targets) for each considered description level have been analyzed. Table 2 lists the mismatches detected for stuck-at1 faults (in bold and red), when comparing error (Terr) and failure (Tfail) instants, and
reference (RESref) and failure (RESfail) values on outputs. RTL model propagates
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errors from registers to failures on outputs immediately, preventing the detection of
errors prior to failures. In order to fix this problem minimal delay (1 ns) has been
added to continuous assignment operations (from registers to wires) and to nonblocking assignment (storing value at register). That minor modification improves
representatives of fault injection at RT level. In all but 5 experiments the target ALU
behaved exactly the same (number of errors and failures) in presence of stuck-at faults
regardless the description level. However, fault and error propagation times varied
depending on the considered delay model.
Table 2. Detected mismatches for stuck-at-1 faults at different description levels
Nex

Injection
Time

Fault target

2

569.70

a_reg[2]

4

718.88

a_reg[4]

5

1210.71

a_reg[5]

11

678.45

b_reg[3]

28

901.95

eror_code_reg[2]

RTL + delay

Synthesized
XILINX (+SDF)

Implemented
XILINX (+SDF)

Implemented
ALTERA (+SDF)

Terr
Tfail

RESref
RESfail

Terr
Tfail

RESref
RESfail

Terr
Tfail

RESref
RESfail

Terr
Tfail

RESref
RESfail

570
595
719
740
1315
1352
703
740
902
903

10 8 0
18 0 0
3c 0 0
7c 8 0
60 5 0
e0 d 0
3c 0 0
b4 1 0
00 2 0
00 2 4

570
600
719
744
1317
1356
705
744
902
905

10 8 0
18 0 0
3c 0 0
7c 8 0
60 5 0
e0 d 0
3c 0 0
b4 1 0
00 2 0
00 2 7

570
603
720
747
1320
1359
708
747
903
906

10 8 0
18 0 0
3c 0 0
7c 8 0
60 5 0
e0 d 0
3c 0 0
b4 1 0
00 2 0
00 2 7

572
788
720
896
1320
1436
708
932
904
912

60 5 0
64 d 0
00 2 0
10 8 0
4e 0 0
6e 8 0
81 1 0
89 9 0
020
024

Mismatches detected for stuck-at faults originated from structural differences at
gate-level. Injection at input registers (experiments number (Nex) 2, 4, 5 and 11 in
Table 2) causes mismatches between the Altera implementation and the rest of models when a multiplication operation is executed. The diagram for the case of a_reg[2]
is presented at Fig 2, in which a stuck-at fault causes an error at a_reg for both Xilinx
and Altera implementations. However this error is not propagated to a failure for the
Altera netlist when a multiplication is executed (8h’0c*8h’02).

Fig. 2. Stuck-at-1 fault in a_reg[2] lead to different behavior between Altera and Xilinx implementations
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V
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s
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Vivado tool
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T
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like thosee related to thee recovery of FFs, are not properly
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Table 3.
3 Comparison of
o conditions foor storing valuess at the registers for RT and gaate levels
RTL

Xilinx

always_ff
f @(posedge c
clk, negedge
e rstN)
if(!rst
tN) res_reg <
<= 0;
else
res_reg <
operand_widt
th-1:0];
<= res_cmb[o
module FD
DCE #( output
t Q, ...);
reg q_out
q
= INIT
T;
assig
gn Q = q_out
t;
...
ffsrc
ce_fdce (o_o
out,…);
alway
ys @(o_out) q_out = o_o
out;
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5 Conclusion and future work
The proposed roadmap to study the representativeness of fault injection at different
description levels identifies two stages. The first one covers equivalent fault targets on
each HDL level (interfaces and registers), and identifies scenarios where SBFI at
higher level is not representative enough to make reasonable design decisions and
therefore lower level models should be considered. Mismatches between levels detected in the simple case study presented are originated from structural and behavioral
differences. Structural differences are mainly missing FFs and duplicated registers
(case with DSP unit). Behavioral aspects concern elements of manufacturer’s library
and are important for estimating recovery latencies (case with bit-flip fault in result
register). Delays from SDF files in our case study just increased fault/error propagation times and complicated matching with post-implementation level.
The second stage covers targets that are different among HDL levels and is a subject of ongoing work. The goal is to identify situations when, by taking into account
combinational logic, DSP units and other untraceable elements at the higher level,
additional results can be obtained to lead design decisions. In future work, the impact
of synthesizers’ options (optimization criteria, maintaining hierarchy, auto triplication, etc.), and of transport delay model [8] on representativeness will be explored.
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Abstract. The lack of appropriated research models for persistent atrial fibrillation (AF) hampers the identification of appropriated antiarrhythmic targets. The
aim of this study is to develop a realistic population of mathematical models of
atrial cardiomyocytes that reproduce the large inter-subject variability of persistent AF patients.Biomarkers from patch clamp records on 149 patients diagnosed with AF were used to adjust a population of mathematical models of remodeled human atrial cardiomyocytes. The ranges of 6 biomarkers were measured from the patch-clamp studies. Only a subset of 173 mathematical models
of the 16.384 simulated models fitted all biomarkers. The resulting population
shows that multiple combinations of variations in the ionic conductances result
in models that cover the range of biomarkers measured. Introducing restrictions
associated with pacing rate limits the number of models, reduces the occurrence
of anomalous calcium transients, and shows significant differences in the distribution of variation of parameters associated INa, IKr and INAK ion currents. Combinations of ionic currents with high variability resulted in realistic APs. Populations of models will improve antiarrhytmic studies based in mathematical
modelling preventing undesired effects due to differences between individuals.

1 Introduction
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common arrhythmia in the clinical practice [1, 2].
Antiarrhythmic drugs have a modest efficacy at the time of terminating the arrhythmia
and sustaining sinus rhythm [3]. Those pharmacological treatment of the arrhythmia
need from a deep research to understand the ionic mechanisms responsible of the
maintenance of AF, mainly for long standing AF patients in which both electrical and
structural atrial tissue remodeling promotes the maintenance of the arrhythmia [4, 5].
The lack of appropriated research models for persistent AF hampers the identification
of appropriated antiarrhythmic targets. The aim of this study is to develop a realistic
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population of mathematical models of atrial cardiomyocytes that reproduce the large
inter-subject variability of persistent AF patients.

2 Methods
2.1

Experimental Dataset and Biomarkers

Right atrial appendages of 149 patients diagnosed with chronic AF and who underwent cardiac surgery for myocardial or mitral/aortic valve replacement revascularization were obtained. Experimental data was recorded from human samples conforming
the declaration of Helsinki, additionally the study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Dresden University of Technology (Nº EK790799). All patients gave
written, informed consent. Antiarrhythmic medication was interrupted before the study
[6].
Standard intracellular microelectrodes were used to record action potentials (APs)
in atrial trabeculae (n=215 of 149 patients) [7, 8]. Properties of bath solution (in mM):
NaCl 127, KCl 4.5, MgCl2 1.5, CaCl2 1.8, glucose 10, NaHCO3 22, NaH2PO4 0.42,
equilibrated with O2-CO2 [95:5] at 36.5±0.58 ° C, pH 7.4. The preparations were
stimulated at 1 Hz no less than 1 h before data acquisition [7, 8].
Variability in the population related to APs in human atria was described with the
measure of the biomarkers listed: APD (AP duration) at 20, 50, and 90% of repolarization (APD20, APD50, APD90 respectively), AP amplitude (APA), resting membrane potential (RMP), AP plateau was characterized by measuring the potential at
20% of APD90 (V20). See Figure 1.
A subset of this database n = 9 cells was also recorded at different pacing frequencies f = 1, 2, 3 and 4 Hz.
2.2 Electrophysiological Cellular Model
As a basis of the study, the atrial myocyte mathematical model of Koivumaki et al [9]
has been used. Some modifications have been applied to implement remodeling of
chronic AF: ICaL (-59%), Ito (-62%), IKur (-38%), IK1 (+ 62%), INCX (+ 50%), expression of SERCA (-16%) and PLB to SERCA (+ 18%) and SLN to SERCA (-40%).
These variations are based on a literature study of different works facing atrial remodeling from different perspectives and with different databases, which are compiled in
the work of Koivumaki et al. [10]. We will refer to this model as ‘baseline AF model’,
we will refer to the model with no modifications as ‘Koivumaki original model’.
2.3 Population of Models
In order to model variability between subjects, a population of models was generated
from the electrophysiological model described above by varying a set of parameters
from its original value: gNa, maximum INaK, gK1, gCaL, kNaCa, gto, gKur, gKr, gKs and ex-
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pression of cpumps in SERCA and Jrel in RyR. Latin Hypercube Sampling Method
[11, 12] was used to generate 16.384 combinations of the currents listed sampled from
-100% to + 200% of the original values.
The resulting 16,384 unicellular models were stimulated at different frequencies: 1,
2, 3 and 4 Hz with square stimulus with duration 2 ms and amplitude 1250 pA, followed by negative amplitude in the remainder of the period to maintain current conservation in the model. All models were analyzed from period 91 to 100 in the different frequencies to extract biomarkers APD90, APD50, APD20, APA, RMP and V20
also dV / dt max and the time from stimulus onset to the peak of the AP voltage were
measured.

Fig. 1. Representation of the biomarkers measured in this study. APD (AP duration) at 20, 50,
and 90% of repolarization (APD20, APD50, APD90 respectively), AP amplitude (APA), resting membrane potential (RMP), and V20 the potential at 20% of APD90 (V20). dV/dtmax is
calculated as the maximum gradient of membrane voltage against time before the peak of the
membrane voltage.

2.4

Population Calibration

The initial population consisting on 16.384 models was calibrated based on the biomarkers measured in experimental data. That is, the biomarkers obtained in the simulations were subjected to satisfy some of the conditions that describe experimental
models. To do this, two different filters were used.
In the first filter, Filter 1, we ensure that biomarkers APD90, APD50, APD20,
APA, RMP and V20 at 1 Hz remain restricted to the maximum and minimum values
measured experimentally. To ensure biological depolarization transient, two extra
constraints in biomarkers were introduced, the time from stimulus onset to the peak of
the AP voltage must be lower than 20 ms and dVdtmax higher than 20 V/s.
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In the case of Filter 2, the aim was that the resulting population show properties
similar to that present in experimental data in terms of activation rate dependence.
Specifically, we focus on establishing conditions with respect to the two biomarkers
that are more sensitive to activation rate modifications (i.e. APD90 and APD50). For
the evaluation of shortening or lengthening of the APs at a frequency f, APDratio(f)
was defined as APD (f) divided by APD at 1 Hz for APD90 and APD50. It was observed in experimental data that the higher the APD at 1 Hz, the lower the APDratio
(f). This reflects a greater shortening of APD with pacing frequency in the case of
long APDs at 1Hz.
To define the constraints for the calibration of the resulting population, linear regression of APDratio vs APD 1 Hz was computed. Filter 2 consisted in accepting
models that presented APDratios, for APD90 and APD50, with an error to the estimated line lower than the observed in experimental data.
2.5

Statistical analysis

The effects introduced by rate dependent biomarkers in the distribution of parameter
variations will be evaluated. Mann-Whitney U-test was used to evaluate statistical
significance between variables, statistical significance was considered for p<.01.

3 Results
3.1

Experimental Dataset and Biomarkers

Minimum and maximum values of the biomarkers measured with pacing frequency
1Hz are filed in Table 1.
Table 1.

APD90 (ms)
APD50 (ms)
APD20 (ms)
APA (mV)
RMP (mV)
V20 (mV)

Minimum Value
140
30
1
80
-85
-30

Maximum Value
330
180
75
130
-65
20

Minimum and maximum values of APD90 and APD50 in the subset recorded at
different frequencies were: 167-236, 148-220, 134-199 and 121-176 ms in case of
APD90 for 1, 2, 3 and 4 Hz respectively; and 59-121, 65-118, 62-108, 56-96 ms in
case of ADP50.
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3.2

Resulting Population

Filter 1 has limited the number of valid models to 1.118 from the original 16.384, by
discarding those models that do not fit in the range of biomarkers presented in Table
1. Adding the filter 2 this number is reduced to 173 different models, obtaining APs
with a response to pacing frequency similar to that observed experimentally.

Fig. 2. Population of models calibration and biomarkers at 1Hz. Panel A depicts AP and intracellular calcium tracing. Green lines represent the signals corresponding to the baseline AF
model; yellow, gray and blue lines correspond to all the models simulated (N=16384), those
that fitted the conditions of filter 1 (N=1118) and those that satisfied the constraints of both
filters respectively. Panel B shows the values of the biomarkers –V20, APD20, APD50,
APD90, RMP and APA- in the populations, the subgroups of the populations correspond again
with the colors previously described. Orange crosses correspond with a random sort of values
measured in experimental preparations, experimental biomarker limits are depicted in turquoise.

In Figure 2, the effect of the filters used on the population at 1Hz is described. APs
and Calcium tracings presented in Panel A, exhibit how filter 1 dramatically reduces
the variability in RMP and in APD, it also eliminates those models which APA was
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out of the established ranges. In case of intracellular calcium, it is observed that diastolic Ca2+ is reduced to values values than 0.5 uM in most cases. The second row in
panel A, evince how the filter 2 has no significant effect in reducing the variability in
biomarkers of voltage, however it can be observed how the number of cases outside of
the outlying areas was reduced in diastolic Ca2+ and Ca2+ amplitude.
Panel B shows how models achieve the coverage of six biomarkers at 1Hz, the experimental range of values is reasonably covered having all the experimental values
nearby points.

Fig. 3. Population of models calibration and pacing frequency dependence. Only the models
with a deviation from regression lines –depicted in red- lower than those observed in experimental measurements were accepted. APD ratios are plotted versus APDs at pacing frequencies
2, 3 and 4 Hz, orange crosses correspond with experimental values while green, gray and blue
dots correspond with the baseline model, the models accepted by filter 1 and the final population respectively. Note that the gray dots can be present between both error lines –depicted in
black- as the condition needs to be satisfied in the six cases, leading to the final population
depicted in blue.

Figure 3 shows the coverage of APD50 and 90 ratios for the resulting population of
173 models. It is observed that the most of the models that achieve constraints of
Filter 1, voltage biomarkers at 1Hz, present lower values in APDratio than the observed in experimental measurements. It is also observed that the most of the models
that satisfied the conditions of biomarkers at 1Hz do not accomplish the pacing frequency constraints in the six scenarios, only the resulting population depicted in blue
covered all the conditions.
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Figure 4 present the distribution parameter variations for different ionic currents. It
can be observed a high variability as the most of the parameters as they cover the
whole range of variations from -100% to +200%, gNa is an exception as it was the
most constrained current with limits in overexpression and blockade of +65% and 90% respectively. gNa was one of the parameters that presented significant alterations
at the time of accomplish the rate dependence constraints, gNa was more constrained in
the resulting population and showed a lower median than in the case of the models
that only covered the conditions of biomarkers at 1Hz.
Regarding INaK,max, the sodium potassium pump needed a significant overexpression
to cover rate dependence requirements, in this case the median value differs a lot from
both the original and baseline AF models, this is due to the need of restoring ionic
concentrations from beat to beat.
The other current that showed significant differences due to the need of covering
rate dependence conditions was gKr, it presented a higher overexpression when rate
dependence conditions were imposed. The median value was also higher than the
baseline AF model.

Figure 4. Box plot of the ionic current parameter variations in the population of models. The
boxplots in black correspond to the final population, it means the models that fitted the constraints of biomarkers at 1Hz and the conditions of rate dependence. In gray the models that
fitted the constraints of biomarkers at 1Hz but cannot accomplish the conditions of rate dependence. The green line depicts the baseline values –i.e. the Koivumaki AF model or baseline
AF model- while black dots represent the original Koivumaki model. A high variability in
conductances covering the whole range of values (from -100% to 200%) can be observed. It is
also observed how the most constrained current is INa with limits in overexpression and blockade of +65% and -90% respectively in the resulting population.

The rest of parameters didn’t present significant difference because of rate dependence conditions, note that the median value in the case of gK1 were in the baseline
level in both groups. Regarding gCaL, the median is situated between the baseline AF
model and the original Koivumaki model. It means that to cover the range of biomarkers it was not necessary an strong blockade of this current. Something similar
happens in relation with kNCX, that presented a median closer to the original Koivumaki model than to the baseline AF model.
gto and gKur present medians close to the baseline AF model , while in the case of
cpumps SERCA, gKs, JRel,RyR presented a high variability in the variations and me-
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dians close to 50% of variation showing that this parameters are not determinant at the
time of covering the range of biomarkers.

4 Discussion
In this work, a population of models of atrial cells suffering of AF has been implemented. Experimental data of cells paced at different frequencies were used in order
to achieve a population with a realistic response in episodes of atrial fibrillation. For
this purpose and because the number of cells recorded at various frequencies was
lower and presented less variability in biomarkers, APDratio ratio was introduced to
extend this data to the original dataset with 149 patients. It was observed that models
with longer APDs at 1Hz presented more important shorten –showing lower APDratios-that models with models with lower APDs. It was also observed how atrial cells
with short APD50s presented a lengthen with the increase of pacing frequency, this
behavior was emulated in the resulting population of models.
The resulting population shows that even with a limited variability in biomarkers, it
is possible to fulfill these conditions with multiple combinations of variations in the
ionic conductances. Thus, very high variability occurs in the parameters associated
with the ionic currents having acceptable variations in most parameters in the range 100, + 200%. It has also shown how the resulting population covers a reasonably
variability of biomarkers at 1Hz and conforms to the limitations associated with rate
dependence. The models that covered the conditions of rate dependence presented
significant differences in gNa, INaK,max and gKr. It was also observed that the resulting
population presented a distribution of parameter variations showing that gK1 was centered around the baseline model presented by Koivumaki while ICaL and INCX didn’t
show the need of a blockade as strong as presented in a sort of previous works [1316].
Latin Hypercube Sampling Method allows sampling a high dimensional space efficiently, in this case 11 dimensions corresponding with each paramenter. Sampling
every possible combination of dimensions with an adequate resolution should be computationally unfeasible. The method used allowed the sampling in the space and without bias. In order to differentiate those parameters with a median value model with
those having a modest effect on biomarkers and therefore with a median close to the
midpoint of the variation ranges, an asymmetric variation of the parameters was implemented. It highlighted the strength of a sort of currents gNa, INaK,max, IK1, kNCX or
IKur.
In-silico studies have evaluated the effect of blocking different currents both in isolated cells [10, 17] and tissue models [18] to evaluate the effects in APs or in the dynamics of functional reentries or rotors. However, models developed to study atrial
electrophysiology, are the synthesis from many experiments and cells, even from cells
of different species. Variability is present in the most of biological structures in nature. It makes healthy individuals of the same species exhibit such differences in some
biomarkers which often hinder the definition of pathological behaviors, and its thera-
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pies. Scientific experiments are generally performed in highly controlled environments
and models, plus the results obtained are usually averaged to reduce errors.
AP is not an exception and presents important differences in morphology to the
same species and area. However, electrophysiological models are obtained from an
average of many experimental results with the aim of performing a typical behavior.
This methodology easies understanding of electrophysiological mechanisms, but
sometimes hinders the extrapolation to clinical practice.
In conclusion, this study shows the ability of a different of combinations of ionic
currents in reflecting realistic AP. Intersubject variability should be taken into account
when proposing pharmacological treatments on individuals. Populations of models
will improve viability studies of these treatments based in mathematical modelling and
will avoid undesired effects.
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Abstract. Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication or machinetype communication (MTC) is considered an integral part of the so-called
Internet of Things. M2M provides ubiquitous connectivity among devices
without human intervention. Using cellular networks to provide M2M
connectivity presents numerous advantages (coverage, roaming support,
interoperability, well developed charging, quality of service, and security
solutions among others). However, a large number of devices, that may
need to communicate over a short period of time, can cause problematic
situations which hugely impacts the radio access and core networks of
the cellular system. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive survey on
random access procedure in the context of 3GPP Long-Term Evolution
(LTE) and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A). Specifically, we give a complete
description of the parameters and the information necessary to evaluate
the random access procedure when the cellular network is subjected to
M2M traffic. It will be useful for designing mechanisms and algorithms
to efficiently manage the massive accesses on the air interface.

1

Introduction

The world is moving beyond standalone devices into a new technological age
in which everything is connected. Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication
stands for the ubiquitous automated exchange of information between devices
on the edge of networks (computers, sensors, actuators, cars or mobile devices)
inside a common network, the so-called Internet of Things (IoT).
M2M is what provides the IoT with the connectivity that enables capabilities,
which would not be possible without it. A wide area of applications have already
started to emerge in several fields, such as health-care, smart robots, smart grids,
smart home technologies, intelligent transportation systems and smart cities [16].
One of the major motivating factors of MTC, besides the total automation of
devices without involving human effort, is that MTC devices get smaller and
more power efficient, while gaining more computing power.
?
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All of these properties would be of no use without a network to link those
devices together. Two main approaches have emerged for this purpose. One the
one hand are short or medium range wireless networks (IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee)
and IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) [10, 13]) that can be used in a given area. On the
other hand are cellular networks that offer many benefits, such as ubiquitous
coverage by widely deployed infrastructure, global connectivity with a number
of providers, and well developed charging and security solutions. Therefore, the
cellular networks may be the solution for linking MTC devices by providing a
solid infrastructure, high mobility, easy deployment and most importantly, wide
area of coverage [19, 21].
In recent years, most research focuses on Long Term Evolution Advanced
(LTE-A) as the technology enabling M2M communications. LTE-A is the most
recent standard of wireless communication proposed by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) to serve its cellular mobile users by providing high
data bandwidth. LTE-A cellular networks were not designed for M2M traffic.
Instead, they were mainly designed to support human-to-human (H2H) services
such as voice and web browsing, and bandwidth demanding services such as
video streaming.
The nature of M2M communication is different from that of regular H2H
communication and it is mainly characterized by a high device density in a
cell, small amounts of payload, low traffic volumes per device, predominance of
up-link traffic, low device mobility, low device processing capacity and battery
operated devices [3]. Although MTC devices generate small amount of data
traffic, the massive amount of MTC devices could create an overload problem
which hugely impacts the radio access and core networks of the system, reducing
the overall performance of LTE-A [20]. To mitigate this problem, besides to
improve the system [4,5], it is important to provide an efficient way for managing
the massive access in the radio access network and to minimize the network
overload.
In this paper, we study the random access (RA) procedure of LTE-A
networks. MTC devices must perform it for initial and periodic RA, in order
to request resources to the network before they transmit data. The aim is to
provide a complete description of the parameters and the information necessary
to evaluate the RA procedure of LTE-A. We consider this work as the first step
to propose efficient mechanisms and algorithms to mitigate the overload in the
radio access network.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
LTE-A radio interface. Section 3 presents the RA procedure, key in mobile
networks, which enables user equipment (UE) to initiate communications to a
base station. Section 4 details the considerations to evaluate the RA performance
when the cellular network is subjected to M2M traffic. Section 5 provides numeric
results of access success probability. Finally, the conclusions are presented in
Section 6.

2

Brief Overview of LTE-A Radio Interface

The LTE-A radio access network consists of the base stations, denoted as
enhanced NodeB (eNB), that are connected to each other through the X2
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interface and to the evolved packet core (EPC) through the S1 interface. The
mobile terminal or MTC device is denoted as user equipment (UE). In this
section, we describe briefly the LTE-A radio interface. We focus in the physical
layer characteristics which provide the resources for the RA procedure. A more
detailed description can be found in [2, 9, 11, 14, 15].
In LTE-A, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is the downlink (DL) multiple access scheme, while single-carrier frequency-division multiple
access (SC-FDMA) is the up-link (UL) multiple access scheme. LTE-A also
supports scalable bandwidth up to 20 MHz per component carrier (a maximum
of 100 MHz with carrier aggregation); it uses DL/UL frequency selective and
DL frequency diverse scheduling. In the UL, like the DL, frequency domain
orthogonality is maintained among intra-cell users, which allows the eNB the
ability to efficiently manage the amount of interference seen at the base station.
The UL and DL sub-frame structure is common to both time-division duplex
(TDD) and frequency-division duplex (FDD). Each sub-frame consists of two
slots of length 0.5 ms (7 OFDM symbols for normal cyclic prefix) with reference
symbols located within each slot. UL control signaling such as channel quality
indication (CQI) and acknowledgment/negative acknowledgment (ACK/NACK)
is located in the system band-edge.
Each portion in the time and frequency resource grid is called a resource
element (RE). Users are assigned data allocation in amounts of resource blocks
(RBs), where a RB is defined as 12 REs by one slot. Each DL sub-frame contains
reference signals, control information, and data transmission. The following
physical channels provide DL control signaling: physical control format indicator
channel (PCFICH), physical hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) indicator
channel (PHICH), and physical DL control channel (PDCCH). The DL and UL
scheduling assignment transmitted on the PDCCH is addressed to a specific user,
and contains control information needed for data reception and demodulation.
Table 1 summarizes the available DL and UL physical channels and their
purpose.
Table 1. Physical Channels in LTE
Channel

Purpose
Carry user data (DL)
Carry broadcast information
Carry multi-cast services
Indicate the size of the control region in number of OFDM symbols
Carry ACK/NACK associated with UL transmission
Carry DL scheduling assignments and UL scheduling grants
Carry user data (UL)
Carry ACK/NACK associated with DL transmission, scheduling
request, and feedback of DL channel quality and precoding vector
Physical random access channel (PRACH) Initiate random access procedure

PDSCH
Physical broadcast channel (PBCH)
Physical multi-cast channel (PMCH)
DL
PCFICH
PHICH
PHICH
PUSCH
UL PUCCH

2.1

LTE-A Physical Random Access Channel

The Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH) is used to signal a connection
request when a UE desires to access the cellular network (call origination or
paging response). The PRACH carries the preamble (explained below) for initial
access to the network. It uses small preamble to lower overhead and it is
orthogonal to PUSCH/PUCCH.
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Random access attempts are done in predefined time/frequency resources
called RA slots herein. In the time domain, the duration of each RA slot depends
on the format of the access requests (as shown in Fig. 1). In the frequency
domain, each RA slot occupies 1.08 MHz, which corresponds to the bandwidth
of 6 RBs. These RA slots are reserved in the UL channel of the network for the
transmission of access requests. The eNB broadcasts the periodicity of the RA
slot by means of a variable referred to as the PRACH Configuration Index. The
periodicity varies between a minimum of 1 RA slot every 2 frames, i.e., every 20
ms, and a maximum of 1 RA slot per 1 sub-frame, i.e., every 1 ms [6, 17].
Random Access Preamble If a UE tries to access to a RA slot, it must select
randomly a preamble (signature) for the very first message of RA procedure.
There are up to 64 orthogonal preambles available to the UEs per cell. These
preambles are generated by Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequences due to their good
correlation properties [6, 22].
There are altogether 5 formats of RA preambles, format 0 to format 4. From
Fig. 1, we can see the format 0 to 3 have different lengths. These should be
chosen specifically according to different cell size. In cells with larger size, longer
preamble must be used since the UL timing difference between the farthest and
nearest UE is larger. On the other hand, shorter preamble should be used in
small cells to avoid unnecessary wastage of the resources. The format 4 is not
shown in Fig. 1; it is available only for the TDD system.
Preambles are split into two sets:
– Contention-free: it is used for critical situations such as handover, DL data
arrival or positioning, where there is a coordinated assignment of preambles
so collision is avoided. eNB can only assign these preambles for specific slots
to specific UEs. UEs can only use these, if assigned by the eNB, and for the
specific slots assigned.
– Contention-based: it is the standard mode for network access (there are more
preambles in this set). Preambles are selected in a random fashion, so there
is risk of collision, i.e., there is a probability that multiple UEs in the cell
could pick the same preamble signature and the eNB would assign the same
RB to both UEs; therefore contention resolution is needed.

3

Random Access Procedure

This section provides a general overview of the RACH operation of LTE-A.
We focus on contention-based RA mechanism. A UE can only be selected for
UL transmission if it is time-synchronized. The main role of the RA procedure
is to request for UL resources, for that it is necessary to assure such time
synchronization for a UE which either has not yet acquired, or has lost its UL
synchronization [22].
3.1

Contention-Based Random Access Procedure

In order to explain the RA procedure, we use the message exchange represented
in Fig. 2. The eNB broadcasts information (through System Information Blocks)
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Fig. 2. Contention-based RA Procedure

about which RA slot the preamble transmission is allowed; in each RA slot, the
eNB reserves a number of preambles for UEs to perform RA. A UE sends a
randomly chosen preamble in a RA slot (Msg1) and waits for a time window to
receive a response from the eNB. Then, the eNB sends the RA response (Msg2);
it includes information about identification of detected preamble, time alignment
instructions, UL grant for Msg3 transmission, a Temporary Cell Radio Network
Temporary Identifier (T C-RNTI) and Back-off Indicator. If more than two UEs
choose the same preamble in the RA slot, a collision will occur in the transmission
of Msg3. The eNB can detect non-collided UEs with a probability which mainly
depend on the transmission power of the UE. The UEs which are collided or not
detected by the eNB are referred as failed UEs. The failed UEs should ramp up its
power, and retransmit a new randomly chosen preamble in a new RA slot based
on a uniform back-off algorithm; they repeat this process until a transmission
limit is reached. The UEs which not collided will exchange Msg3 with eNB
through dedicated channels and hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) is used
to protect the message transmission. The eNB transmits a Contention Resolution
message (Msg4) as an answer to Msg3. A UE which does not receive Msg4
declares a failure in the contention resolution and schedules a new access attempt,
i.e., a new preamble transmission, starting the process over again. Each UE
keeps a preamble transmission counter that is increased after each unsuccessful
attempt. When the counter reaches the maximum allowed value (informed as
system information by the eNB), the network is declared unavailable by the UE
and a RA problem is indicated to upper layers [2, 7, 8, 12, 17].
Algorithm 1 presents the procedure used by the UE to perform the RA as
defined by [2, 7]. For message definitions and field description of information
elements please refer to Sections 6.2.2, 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 in [8]. The MAC layer
parameters are borrowed from [2] and for the most part detail of Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 LTE-A Random Access Procedure
1: UE gets System Information Blocks from eNB. UE needs to access eNB.
2: (a) Flush the Msg3 buffer; set the P reamble T ransmission Counter to 1; set the
backof f P arameterV alue to 0 ms;
3: Is P reamble T ransmission Counter = preambleT ransM ax + 1?:
– If yes: ACCESS FAILURE; indicate a RA problem to upper layers.
– Otherwise: go to step 4.
4: Select a random back-off time according to unif {0, backof f P arameterV alue} and
delay the subsequent RA transmission by the back-off time;
5: Select randomly a preamble sequence; determine the next available sub-frame
containing PRACH and proceed to the transmission of the preamble.
6: Monitor the PDCCH for Msg2, identified by the RA-RN T I, within the
ra-ResponseW indowSize.
7: Did UE receive Msg2 within ra-ResponseW indowSize and RAP ID matches
RA-RN T I on PDCCH?
– If yes:
(a) set the backof f P arameterV alue as indicated by the Back-off Indicator; set the
T C-RN T I to the value received in Msg2; process the received TAC; process the
received UL grant value and indicate it to the lower layers;
(b) indicate to lower layers the preambleInitialReceivedT argetP ower and the amount
of power ramping ((P reamble T ransmission Counter − 1) ∗ powerRampingStep)
applied to the latest preamble transmission;
(c) transmit the initial Msg3 four sub-frames later in PUSCH location assigned in the UL
grant. If C-RN T I is not yet assigned, UE uses the T C-RN T I and CCCH SDU is
included in Msg3. Otherwise, UE sends message in PDCCH;
(d) start mac-ContentionResolutionT imer and restart it at each HARQ retransmission;
go to step 9.

– Otherwise: go to step 8.
8: Did the UE receive a notification of power ramping suspension?
– If yes: increment P reamble T ransmission Counter by 1 and suspend power
ramping; go to step 3.
– Otherwise: increment P reamble T ransmission Counter by 1 and boost power
by powerRampingStep factor in dB; go to step 3.
9: Did mac-ContentionResolutionT imer expire?
– If yes: discard the T C-RN T I; flush the HARQ buffer; go to step 8.
– Otherwise: go to step 10.
10: Did UE receive notification of a reception of a PDCCH transmission from lower
layers?
– If yes: Is the PDCCH transmission addressed to the C-RN T I?
• If yes: Contention Resolution successful; stop mac-ContentionResolutionT imer;
discard the T emporary C-RN T I; RA procedure successfully completed.
• Otherwise: Does the decoded MAC PDU contain a UE Contention
Resolution Identity MAC control element and it matches the CCCH SDU
transmitted in Msg3?
∗ If yes: Contention Resolution successful; stop mac-ContentionResolutionT imer;
set the C-RN T I to the value of the T C-RN T I and discard it; RA procedure
successfully completed.
∗ Otherwise: discard the successfully decoded MAC PDU; go to step 9.

– Otherwise: go to step 9.

C-RNTI, Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier; RA-RNTI, Random Access Radio Network
Temporary Identifier; RAPID, Random Access Preamble ID; MAC, Medium Access Control; SDU,
Segment Data Unit; PDU, Packet Data Unit; TAC, Timing Advance Command.
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4

Evaluation of LTE-A FDD RACH for M2M
communication

In order to evaluate the network performance under M2M traffic, a single cell
environment is assumed. The network is subjected to different access intensities;
for that, 3GPP TR 37.868 [1] defined two different traffic models for the
evaluation of network performance, these are listed in Table 2. Traffic model 1
can be considered as a realistic scenario in which MTC devices access the network
uniformly over a period of time, i.e. in a non-synchronized manner. Traffic model
2 can be considered as an extreme scenario in which a large amount of MTC
devices access the network in a highly synchronized manner, e.g. after a power
outage.
Table 2. Traffic Model for RACH Evaluation [1]
Characteristics
Traffic Model 1
Number of MTC devices (N) 1000, 3000, 5000, 10000, 30000
Arrival distribution
Uniform distribution over T
Distribution period (T)
60 seconds

Traffic Model 2
1000, 3000, 5000, 10000, 30000
Beta distribution over T
10 seconds

Table 3. Basic Simulation Parameters for LTE FDD RACH Capacity Evaluation
Parameter
Cell bandwidth
PRACH Configuration Index
Total number of preambles (M)
preambleT ransM ax
Number of UL grants per RAR
Number of CCEs allocated for PDCCH
Number of CCEs per PDCCH
ra-ResponseW indowSize
mac-ContentionResolutionT imer
Backoff Indicator (BI)
HARQ retransmission probability for Msg3 andMsg4 (non-adaptive HARQ)
Maximum number of HARQ TX for Msg3 andMsg4 (non-adaptive HARQ)
Periodicity of PRACH opportunities
Preamble transmission time

Setting
5 MHz
6
54
10
3
16
4
5 sub-frames
48 sub-frames
20 ms
10%
5
5 ms
1 ms

If two (or more) MTC devices select the same preamble at the same time, it
is assumed that the eNB will not be able to decode any of the preambles; hence,
the eNB will not send the Random Access Response (Msg2). MTC devices will
only detect a collision if Msg2 is not received in the ra-ResponseW indowSize. In
case of no collision, 1 − (1/ei ) preamble detection probability is assumed, where
i indicates the i − th preamble transmission to take into account the effects of
radio channels, for example path-loss, fading, inter-cell interference, etc [1].
The following measures could be taken into account for the purpose of RACH
capacity evaluation [1]:
1. Access success probability, defined as the probability to successfully complete
the RA procedure within the maximum number of preamble transmissions.
2. Statistics of number of preamble transmissions, defined as the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the number of preamble transmissions to
perform a RA procedure, for the successfully accessed MTC devices.
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3. Statistics of access delay, defined as the CDF of the delay for each RA
procedure between the first RA attempt and the completion of the RA
procedure, for the successfully accessed MTC devices.

5

Numerical Results

In this section we show some results according the methodology proposed in [1]
and detailed in Section 4. In order to understand the limits of the LTE-A RACH,
we analyze the overloaded scenario, i.e., more than 1.000 devices that need to
access the network simultaneously.
The system setup and simulation parameters follow Tables 2 and 3. There
is a RA slot every 5 ms and 54 out of the 64 available preambles are used
for contention-based access, while the remaining 10 preambles are reserved for
contention-free access. Under these conditions, the system offers 200 RA slots per
second; the maximum number of preamble transmission is set to 10 [17, 18, 23].
Figure 3 illustrates the total, failed, re-transmitted and successful average
number of RA attempts per slot. The reason for access failure is because the
difficulty of selecting a unique preamble when a large number of access request
happen simultaneously. Note that the contention-based operation of the RACH
is based on ALOHA-type access, i.e., transmit the request in the first available
opportunity [17]. In case of collision, UE tries again after the back-off time.

Average number of RA attempt per slot

300

250

Total
Successful
Re−transmission
Failed

200

150

100

50

0
5

10

15
20
Average number of access request

25

30

Fig. 3. Random Access Attempts per Slot. N=30000; M=54.

According to [18], the expected number of successful RA requests per PRACH
slot is N (1−1/M )N −1 for N RA requests and M preambles; Fig. 4(a) illustrates
this computation for different values of M .
Let Ps be the access success probability per device (including the back-off
mechanism), it can be computed as Ps = (Nr · Pr )/Na , where Pr is the success
probability per slot, Na is the average number of new accesses per slot, and
Nr the average number of total accesses (news+retx) per slot. If we define the
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mean number of trials as Ni = Nr /Na then Ps = Ni · Pr . The system capacity
i−1
h
−1
1 [log( MM
−1 )]
(1 − M
)
[18].
per PRACH slot is computed as c = log( MM−1 )

From Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) we observe that c can be approximated as max{Na :
Ps (Na ) ≥ (1 − )}, 0.6 ≤  < 1. Finally, Fig. 4(b) shows that, in the current
random access mechanism, the maximum capacity increases slightly as the
number of preambles available for the UEs increases. Note that, an access
attempt can be successful when the total number of access requests is lower
than the system capacity.

6

Conclusions

The random access procedure is key in mobile networks since it enables the user
equipment to initiate communications and time synchronization with a base
station. We show that the current mechanism to request access to the cellular
network system suffer from congestion and overloading in the presence of a huge
number of devices. Therefore, more efficient methods for managing the access
to these networks in such circumstances are necessary. Finally, further work on
LTE-A and next generations of cellular networks in order to make them capable
and efficient to provide M2M services is still ongoing, and a follow-up to this
paper will be published at a later date.
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Abstract - How can a drug modify the normal behavior of a biological pathway? Is an oncology drug
causing side effects? Nowadays the scientific community is reviewing cancer treatments because the
pharmacology industry is focusing to a more personalized way to heal cancer patients. Here we present an
in silico methodology that can be applied in any targeted pathway by a drug or a combination of them, in
order to determine the treatment effect. The implemented method describes the steps needed to carry out
this analysis: select targeted biological pathways, convert them to networks where data mining can be
applied and finally, apply a new graphical style in order to facilitate the understanding of the generated
network. At the end, this method offers a novel approach to merge multiple pathways saving time with
technical issues and provide investigators a new tool to test in silico targeting molecules in the fight against
cancer.

Key words: computational molecular biology, high-throughput screenings, signal transduction pathway
(STP), oncology drugs, PDGF, EGF, in silico networks, Cytoscape

I. Introduction
Signal transduction is a process in which extracellular signals elicit changes in cell state and
activity. Transmembrane receptors sense changes in the cellular environment by binding
ligands, such as hormones and growth factors. Stimulation of transmembrane receptors leads
to their conformational change which propagates the signal to the cytoplasm by activating
downstream signaling cascades. Depending on the cellular context, this may impact cellular
proliferation, differentiation, metabolism and survival. On the organism level, signal transduction
pathways (STP) regulates overall growth and behavior [1].
Plateled-derived Growth Factor (PDGF) signaling pathway has been related with many cancer
types and it it has become a major target for cancer treatment. In addition to its role in autocrine
growth stimulation of tumor cells, PDGF has also been suggested to regulate tumor stroma
fibroblasts and tumor angiogenesis. The occurrence of clinically useful PDGF receptor
antagonists,like imatinib, now allows for an evaluation of the importance of PDGF receptor
signaling in malignancies (Buchdunger et al., 1996andCapdeville et al., 2002) [2].
Another important pathway associated with many tumors is the Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF);
human carcinomas frequently express high levels of members of the EGF receptor family
and/or their ligands.Overexpression of two of these receptors, the EGF receptor (EGFR) and
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EGFR2, also known as ErbB2, have been associated with a more aggressive clinical behavior
[3]. Furthermore, transfection or overactivation of either of these two receptors in nonmalignant
cell lines can lead to a transformed phenotype. For these reasons, therapies directed at
preventing the function of these receptors have been the focus of anti-cancer treatments in
many clinical trials.
Predicting the response of a specific cancer to a therapy is a major goal in modern oncology
that should ultimately lead to a personalised treatment [4]. High-throughput screenings of
potentially active compounds against a panel of genomically heterogeneous cancer cell lines
have unveiled multiple relationships between genomic alterations and drug responses. The
behaviour of drugs within our body and the way they interact with our cells and other
components of our body has been studied in many in silico models, with the main purpose of
clarifying the final effect produced [5] [6] [7]. Notably, the effect of a combination of drugs in
order to fight against the cancer cells has been studied for many drugs and targets, as
described in Tonissi et al. [8]. Therefore, it is also very important (Scior et al. [9]) the
implementation of methods on in silico models because the correct results interpretation will let
to guide the following tests either in vitro as at the end in vivo. The great advantage of these
methodologies is that they can be applied for various purposes in different scenarios. For
instance, they can predict the final outcome produced by a combination of drugs targeting
some signaling pathways that are altered in human cancer cells.
From a molecular point of view there are many experimental approaches used to monitorwhat
happens inside the cell. Computational modeling of biochemical systems based on top-down
and bottom-up approaches has been well studied over the last decade. Some experimental
results indicate that this kind of model can help us understand the relationships among
biochemical reactants [10]. In addition, hidden reactants of the target biochemical system can
be obtained by generating complex reactants in corresponding composed models [11].
Moreover, qualitatively learned models with inferred reactants and alternative topologies can be
used for further web-lab experimental investigations by biologists, which may result in a better
understanding of the system.

II. Materials and information sources
Our methodology is based on public and curated databases for biological reactions and drugs.
We have used a consolidated platform for bioinformatics network analysis as Cytoscape, and
also we need to take advantage of interoperability standard models like BioPAX (Biological
Pathway Exchange) and XGMML (eXtensible Graph Markup and Modeling Language).
a) Public databases:
·Reactome: is a free, open-source, curated and peer reviewed pathway database. Its
goal is to provide intuitive bioinformatics tools for the visualization, interpretation and
analysis of pathways’ knowledge to support basic research, genome analysis,
modeling, systems biology and education.
·DrugBank: the DrugBank database is a unique bioinformatics and cheminformatics
resource that combines detailed drug data with comprehensive drug target information.
Each DrugCard entry contains more than 200 data fields.
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· UniProt: is a comprehensive resource for protein sequence and annotation data. The
name comes from Universal Protein Resource. The UniProt databases are the UniProt
Knowledgebase (UniProtKB), the UniProt Reference Clusters (UniRef), and the UniProt
Archive (UniParc).
b) Framework for modeling biological networks (graphs): Cytoscape and some specific apps
(plugins) designed for accomplish specific functions, like Pesca.
c) Specific language to export and import networks:
· BioPAX (version 3): is a standard language that aims to enable integration, exchange
and analysis of biological pathway data. It is expressed in OWL. The last specification is
BioPAX Level 3. BioPAX is supported by many pathway database or processing tools
(http://www.biopax.org).
·XGMML: is an XML application based on GML which is used for graph description.
XGMML uses
tags to describe nodes and edges of a graph. The purpose of XGMML is to make
possible the exchange of graphs between different authoring and browsing tools for
graphs.

III. Methods
In order to predict the outcome of a drug in a STPwe have studyed the signaling pathway by
using a graph approach. For this purpose we have transformed the signaling pathway into a
directed graph so that functions and algorithms can be apply into it. A graph is a set of nodes
and edges that allows the representation of the relations among the elements of the set.
Applying it to our context, the set would be one or more STPs, where nodes representing the
different elements that participate in the pathway (e.g. a protein or a biological reaction) and the
edges represent any type of relation between two nodes (e.g. left or member).
The first encountered problem is the lack of directionality in the relation between complexes and
their components. This problem results from the lack of direction for chemical compounds in
Biopax standard. Nevertheless, in order to solve the set of edges affected by a therapy we
aimed to work with directed graphs. Hence the directionality concept is very important to get
reliable results and thus, we have implemented a script to add double directionality between
nodes that require it. In this sense, we have considered necessary the implementation of a
methodology to visualize everything underlying the target of a specific drug

A. Procedure
Step 1: search STPs in public databases.
The first task was searching the required information needed to retrieve data from available
public databases. We chose Reactome Because it has an interactive pathway browser that
allows understanding the relationship between the elements of many signal transduction
pathways, it provides the connection to the literature describing these procesess and it also
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gives the chance to export any pathway in various formats: Biopax, SBML, PDF, Protege,
Molecules and Word. We decided to use the standard Biopax because it encapsulates all the
information required for our work, and also because Cytoscape supports this format (only needs
a reader to be installed, and it is embedded in some apps).
Taking a look at the “Signaling by PDGF” pathway, we noted all the reactions occurring in it as
well as all the involved components for each reaction: inputs, outputs, catalyst activity and
location (cellular compartment). Each reaction and its participants are translated into nodes in
Cytoscape, and based on the Biopax standard the edges indicate the type of relation between
them.
Step 2: once the selected STP is exported to a file, it can be imported to Cytoscape to
automatically generate a new network. Thereafter the file is renamed for readability.
Now it is necessary to reproduce the double directionality noted in some cases in Reactome. In
particular, all the edges whose interaction type has the value “member”or “contains”must be
directed in both ways: from source to target and vice versa. This is a technical problem
produced randomly when the network has been generated and has to be solved.

Step 3: export the network to a XGMML format for preserving all node and edge attributes. At
this point, an AWK script has been developed in order to add all the edges needed to a file that
has been previously formatted in a compatible way to support the script. Below is the AWK code
block used:
awk '{if($12 ~ /"contains"/) {sub("source","target",$4);
sub("target","source",$5); print $0;} }' OriginalFile.xml >
OriginalFile_EdgesContains.xml
awk '{if($12 ~ /"member"/) {sub("source","target",$4);
sub("target","source",$5); print $0;} }' OriginalFile.xml >
OriginalFile_EdgesMember.xml
Figure. Example of the AWK code for complete the directionality of the graph.

All edge blocks are thereafter replaced in the original XML file before importing it into Cytoscape
to generate a new network with the same number of nodes but with all the edges required to be
a directed graph.
Step 4: targets of selected drugs to study are searched in the DrugBank database, aiming to
select those nodes on our network. Only the targets of the STP network used are considered.
Then the UniProt idenfier associated with the target is used in Cytoscape for select the right
“start node”.
Step 5: the main functionality of our methodology is to obtain the reachable nodes from the drug
targets. This can be implemented by applying to each drug target the multi-shortest path tree
algorithm. As a result, a list of subnetworks of nodes and the edges to reach the nodes
connected from the targets represents the possible paths to achievable reactions and
components.
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Step 6: once all the networks for every target are created, it is needed to merge them into a
single network. Cytoscape can automatically merge many networks at once,. It is important to
remark that the merged network should contain all the information avoiding duplicate nodes or
edges.For that purpose we made the union operation of all the networks.
Step 7: apply our personal style created according to the Biopax standard from the “Style”tab,
as it is seen in Table 1.

B. Graphical representation
We have created our own graphical style based on both Biopax standard and the representation
used in Reactome.
The new style is called “Biopax_Propio”and we use it at the end of our process, in order to
make easier the interpretability of the different elements in the network. Below is a table listing
the edges and their characteristics.
Table 1. Possible interaction values of the edges with their graphical representation.
Interaction value

Target arrow shape

Line type

Color

Member

Circle

Parallel lines

-

Contains

Circle

Parallel lines

-

Left

Delta

Solid

-

Right

Delta

Solid

-

Activation

Arrow

Contiguous arrow

Green

Inhibition

T

Dash dot

Red

Controller

None

Separate arrow

-

The shapes of nodes are drawn based on the “Biopax_type”column
value. In Figure 1 all the possible mappings are defined.
Figure 1. Symbols used to represent every different biopax_type value.
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IV. Use-case: imatinib, dasatinib and dacomitinib effects on PDGF/Src
and EGF signaling pathways
In this practical case, we are willing to analyze the scope of the oncology drugs imatinib,
dasatinib and dacomitinib on the STPs selected for the study: PDGF/Src and EGF. Our goal is
to determine the impact of the combination of three drugs inside the cell, in the meaning of the
selected STPs.
As we mentioned in the introduction, both signaling pathways are related with many cancers so
they are interesting targets for cancer treatment. We have chosen them because they are two
principal pathways related with the hallmarks detected on tumor cells [12], such as increased
cell growth and resistance to programmed cell death (also known as apoptosis).
For the selection of, We have chosen the oncology drugs imatinib, dasatinib and dacomitinib
based on their proven effect in brain tumors. Moreover, all of them are tyrosine kinase inhibitors
and are strongly related with cancer.
We used the DrugBank database to retrieve the known targets for these drugs and to establish
the “starting points”on the network:.

- Targets of imatinib contained in “Signaling by PDGF” STP
1) PDGFRA (platelet-derived growth factor receptor alpha)
2) PDGFRB (platelet-derived growth factor receptor beta)
3) KIT (mast/stem cell growth factor receptor Kit)

- Targets of dasatinib containedin “Signaling by PDGF” STP
1) SRC (proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase Src
2) LCK (tyrosine-protein kinase Lck
3) KIT (mast/stem cell growth factor receptor Kit
4) PDGFRB (platelet-derived growth factor receptor beta
5) STAT5B (signal transducer and activator of transcription 5B
6) FYN (tyrosine-protein kinase Fyn

- Targets of dacomitinib contained in “Signaling by EGF” STP
1) EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor)
2) ErbB2 (receptor tyrosine-protein kinase erbB-2)
3) ErbB4 (receptor tyrosine-protein kinase erbB-4)
After picking the molecular targets of the selected drugs, we identified all connected nodes with
them followed by step 5 in the “Procedure”section and all paths related. We finally generated a
new network that includes the selected edges.
Once the required networks are generated, we then merged them in a final network. with a new
style defined by us. Our aim was to provide a better graphical representation allowing
investigators a global overview and quick access to data and features on the network. This can
be achieved through the style functionality that offers Cytoscape.
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.V. Results
The first step has been the selection of curated biological networks as our primary source. In
this study, we have chosen the signal transduction pathways “Signaling by PDGF”and
“Signaling by EGF”, located under the signal transduction section of the Reactome tree of
pathways. We can see an example of the graphical representation in the Figure 2.

Figure 2. Original Reactome representation of “Signaling by PDGF”pathway.

After importing the Reactome network to Cytoscape, using the Biopax3 format, the necessary
edges for reproduce the right direction in complexes need to be addedto the original imported
network. Once this problem is solved, the first targeted network is generated following the
methodology explained before (in methods section). After the execution of these steps, we get
the network “PDGF_Pathway_AllPaths_PDGFRB” as the result for the target PDGFRB. At this
point, the cytoscape control panel looks like the Figure 3 image.
Figure 3. Cytoscape control panel with the original network with bidirectional edges and the first target
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affected network.

These steps were repeated for every target of each drug being studied. At the end of the
process, we generated 15 networks, each one with its own features. Further statistical network
attributes were included by executing the network analyzer Cytoscape built-in function in order
to analyze the network topology.
A brief summary on the comparison of number of nodes, edges and reactions of every network
generated is shown on Table 2.
Network name

Number of
nodes

Number of
edges

Number of
reactions

PDGF_Pathway (Original)

810

1867

86

PDGF_Pathway_AllPaths_PDGFRB

250

273

28

PDGF_Pathway_AllPaths_PDGFRA

113

121

11

PDGF_Pathway_AllPaths_KIT

176

211

22

PDGF_Pathway_AllPaths_SRC

78

84

16

PDGF_Pathway_AllPaths_LCK

142

152

14

PDGF_Pathway_AllPaths_STAT5B

63

67

6

PDGF_Pathway_AllPaths_FYN

190

206

24

PDGF_Imatinib_Affected

331

395

45

PDGF_Dasatinib_Affected

410

492

60

PDGF_Imatinib+Dasatinib_Affected

416

499

61

EGF_Pathway (Original)

779

1918

108

EGF_Dacomitinib_Affected

87

100

14

EGF_PDGF_Affected_By_3_drugs

450

554

66

Table 2. Comparison of the different networks generated
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Figure 4. Partial overview of the new generated network that combines the effect of the 3 selected
oncology drugs on the STPs studied.

Single networks affected by each drug were merged in order to generate the final network of
interest. At the end of the applied process, theaffected network bythe oncology drugs
administrated hasbeen achieved, in an in silico model context; this is represented in the network
called “EGF_PDGF_Affected_By_3_drugs”(last row in Table 2).
Finally, the cytoscape option “force-directed”was used for the layoutand our definedgraphical
style was appliedfor the visualization of the network (see Figure 4).

VI. Discussion
One major reasons for using the Reactome database is its frequent update. Reactome’s latest
version is 52 and it was released on March 23rd, 2015. Therefore, our analysis is based on
refreshed data since the building of any model starts from the existing curated pathways on this
database.
On the other hand, the main limitation of the approach presented in this work is that in vivo
conditions always change from the ones in silico. As a consequence, in our model we do not
have unexpected stimuli that can modify some already known behaviors. In other words, we
have always the same conditions. In this regard, we are planning to incorporate the dissociation
constant (Kd) of the biochemical reactions to quantify the final output of our model.
The resulting number of nodes presented on Table 2show that the merged network affected by
targeting PDGF with imatinib have 331 nodes instead of 539 nodes that results from adding the
nodes of the three individual networks. Hence, we have gained more readability, clarity and
easiness representation of the biological STP, selecting only the involved nodes in the therapy.
Noteworthy, this network may also be used to implement any test that we need to perform in it.
A similar analysis can be made comparing the results of the dasatinib effect on the PDGF
pathway. After getting the six individual networks, one for each target, and merge them using
the union operation, we generated a unified network with 410 nodes rather than 899. Moreover,
when we finally join both networks together, the number of nodes is almost reduced by half: 416
vs. 810. Interestingly, only 6 nodes are affected by imatinib and not by dasatinib. On the other
hand, 85 nodes are only present when dasatinib is administrated. All the other nodes (325) are
shared by both networks. In other words, dasatinib administration can have repercussions on 79
more nodes in the PDGF pathway. In addition, out of the original 779 network nodes in the EGF
pathway, only 87 are affected by dacomitinib drug. This means that the affected part of the
pathway represents only the 12%. Edges are also reduced to from 1918 existing in the pathway
to 100.
Comparison of both networks independently by terms of number of nodes and edges (network
dimension), vs. our merged network, the reduction in complexity is highly impressive: 72%
reduction in nodes (450 vs. 1589 ) and 85% reduction in edges (554 vs. 3785). These results
show a relevant improvement for the analysis of big and complex pathwaysandalso for study
the features of the affected nodes (it is important to remark that a node can be a protein, dna,
rna, etc.), helping scientists to focus on the altered or affected molecules in a specific cancer.
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VII. Conclusion
In this work we propose a methodology for allowing in silico experimentation of combined
treatments. For this purpose, we have transformed biological networks into graphs for a further
analysis and we resolved the technical problems in the generation of models that attempt to
simulate the real biological conditions.
Our goal is to provide a clear methodology to integrate multiple pathways targeted by different
drugs in one single network. This novel approach to merge multiple pathways will save a lot of
time with technical issues, and offer investigators a new tool to test in silico targeting molecules
in the fight against cancer. The aim is to abstract the investigators as much as possible about
specific and technical problems that are not related with the real problem being studied; for
instance, automatizing the import or export process of the different networks that are going to
be analyzed.
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Abstract. According to WHO, obesity has more than doubled since 1980.
Worldwide, there are more than 1.9 billion overweight adults, 600 million
obese. On the other side of the spectrum, up to 24 million people of all ages and
genders suffer from an eating disorder. Both extremes in eating behaviour can
cause severe health problems, leading persons who suffer them to a need for
treatment. SPLENDID program aims at recognizing persons at risk of obesity
or eating disorders and re-educate them to follow an adequate eating behaviour.
This paper presents a web-based tool for professionals in nutrition to manage
all stages of the SPLENDID Program: preliminary screening, assessment of
current behaviour and finally treatment definition and guidance for behavioural
change. The tool has been co-designed with the health professionals in order to
offer them a useful and usable application to review nutritional data.

1 Introduction
According to WHO, overweigh and obesity are defined as excess as abnormal or excessive fat accumulation that may impair health [1] and it has more doubled since
1980. In 2014 more than 1.9 billion adults worldwide were overweight, with 600
million of obese persons. That means that, a year ago, 13% of world adult population
was classified as obese.
The epidemic proportions of obesity are one of the major health concerns. Being
overweight or obese increases the risk for diet-related diseases, such as type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, hypertension and stroke, and certain forms of cancer. The
consequences of suffering these diseases can vary from a reduced quality of life to
premature death.
It is even more concerning that obesity is also increasing in children and young
adults. In 2013, 42 million children under the age of 5 were overweight or obese. Not
only the prevalence of overweight and obesity has increased to 23.8% in boys and
22.6% in girls in developed countries, but also is increasing to alarming 12.9% in boys
and 13.4% in girls in developing countries [2].
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The Global Strategy on Diet, Physical Activity and Health (DPAS) developed by
WHO in 2004 aims at improving global diet and physical activity patterns, in order to
reduce problems associated with obesity. The DPAS framework proposes national
governments to implement policies and programs to promote supportive environments
for health. Figure 1 shows the schematic model on how to implement DPAS at national level.

Figure 1 Schematic model to apply DPAS at national level
As can be extracted from the schema in Figure 1, the main objective is to implement policies based on supportive environment and programs in order to produce a
behavioural change that will avoid the incidence of overweight and obesity in the
individuals.
On the opposite extreme of abnormal eating behaviour are eating disorders. According to WHO, anorexia nervosa occurs in 0.5–1% and bulimia nervosa in 0.9–
4.1% of the female adolescent and young adult population, while an additional 5–13%
suffer from partial syndrome eating disorders[3]. These disorders are associated with
long term physical consequences like osteoporosis, infertility, gastrointestinal dysfunction due to excessive laxative usage, and heart attack. In addition to physical
consequences, eating disorders negatively influence the patient’s academic, occupational, and interpersonal function [4], and, although mortality rates are considerably
lower than the obesity related deaths, anorexia nervosa has the highest standardized
mortality ratio of any psychiatric illness, with 15 to 19% of sufferers succumbing to
starvation or suicide [5].
Traditional treatments for eating disorders have had poor success rates [6] [7] and
high levels of relapse [8] [9]. A possible reason for this is that these treatments have
traditionally concentrate on symptoms that might not be casually related to the problem [10]. Recently, there are several works that have proved that, as in the case of
obesity, a modification on eating behaviour might be important in the field of eating
disorders [11][12].
Given that obesity and eating disorders are at the opposite extremes of the normal
eating behaviour [13], and that in both scenarios, training patients to exercise and eat
in non-pathological ways has been demonstrated effective[14][15], it is possible to
design a tool to administer a behavioural intervention for both eating disorder and
obese patients.
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The main goal of the SPLENDID platform is to develop a system that can efficiently detect and normalize eating behaviours that put individuals at risk of developing
obesity or eating disorders in a non-invasive, unobtrusive, personalized and costefficient way.

2 The SPLENDID Program
Based on the proved benefits of behavioural modification intervention in patients with
obesity and eating disorders, the next step is to apply similar methodologies to the
general population to detect eating behaviours that put individuals at risk of developing obesity or eating disorders and normalize them, so they don’t develop the problem.
In that line of work, the aim of the SPLENDID program is to provide personalized
guidance to young individuals to adopt healthy eating and physical activity patterns
that will prevent the onset of obesity and eating disorders by the means of:
• Measuring eating and physical activity behaviour in real life conditions through
different types of sensors.
• Executing a novel set of algorithms over the data extracted from the sensors, in
order to assess the risk for obesity or eating disorders of the individual.
• Empower and guide the young individuals at risk to modify their eating and activity behaviour through a set of goals, in order to achieve normal behaviour.
2. 1 Target users through the program
The solution developed by the SPLENDID system has two different settings:
• Screening and prevention at schools with the aim of identifying adolescents at
risk in early stages. First, a Primary Screening will be performed over the
school population to identify eating behaviours pointing at future risk. The subjects identified will perform a personalized Behavioural Assessment, based on
eating and activity patterns, to determine their actual risk. Finally, subjects definitely identified as at risk will have a Personalize Guidance developed by a
clinical expert, to achieve a normal behaviour.
• Consumer lifestyle management, targeting young overweight adults to prevent
the risk to progressing to obesity. In this scenario, a Behavioural Assessment
will be performed to identify which are the abnormal behaviours and stablish a
Personalized Guidance to correct them.
Figure 2 summarizes the target users and how they go through the program.
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Figure 2 Outline of the target users of SPLENDID

2.2 System Architecture
The architecture of the SPLENDID platform has 5 different interconnected parts:
• A set of sensors gathering the information related to eating and activity behaviour. The sensors include a Mandometer®, which is a scale that analyses how a
person eats; a chewing sensor to detect snaking events and an accelerometer for
activity detection, both last ones integrated in a device named DataLogger.
• A mobile app collecting the information of the sensors and offering the information to the subject.
• A web application for professionals to monitor the behaviour of the subjects.
• A decision support system (DSS) analysing the collected data to detect risky
behaviours and compliance with the Personalized Guidance goals.
• A backend which interconnects all different elements of the system.
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Figure 3 SPLENDID Platform Architecture
In this paper we will focus on the description of the professional web application
and how the professionals interact with the system in order to analyse users’ behaviour
patterns and goal accomplishment.

3 Professional Web Tool
The main goal of the Professional Web Tool (PWT) is to allow the health professionals to analyse the behavioural eating and activity data of each individual in order to
decide whether they are at risk of obesity or eating disorders. For an individual at risk,
the professional will create a personalized set of goals the individual should follow
during the Personalized Guidance Stage in order to modify the detected abnormal
behaviour.
In order to develop a tool which will be useful and easy to use for the professionals,
the methodology used was based on a co-design of the application between the technical team and the professionals in different stages.
Figure 4 shows the co-creation process for the PWT. First step was gather functional requirements for the different stages (Primary Screening, Behavioural Assessment and Personalized Guidance) and elaborate a series of use cases that were transformed in mock-ups of what would be the applications.
Those first mock-ups where presented to a group of health professionals, who express their thoughts, doubts and needs, in a Customer Acceptance Test (CAT)
Based on the professionals’ feedback from that first CAT, a first functional prototype was developed.
As can be seen in Figure 4, the after each functional prototype, another CAT is performed until professionals approve a prototype that will become the final version of
the app. This way we ensure that the developed application is what the professionals
need and desire. Currently, we have an approved version for the Primary Screening,
while we are still developing and testing different prototypes for the other stages of
the program. Thus, in this paper we focus on the results obtained for the Primary
Screening.
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Figure 4 Co-creation process of the PWT

3.2 Primary Screening Professional Application
The Primary Screening is the first step of the SPLENDID Program for schools. This
stage is a one day event were the students have lunch using the Mandometer®, then,
based on the data obtained from that meal, the DSS assesses the risk of each individual of suffering from obesity or eating disorders. This risk is based in several factors
such as speed of eating, bite size variance, bite frequency, etc [18].
There are several studies that relate the way we eat with the possibility of suffering
from obesity or eating disorders. After studies that identify two ways of eating: linear,
with a constant eating speed from the beginning to the end of the meal; and decelerated, were the speed of eating decreases during meal[16], there have been multiple studies linking high linear or decelerated behaviours with over- and underweight individuals in comparison with normal weight individuals[17].Based on these studies, a trained
health professional can predict the risk of obesity or eating disorder based on the eating curve obtained from the Mandometer® data.
A health professional examines the information obtained from the meal with the
risk assessed by the DSS and decides if it’s possible that the individual is at risk and
it’s necessary to make a longer Behavioural Assessment.
The professionals had two basic needs to execute this stage:
1. Being able to create the event for a school.
2. Being able to review the information obtained for each individual.
These needs imply that there are very different actions a professional has to do,
some of them that require a big amount of information shown at the screen at the same
time.
The basic schema for the web application was defined as Figure 5. The result is a
screen where the professional always has visible the main menu as a tab bar on top, to
change between the different actions. The rest of the screens is split in two parts, the
right part containing the main information of the page the professional is looking at
and the left part, that contains additional information and actions that support the work
in the main screen.
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Figure 5 Basic schema of the PWT
The main actions the professional can do are:
• Create a new Primary Screening for a school.
• Manage how other professionals relate with the group he’s managing.
• Check the list of user’s in a group and in which stage they are.
• Check the data and risk assessment of an individual.
The screens for the first two actions are basically forms that allow the professional
to introduce the necessary information, so they have no scientific value to be presented in this article.
However, it was necessary to design an easy way for the professional to see all the
individuals he’s managing and a new way to show all the information gathered from a
meal at the same time together with the DSS risk assessment in the same screen, in a
comfortable way, so the professional has all information at hand to compare and make
his final risk assessment.
Figure 6 shows the main screen the professional sees when entering in the application. The left menu of this screen allows professionals to select between the different
groups he manages.
The right part contains the basic information about the group and the list of users
with some filters defined by the professionals, so it’s easier for them to find individuals in a large group. The list of user’s gives information to the professional about in
which stages of the program the user has data and allows them to navigate to that data.
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Figure 6 Application’s main screen. Professional's groups and users list
Figure 7 shows the most important screen in the Primary Screening. This screen
shows all data collected for an individual during the meal at school and the result of
the risk assessment by the DSS.
The left part of the screen shows the personal information of the individual who is
being reviewed. There’s physiological information, but also self-reported information
about dieting habits.
The main screen shows the meal data collected and the risk assessment in three differentiated parts.
One part shows a chart with the Mandometer® extracted curves. This chart shows
the raw curve obtained from the Mandometer® and curve processed by the DSS
where the noise produce by the fork in the plate is cleaned up and food additions are
considered.
Another part shows the values for the different indicators the DSS extracted from
the Mandometer® raw information and used to calculate the risk assessment. These
indicators have been developed by a team of the SPLENDID project composed by
signal experts and health professionals and are described in [18].
Finally, the third part of this screen shows the risk assessment made by the DSS,
with the probability of obesity or eating disorder risk and the justification of this assessment. In this part the health professional can introduce a final risk and decide if
the individual should continue with a Behavioural Assessment.
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Figure 7 Primary Screening Data Information
In order to make easier to the professional to view all information at the same time,
all three parts of the main menu containing the meal related information can be extracted as resizable, movable pop-up windows, so the professional can make them
bigger than they are and arrange them in the screen as he wishes.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
Nowadays, there’s a global public health issue related to levels of obesity and eating disorders. The SPLENDID program is an ongoing investigation aimed at preventing the development of these problems in adolescent and your adults at risk, by guiding them to ha behavioural change.
In this paper, we have introduced the Professional Web Tool (PWT), a web application whose objective it to help the health professionals manage the programme. This
tool allows them to create new screening events, follow up the results of the screening,
helps them decide which individuals are at risk and analyse their eating and activity
behaviour in order to decide which goals the individual needs to achieve healthy eating and activity patterns.
The presented set of screens for the Primary Screening is the result of a co-design
of the application between the designers and the health professionals, which guarantees that the application offers them all they need to accomplish their goal.
As a future work, we will continue the process of co-design for the other stages of
the SPLENDID program, in order to achieve a full web application easy to use and
meaningful for the professionals.
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Abstract. On the edge of telemedicine and hospital information systems, the following manuscript presents a
platform which integrates already existing products in the field of nursing (eNursing) and chronic patients
management (Nomhad Chronic), which also includes innovative algorithms in cardiovascular risk prediction.
The middleware solution implemented has been developed on top of a cross-platform communication library
providing secure data exchange capabilities, defining a virtual network in which each product is mapped as
an independent ‘node’ and registered using a unique address. The analysis of integration needs between the
different commercial products led to the definition of four basic services, which were implemented by the
middleware. In order to verify that the logic of such services was working as defined, a simulation of the
entire network was done using mocking technologies and a complete battery of interaction scenarios was
prepared using unit and behaviour driven test frameworks. The simulation proved that 100% of service
interactions were working as expected and helped profiling and increasing the middleware performance.

1 Introduction
Chronic diseases are diseases of long duration and generally slow progression, which are by far the leading
cause of mortality in the world. Among all chronic illnesses, cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the number
one cause of global deaths (more people die annually from CVDs than from any other cause).[1,2] Furthermore,
studies related to economic burden of cardiovascular diseases reveal that CVDs costs to the Health Care
Systems of the EU just under 110 billion € in 2006, representing around 10% of the total EU Health Care
expenditure.[3] Recent research is supportive of the beneficial effects of exercise based cardiac rehabilitation in
patients with heart failure as well as in older patients.[4]–[6] Unfortunately, exercise based cardiac rehabilitation
continues to be considerably underutilized with poor referral and enrolment rates, especially in phase III of the
rehabilitation model.[7] Implementing quality performance measures, automated referral systems, and the
option of home-based cardiac rehabilitation for some patients may all help to increase participation.[8] In
addition, innovative exercise training regimens may help enhancing the beneficial effects of cardiac
rehabilitation.[9]–[11]
During the last decade, the European Commission has made a priority the fight against cardiovascular diseases
through a closer follow-up and prevention programs.[12] Since the 6th Framework Program, different topics in
this area have funded several research projects targeting specific chronic conditions and spanning from
individual hardware sensors to complete closed-loop management systems.[13] These solutions normally use
proprietary data models and protocols and are tailored to specific deployment site’s requirements, a fact that
makes them little interoperable.
The application of SoA principles can help in simplifying the exchange of data across heterogeneous
products[14], making it possible to reuse features and share data through the definition of a common
interface.[15] This way, a product can benefit from the capabilities another product is providing or expose data
from sensors using legacy protocols to third party products by just using the own product as gateway without
the need of upgrading the firmware to support new protocols.[16], [17] This means that existing system
capabilities increase in value as they are packaged and exposed as services.
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SOA defines a service as an independent unit of work that is self contained and has well-defined, understood
capabilities. A unit of work may be an entire process, a function supporting a process, or a step of a business
process.
The current work presents the strategy used to integrate four commercial products into a wider platform, which
has been specialized for the prescription, monitoring and follow-up of cardiac rehabilitation routines based on
physical exercise. The SoA strategy adopted follows an ‘event-driven messaging’ pattern[18], in which services
automatically issue notifications on relevant events to interested subscribers, being these last ones responsible of
initiating the communication. The use of this pattern allows a minimal modification of the original product, as
the interaction logic can be decoupled and managed by an external entity: the middleware.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1

Integrated solution

HeartWays[19] system is composed by the integration of currently existing products and platforms with the aim
of creating a new product offering cardiac rehabilitation therapies based on physical exercise, using features that
each individual system provides. The resulting solution is divided into three subsystems, each one addressed to
specific role in the cardiac rehabilitation process:
a) Doctors and medical professionals use an application based on the integration of NomhadChonic and
Fortel. NohmadChronic is a management platform designed to empower the deployment of services for
chronic patients based in ICT. The system is based on the coordinated work of several components:
NomhadCore (core services such as security, storage, advanced data processing, etc.), Professional
Station (clinical interface for in-house professional which allows the definition of care plans and the
follow-up of therapies), and the Patient Station (device operated by the patient himself and used to
retrieve information about the specific care plan for the patient). Fortel is a professional and high
quality remote ECG monitoring providing continuous 3-lead ECG records and real-time arrhythmia
detection.
b) Nurses use an application based on eNursing[20], which is a management system that allows grouping
all the nursing interventions into nursing sheets and implement nursing care plans.
c) Patients make use of a system integrating 3 different exercise guidance and monitoring capabilities:
GOW Mobile, which is a phone app that records activity using a wireless heart rate monitor attached to
a textile sensor on a t-shirt and tracks distance using the built-in GPS chip. This app also offers a web
portal where users can obtain training plans and track their evolution; OZIMS[21], is a body sensor
network capable of acquiring and processing kinesiologic data in real-time. It offers a PC application
that models extremity movements and uses that network to guide the user on how to correctly perform
them; and finally, NomhadMobile, which is a mobile application focused on the management of
specific pathologies. This application is aimed at patients with more self-management abilities, usually
in earlier stages of their pathologies, with less risk of decompensating and with mobility needs and is
able to synchronize the care plans with NomhadChronic.
The integrated solution makes use of flexyNET[22], a cross-platform light-weight library providing data
transfer capabilities with support for both the exchange of small data tokens (packet transmission similar to
UDP) and streamed data (similar to TCP).
Additionally, the HeartWays solution adds external risk tools and algorithms[23]–[25] that are executed
autonomously and can be used by any of other solutions.
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Fig. 1. Integrated HeartWays solution, showing the different commercial products that have been integrated to generate three
specific user-based sub-systems: HeartWays for doctors, for nurses and for patients. Solid arrows in the diagram depict the
integration strategy used to communicate different parts of the system (how data really flows within the HeartWays system).

HeartWays for Doctors.
This sub-system is the core of the HeartWays solution.[26] It coordinates the general administration routines
such as creating user profiles, create care teams, prescribe treatments and process data recordings, etc.
On admission to the cardiac rehabilitation service, the system provides some profiling questionnaires, which
allow the identification of risk factors and a proper calibration of the exercise plan through the realization of a
stress test using an ergometer.
A patient care plan is dived into two main parts, a configuration part and an activity part, where the former is
used to provide configuration parameters, like the reference ranges for the collected indicators or the parameters
to be used for alarm generation, while the latter part contains the scheduling of the activities that the patient (or
the other actors supported by the system) will be performing.
The exercise plan can is divided into phases, where every phase lasts from one to several weeks. Each phase is
used to mark a progression in the exercise plan and with each new phase the intensity of the prescribed exercise
is increased, either by augmenting the duration of each exercise, the number of times per week the patient
should be exercising, the hearth rate level at which he should exercise (for endurance session), or the number of
sets or repetitions per set (for strength session). The system already offers some templates, which implement
cardiac rehabilitation therapies as recommended by international guidelines. The professional just has to
personalize the configurable values using results from a recent stress test and specify the number of times per
week the exercise should be performed, the duration of each exercise session and, finally, the heart rate
objective for the patient during the session, expressed as a percentage with respect to the heart rate derived from
the stress test.
HeartWays for Doctors is structured in several modules that allow a seamless patient monitoring and treatment.
These modules are:
Patient monitoring
Allows browsing all historical data related with vital sign monitoring, symptoms (through questionnaires),
medication and physical exercise session, either collected by the patient or introduced by professionals
themselves. The data is presented following the dashboard design patter and can be viewed in various formats,
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either as graphs or tables. The available information is divided into tabs, with the first screen presented to the
user being a summary of the most important indicators and then one tab for each of the dimensions of the
patient being monitored.
Endurance session result
It provides a list of all exercise sessions the patient performed during the last month. When a session is selected,
summary information is presented, along with the details of the data collected during the session. Apart from the
details of each session, the professional can also see the evolution in time of the most relevant indicators, like
the maximum heart rate or the calories burned.
Strength session result
Strength session results in the professional application only provide computed parameters related tothe overall
quality and performance of the session, since the details of the exercise recordings are presented in the
application for nurses.
Monitoring alarms and intervention
Received monitoring data is analysed it and generates alarms for the professional according to the algorithms
defined in the care plan. Alarms and interventions are grouped into incidents: a new incident is open when the
first alarm is generated and it keeps accumulating alarms and intervention until a professional marks the
incident as completed. Access to previous incidents is provided along with the details of all the alarms and
interventions performed.
For each intervention the professional can record the evolution of the patient and select the action that he will
perform from a list presented by the system. The list is divided into two parts: one part contains generic actions
that can be performed in any circumstance, like calling the patient or adjusting the care plan; the other part
contains the actions that should be performed to manage any of the detected alerts, organized by alert.
Risk assessment
This module of the professional application allows the professional to invoke the risk assessment and trend
prediction algorithms provided by an external service. The algorithms receive as input the data collected by the
patient during normal monitoring, lab test results, as well as well information about the patient condition
collected by the doctor (mostly the presence of certain diagnostics and procedures in the patient clinical history).
These algorithms provide three outcomes: the assessment of long term cardiovascular risk, the short term
prediction of relevant vital signs, and the evaluation of alarms related with the evolution of the patient clinical
history.
a) Cardiovascular risk assessment: With this functionality the professional can request the execution of
the cardiovascular risk assessment algorithm and receive the risk evaluation.
b) Vital signs evolution prediction and related alarms: vital signs prediction works by comparing the
patient data from the last fifteen days with a database of vital signs samples and looking for matching
trends. The received data is then displayed to the professional and analyzed using the same reference
ranges and alerts defined for the actual vital signs.
c) Cardiovascular condition evolution alarms: it checks for variation in a set of data related with the
cardiovascular condition of the patient and generates new alerts if a worsening of the condition is
detected.
HeartWays for Nurses. This is the main interface for nurses, which manages those patients that are included in
the nursing routines. From this list, nurses can open the patient profile and access the rehabilitation plan
prescribed by the doctor and, specially, they can personalize the different strength exercises in a way that they
are fit to the patient’s physical condition in order to maximize the benefits of the physical activity. Each exercise
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can be parameterized and fine-tuned independently from the rest of routines in the plan. New exercises can be
added at any moment from a predefined list.
Once the patient completes the exercise routine, the results are stored in the system and the nurse can access to
them and check a summary of the exercises and repetitions performed. It is also added the results from the
Exercise Completeness Index algorithm (ECI), which gives an overview of the percentage of the routine
effectively done by patients.
HeartWays for Patients. This is the subsystem that patients use to perform the physical activity exercises
prescribed by the medical team. Depending on the type of activity (strength or endurance), patients use a
different set of devices and sensors to monitor the exercise and record the required data. Patients also have
available a web portal where they can information about their rehabilitation plan, personalize some of its
aspects, and see results from done exercises.
Endurance Session
Prescribed endurance exercises information is automatically downloaded to an application running on android
mobile devices. This application informs the user about his/her activity and guides him/her throughout all the
session to perform it in a correct and healthy way in order to achieve the expected goals.
The endurance session execution is composed of several steps: preparation phase, execution phase and
finalization.
During the initialization, the application configures the internal parameters that guidance algorithms will use,
connects to the heart rate sensor using a Bluetooth interface, and initializes other subsystems such as the GPS if
the patient has enabled location services on the mobile.
During the execution, the application guides the patient through audio messages on how to reach and maintain
the beneficial heart rate during the exercise. The patient can also check on the screen different information such
as current heart rate compared to the prescribed value, exertion time and time left, respiration rate, distance
covered (only if GPS is enabled) and an estimation of calories burned.
While the session is performed, data received from the sensors are checked to know if the exercise is being done
correctly and report to the user when these data are out of the thresholds defined. Two different ways are used to
guide during the session:
• Playing audio messages about the current status and the planned (i.e. “Your heart rate is 100 beats per
minute, increase the intensity to 120 beats per minute for 2 minutes 40 seconds).
• Using visual resources that are easily understandable:
o Changing the color of the heart rate value to know whether it should be higher (blue color), lower
(red color), or it is correct (green).
o Showing an icon to indicate whether the intensity must be increased (dart to up), decreased (dart to
down), or kept (ok icon) to indicate the current heart rate is between the thresholds planned in that
moment. These icons also are in the same color that the current heart rate.
To ensure that the session is performed without risks for the user, the application also performs several safechecks in real-time:
1. Health problem detection: The application checks if the heart rate recorded is higher than a maximum
threshold or it is lower than a minimum threshold defined for the user. When some of these situations
occur, an audio message is played to suggest the user to stop the exercise. (i.e. “Your heart rate is too
high. Stop right now”).
2. User reports health problem: In the application screens there is a button that can be pressed by the user
when he/she feels health problem during the session. Then an audio message is played to report the
user that must stop the exercise. (i.e. “You have notified a health problem. Stop right now”). Both
safety risk detections, by the user or by the application, are reported to the HeartWays system, so the
professional staff will have the information about these events to analyze them.
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3.

Unbalanced workload intensity information: It is possible that heart rate monitored is correct but the
exercise intensity is out of normal values, so it is also checked if the heart rate data is not related to the
pace data. If the heart rate is high and the pace is low it could be symptom of a health problem (i.e., the
heart rate is 160 bpm and the pace is 10:30 per km). When it occurs, an audio message is played to ask
a question about the user health status (i.e. “Your pace is low compared with your heart rate, are you
exhausted? Do you feel fine?”).
During the finalization phase, recorded data is compressed and transferred to the HeartWays system.
Strength Session
Prescribed strength exercises are executed using a resident PC application, which aids the patient throughout all
the session providing visual guidance on how to perform movements correctly.
Before each exercise, the application shows instructions on how to perform the movements.
During the execution of exercises, the application processes in real time the information coming from the
movement sensors to extract information about the performed number of cycles and repetitions for each
exercise, along with an evaluation of the correctness of each repetition. A virtual trainer shows guidance on the
movement and tempo that the patient should match with its own movements. Every repetition cycle is evaluated
and the result displayed on the screen using a colored code: green for repetitions performed correctly and red for
invalid ones.
After completion, all the data recorded is compressed and transferred to the HeartWays system.
2.2

Architecture

The strategy used to integrate the different components follows the principles of a service-oriented architecture.
The implementing middleware is built on top of the flexyNet library, which creates a virtual network of nodes
serving and consuming services provided by end-systems, and acts as a central router for all the
communications.

Fig. 2. Integration middleware architecture. Nodes are the base element of the network, hosting services and consuming
services from remote nodes. Communication and routing is done using a messaging library (flexyNet), which is a multiplatform lightweight framework for streamed and packet-based end-to-end communications. Communication between nodes
is done at a service level using a pull paradigm: when a node has information of interest available, it alerts the entire network
and those nodes interested pull the information.

The HeartWays middleware defines the concept of node as the main deployable unit in the virtual network that
has a unique address and that is able to serve and/or consume services. The concept of service in this context is
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the same as in any other SOA architecture: a logical representation of repeatable business activity that has a
specified outcome, is self-contained, may be composed of other services and it is a ‘black box’ to consumers. 1
HeartWays defines two types of services depending on the way they are activated: on demand, which are
services waiting to be activated by other services requiring its functionality, and random broadcast, which are
services that are self-activated from the node they are contained. The first type is normally used for node-tonode communications and the second one for distribution of information to all the nodes connected to the
network.
2.3

Service design

The methodology used to create the services deployed onto the HeartWays middleware is based on the UML
design principles and divided into XX steps:
1) Decide which feature from one of the end-systems needs to be exposed to the rest of the network.
2) Analyse the data requirements to execute the feature and provide a valid result. This step produces a
‘.proto’ file that defines which is the mandatory information to execute the service, and which data can
be considered as optional. Optional data can potentially be used to increase the precision of the service
outcomes if provided.
3) Define which are the roles of the systems involved in the service execution. In the context of this
middleware, we consider that a node can play the role of server or the role of client.
4) Specify the interactions between these actors, understanding interactions as units of communication
between with the aim of exchanging data. These are modelled as Interaction Diagrams using UML.
5) Specify the interfaces to that will enable these interactions. Each interaction is assigned a unique
identifier and a specific data signature.
2.4

Data Encapsulation

FlexyNet library can be efficiently used to transfer live data from sensors and data profiled as primitive data
types. However, it has a limitation on the ability to transfer composite or non-primitive objects, as serialization
is dependent on the technology (e.g., a JAVA object is serialized into bytecodes which cannot be decoded from
.NET).
To solve this limitation it is necessary to provide the data encapsulated in a byte array that can be correctly deserialized by a remote system, independently of the technology used.
This is a typical problem in system interoperability that is usually solved by using technologies such as XML
and JSON as data encapsulation standards. These 2 technologies rely on creating a self-describing text
document representing the information, but at the cost of increasing the size of the data significantly. As the
data volume increases the use of plain-text standards becomes inefficient and, the use of binary interoperability
technologies is recommended instead.
The HeartWays middleware makes use of “Protocol Buffers 2”, which has support for both Java (native support)
and .NET (through third-part add-ons 3).
Protocol buffers require that the data to be transferred (called message) be defined in a proto definition file,
which describes the message structure and data types to be used. That proto file can then be compiled with
specific tools for each technology, which generates the code that can be invoked by sender and receiver parties
to serialize and de-serialize the information.
Canonically, Protocol Buffers are serialized into a binary wire format, which is compact, forwards compatible,
backwards-compatible, but not self-describing (that is, there is no way to tell the names, meaning, or full data
types of fields, without having an external specification).
The model that HeartWays uses for data encapsulation and transfer over the network is presented in Fig. 3.
1

Service-Oriented Architecture: What is SOA? – The Open Group - http://www.opengroup.org/soa/sourcebook/soa/soa.htm
2 https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/
3 http://code.google.com/p/protobuf-net/
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Fig. 3. The combination of data and a template ‘.proto’ file produces a message instance. This message is serialized into a
byte array which is embedded into a pSQL structure that flexyNET uses for transmission. The wired byte array can be used
on destination to reconstruct the original message and, with the help of the proper ‘.proto’ file, extract the data.

For any data exchange need, there is a prototype (.proto file) modelling the data that allows converting that data
into a platform independent message. That message is serialized to a byte array using ASCII encoding. That
array is the data that will be transferred to a remote system using flexyNet, so it needs to be encapsulated inside
the pSQL object that flexyNet is able to serialize.
2.5

Integration Testing Methodology

The standard IEC 62304 (Medical device software – software lifecycle processes) defines integrates the
software verification and integration into the whole development lifecycle. The way the standard “verification”
is: confirmation through provision of evidence that specified requirements has been fulfilled.
According to the standard, the software under development must be split into different software units, which
have to be treated as independent elements, which should undergo the application of the whole standard.
The most relevant activities described in the standards that concern HeartWays middleware are:
• Establish tests for software requirements: establish and perform a set of tests, expressed as input stimuli,
expected outcomes, pass/fail criteria and procedures for conducting the testing, so all the requirements are
covered.
• Use software problem resolution process: define a software resolution process and apply it to the anomalies
detected during testing.
• Retest after changes: when changes are done during the software testing:
- Repeat tests, perform modified tests or perform additional tests, as appropriate, to verify the
effectiveness of the change in correcting the problem.
- Conduct testing appropriate to demonstrate that unintended side effects have not been introduced
- Perform relevant risk management activities.
The specific procedure adopted for the validation of HeartWays Middleware is the following:
• Define a set of tests implementing scenarios classified as ‘unitary tests’ or ‘integration tests’. The first
group checks features that are independent from other subsystems in the HeartWays network and therefore
can be checked in standalone mode. The second group relates to those features that need communication to
a different element in the network, and therefore require a more complex infrastructure.
• Define a minimum percentage of code that needs to be targeted during tests. This way we will ensure that
the most relevant features implemented are successfully tested. To measure code coverage, we will use
“cobertura” 4 which is a free tool that calculates the percentage of code accessed by tests.
4

http://cobertura.github.io/cobertura/
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•

Analyse the code for potential errors using external tools such as “FindBugs” 5 / “CodeRush” 6 (static source
code analysers to detect bug patterns and violation of coding best practices) and “PMD” 7 (a source code
analyser that finds common programming flaws like unused variables, empty catch blocks, unnecessary
object creation, and so forth).
Since integration tests are covering the communication between middleware instances running in different
ecosystems, and potentially using different implementing technologies (e.g., JAVA, .NET, Matlab), part of this
process needs to be done manually, since the automation of this process is a challenge by itself. In order to
automate the testing as much as possible, integration testing was divided into two separate activities:
a) Manual testing: tests in which a person was directly checking on a screen the outcome from test cases.
These cases were reduced to the verification of serialization and deserialization of Protobuf messages
and the integrity of the data at both ends.
b) Automatic testing: test cases in which remote nodes are simulated using local instances implemented
on the same technology as the node under test. This testing was used in combination with mocking
technologies (such as Mockito 8 and Moq 9) to verify that interactions at a node level were triggered
successfully and that the complete service logic was executed as designed. This automatic testing was
replicated for each implementing technology to ensure the services have a homogeneous behaviour.

3 Results
Middeware was produced for two implemented technologies: Java and .NET. Analysis of integration
requirements came up with the definition of four core services.
3.1

Services

Notification Service
This is an internal service to the HeartWays node structure that is in charge of receiving notifications from
remote services and alerts the corresponding service at the hosting node.
The reason why this service was added is because of the nature on the communications through the flexyNET
network: a service port is configured to work as packet-oriented or stream-oriented, but cannot support both. If
each service had to support both modalities, then 2 ports would be needed for each service: the packet port and
the stream port. To avoid this problem, the notification service gets all the notifications and relays them to the
correct service.
To do so, the structure of notifications has to be changed to add the target service within the packet, as depicted
in Fig. 4.

5

http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/
https://www.devexpress.com/Products/CodeRush/
7 http://pmd.sourceforge.net/
8 https://code.google.com/p/mockito/
9 https://github.com/Moq/moq
6
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Fig. 4. Notification’s frame. Destination service indicates which service should read and interpret this notification.
Notification id should be unique at service level and provides information on how to read the payload field.

Patient Management
The patient management service controls the creation of patient profiles and how the system handles a patient at
each time.
Like in a real hospital, HeartWays system uses the concept of admission when a patient needs treatment and
discharge when the treatment is finished. During that period, the patient can be in a series of states that will
determine how the system is handling the data. Fig. 5 shows in detail the state-diagram used.

Fig. 5. Each node in the HeartWays network synchronizes the patient status with the rest of the nodes using this state
diagram. Patients under treatment are in ‘active’ state. ‘suspended’ patients are still admitted but treatments and follow-up
are not executed (useful, e.g., when patient has a medical emergency that is incompatible with the current treatment). On
admission, the status will be ‘new’ if the node didn’t have information about the patient, requiring a local profile creation.
On discharge, the status changes to ‘out’. Nodes can decide whether to hold the patient profile or delete it.

Roles. The service implements two roles, based on which node has information (server - represents the node
where changes to the patient profile occur and where the notifications to the HeartWays network are originated.)
and which node is requesting that information (client -represents the node plugged to the HeartWays network
receiving a notification and requesting the patient profile to the ‘server’ if necessary.). The following diagram
shows the methods and events each role is implementing.
Notifications
a) Patient Admission: when a patient is admitted to a server node, it broadcast
PatientAdmissionNotification to the network. Client nodes will receive the notification and decide if
further actions are required.
b) Patient Status Changed: server nodes broadcast a PatientStatusChangedNotification when the patient
status is changed.
c) Patient Discharged: similar to the admission case, but the PatientDischargedNotification is broadcast
when the patient is discharged at the server node.
Interactions
a) GET_PATIEN_PROFILE: client nodes initiate this interaction upon the reception of any of the three
notifications. The client requests the patient profile data and the server returns it using the
PatientProfile message.
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Exercise Plan Management
The Exercise Plan Management service handles all the interactions related to the creation and modification of
exercise routines prescribed as rehabilitation plans as well as the exchange of data recorded during the execution
of such routines.
Roles.
The service implements two roles.
a) Server: represents the node where the creation/edition of rehabilitation plans take place. It is also where
exercise results are stored after they are received from the patient’s application, and it is where
notifications are created and broadcast to the network.
b) Client: represents the node plugged to the HeartWays network receiving a notification and requesting
the exercise plan/exercise results to the ‘server’ if necessary.
Notifications
a) NewExercisePlan: when the server node detects the creation of a new plan, a
NewExerciplanNotification is broadcast to the network. This notification contains as payload the
patient identifier and the plan identifier.
b) NewExerciseResults: when a server node receives data recordings from an exercise session, it locally
stores
them
and
triggers
either
the
ResistanceExerciResulstNotification
or
the
StrengthExerciResulstNotification, which broadcast the identifiers for the patient, plan and exercise
session.
c) ExercisePlanPersonalized: when a server node receives personalization information for a specific
exercise plan, it stores that information locally and broadcast a ExercisePlanPersonalizedNotification
to the network to indicate the rest of the nodes the availability of such information. This notification
contains as payload the patient identifier and the plan identifier.
Interactions
a) GET_EXERCISE_PLAN: client nodes begin this interaction is started after the reception of either a
NewExerciplanNotification or an ExercisePlanPersonalizationNotification. The server node responds
with an ExercisePlan message.
b) GET_STRENGTH_EXERCISE: client nodes initiate this interaction upon the reception of the
StrengthExerciResulstNotification notification. The server will respond with a StrengthExerciseResults
message.
c) GET_RESISTANCE_EXERCISE: client nodes initiate this interaction upon the reception of the
ResistanceExerciResulstNotification
notification.
The
server
will
respond
with
a
ResistanceExerciseResults message.
Data mappings
The model used to represent an exercise plan, as well as the different elements involved, is represented in figure
Fig. 6.
a) ExercisePlan
The ExercisePlan message is a container for the different elements modelled in the rehabilitation plan. It can
contain a set of exercise prescriptions categorized in either strength exercises (StrengthExerciseSession) or
resistance exercises (ResistanceExerciseSession).
b) ResistanceExerciseSession
This object represents a cardiovascular activity within the training plan. It contains the following information:
• Identification: fields ‘fullName’ and ‘description’, giving the display name and specific execution
instructions.
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•

Session global values, such as heart rate thresholds (maximimSafeHR, minimumSafeHR and
totalDuration)
• Repeatability: weekly frequency (timesPerWeek) and scheduling (repetitions and designatedTime)
• Session structure: parts and duration.
c) ExerciseRepetition
The object ExerciseRepetition is used to represent scheduling information for a specific exercise. The field
‘date’ contains the date a patient will do time an exercise. This scheduling info should be interpreted as ‘day of
week’, not as a specific point in time.
d) SessionPart
A session part determines the different components each exercise session will be composed of. Each part
defines specific values for parameters that are used to monitor and control resistance exercises, such as the
target heart rate and the heart rate safety interval.
The enumeration ExercisePartType determines the behaviour of the system when the patient performs the
exercise. It can take any of the following values:
• WARM_UP: period before the exercise to help the patient achieve an optimal heart rate before starting
the cardio activity.
• CORE: period during which the patient is doing a cardio activity.
• COOL_DOWN: period after one or more cardio activities to help the patient decrease the working
heart rate towards basal levels.
• STRETCHING: a period of time at which the patient is not doing a cardio activity but doing some
stretching exercises.
e) StrenghtExerciseSession
This object represents a strength training activity within the training plan. It contains the following information:
• Repeatability: weekly frequency (timesPerWeek) and scheduling (repetitions and designatedTime)
• Exercise structure: exercises.
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Fig. 6. Data mappings for exercise plans and exercise sessions. Background colour provides indication on the level of
nesting of the different structures. Plans have sessions (strength and/or resistance). Resistance sessions have parts, each one
defining a different cardiovascular activity with specific configuration parameters (e.g., warm-up, stretching, main exercise,
etc.); strength sessions define a set of exercises, each one with a number of repetitions and specific configuration parameters
(e.g., 15 pull-ups with 3kg).

f) StrengthExercise
This object contains the information about each strength exercise included in the training plan.
The fields ‘fullName’ and ‘description’ contain the display name and specific guidance on how to perform the
exercise. The field ‘difficulty’ can take the values ‘EASY’, ‘MEDIUM’, ‘HARD’ and ‘PROFESSIONAL’ and
it indicates how much weight or resistance should be used to do this exercise.
The field ‘repetitions’ contains the number of movements and the tempo the patient should use.
g) StrengthExerciseRepetition
This object contains information on how the patient has to execute the movements within each strength exercise.
The field ‘repetitions’ indicate how many times the movement has to be repeated. ‘executionTime’ indicates
how long the movement should last and ‘pause’ indicates how much time the patient has to rest within
repetitions.
h) ResistanceExerciseResults
The ResistanceExerciseResults message is a wrapper to embed and transfer all the vital signals and information
recorded during a resistance exercise session. The object hierarchy can be seen at Fig. 7.
The data is grouped using the concept of source device, meaning the physical (hardware) or logical device used
to record that information. In this model we have three main source devices:
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•
•
•

BloodPressureMonitoringDevice: used to hold the data coming from an external BP monitor.
ExerciseMonitoringDevice: used to gather and hold sampled signals such as ECG, HR, BreathRate,
accelerometer axis, etc.
QuestionnaireFillingDevice: used to hold the different questionnaires that the patient is prompted with
during the session.

Fig. 7. Resistance exercises results data mapping. Each exercise has a set of vital signs, which may have acquired with
different sensors. The information about the source device is maintained as it abstracts the underlying hardware and allows
changing the sensor while keeping the information intact. Each device attaches metadata to the recordings that might be
required when feed to processing algorithms (e.g., sampling freq., gain, bit resolutions, etc.).

i) StrengthExerciseResults
The data model for strength exercises is simpler than for resistance ones. As raw signals are not transferred, the
StrengthExerciseResults message only contains processing results such as the repetition status (classified as
GRAY, GREEN, YELLOW, RED to indicate if the repetition was not done, it was done correctly, it was done
more or less correctly or the repetition was not done properly), the exercise quality index and the exercise
completeness index, and an estimation of the calories used during the exercise.
CVRisk
The CVRisk service is a wrapper library connecting the ‘Personalized CV Risk Prediction’ service,
implementing the interactions to invoke the patient stratification and the CV alerts computation.
Roles. The service implements two roles, based on which node performs all the computations (server) and
which node is invoking such computation (client).
Notifications.
a) AlarmsReadyNotification: indicates that the results from a CV alarms computation is ready and can be
retrieved using the GET_CV_ALARMS interaction. The notification defines as payload the patient
identifier for which the computation has been done.
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b) CVRiskReadyNotification: indicates that the results from a CV Risk computation is ready and can be
retrieved using the GET_CV_RISK interaction. The notification defines as payload the patient
identifier for which the computation has been done.
Interactions.
a) INVOKE_CV_ALARM
This interaction is started by a client node and requests the server node to compute a set of CV alarms. The
client node is sending together with the request a dataset of vital measurements that is required to run the
calculation. This dataset is defined by the message AlertRequest.
The server node is not responding the requester node directly. Instead, it is generating a broadcast notification of
type AlarmsReadyNotification through the router, which will notify all the nodes in the network.
It is the responsibility of each client willing to receive the results from the CV Alarms computation to initiate a
GET_CV_ALARM interaction to retrieve them
b) GET_CV_ALARM
The client node initiates this interaction when it wants to retrieve the results from a CV Alarms computation.
The interaction is prepared to work both in synchronous and asynchronous communications. The alarms
processing results are returned using an AlertResponse message.
c) INVOKE_CV_RISK
This interaction is similar to the previous one but the data set provided to the server when the service is invoked
contains the data defined at RiskRequest message.
The server will broadcast a CVRiskReadyNotification when the result is ready. Any client node receiving the
notification can then use the GET_CV_RISK interaction to request the outcome from the patient stratification.
d) GET_CV_RISK
The client node starts this interaction after the CVRiskReadyNotification is received. The server node will
answer with a RiskResponse.
3.2

System Testing

The resulting set of services developed as middleware were tested using a set of 86 test cases, which covered
92% of the developed code, with a 77% of branch coverage. The analysis of the 8% code proved to be
exception-handling code unlikely to be executed, while the 23% left in branch coverage was due to safe ‘if’
conditions that would never require an ‘else’ action (e.g., checking non-null instances before using them in
asynchronous operations).
The code analysis in search for bugs detected 0 violations in 262 classes, while it detected 9 possible code
duplicities in 7 classes. A deeper analysis of the duplicity report showed that these were false positives due to
similarity in methods signature and variable names, but all these cases were related to independent pieces of
code which could not be refactored, as they were specific callbacks for asynchronous processing.
Table 1 shows a summary of tests and coverage for each middleware service.
Table 1. Summary of test coverage using JUNIT/NUNIT. Test cases were replicated for Java and .NET code and same
results were obtained for both technologies. Using ‘Cobertura’, we obtained the percentage of the code and branches covered
by test cases. Cobertura reports were analysed to check the non-covered areas of code and it proved to be exception-handling
code unlikely to execute in a real scenario.

Middleware part
# classes # test cases Lines coverage
Core
5
15
91%
CVRisk service
12
12
89%
Exercise Plan management
14
39
93%
Patient management
9
17
90%
Notifications service
2
3
90%
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Branch coverage
87%
71%
79%
73%
N/A

4 Discussion
We have described in this article how to develop a Service Oriented Architecture to integrate already existing
products into a fully configurable software solution, externalizing most of the integration logic into a
middleware handling communication and business intelligence. As a result, we have obtained product in which
some individual product features are made available to the rest of the products without the need of replication
and minimizing the impact of plugging/unplugging new features, since each product is still handling the data
processing tasks and informing the rest of products when outcomes are available.
The resulting middleware has been tested using continuous automatic integration techniques and has been
proved reliable and robust for production environments.
However, some limitations apply to integration solution, since there were constrains in the modification of
based products. The integration middleware was designed keeping the simplicity as a key factor, and assuming
most of the implementation complexity. That makes integration of third party systems easy and fast, as no
modifications to the product itself are required, but that limits the integration to the set of services pre-defined.
The definition of new services requires that nodes are updated to be able to serve/consume them.
Finally, the fact that the middleware is not implementing any service discovery service mechanism, simplifies
the interaction mechanism, as service contracts are static and the middleware only needs to take care of the data
exchange itself. However, in a wider scenario, this approach is not optimal as it makes the middleware harder to
maintain and upgrade as additional nodes are added to the network.
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Abstract. This paper presents the BREATHE project and the solution developed by the project to help informal carers to take care for the cared person,
but also to take care for themselves. There are a number of problems that informal carers have to face: lack of experience and formal education in care,
limited societal support, and lack of specific tools to manage the whole care
cycle, problems with coordinating care and other employment for carers (mostly women), stress and depression. The problem is highly topical and pertinent
since family carers provide 80% of long-term care to dependent elder people in
Europe, and family care breakdown leads to expensive and hospitalization
and/or institutionalization.

1 Introduction
BREATHE 1 is an Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) project that aims to provide a platform for self-assessment and efficient management for informal caregivers, which is
in fact the project’s actual full title. This title is significant because most of services
and applications currently available focus on the specific needs of the person cared for
and few support the needs of the carer, which are mainly informal caregivers (family
carers, unpaid carers) that are in charge of caring long-term condition people.
Nowadays informal caregivers deal with several difficulties, especially the ones related to care because of their poor experience in caring, lack of understanding of the
local health and social care system, etc.; but also psychological issues such as stress,
anxiety or depression [2]. At the end, these difficulties turn into poor quality of care
and emotional dissonance, which throws the person to the ‘caregiver syndrome’,
characterized by:
- Social isolation.
- Psychological distress.
- Anxiety.
1

BREATHE Project has been co-funded by the Ambient Assisted Living Joint Programme
(Call 5, 2012) and some National Authorities and local Research Programmes in Spain,
United Kingdom, Ireland and Italy.
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Depression.
Loss of self-esteem.
Guilty feelings.
Fear of becoming a patient.

1.1 Context
As it was once said by former USA First Lady Rosalynn Carter, “There are only four
kinds of people in the world – those who have been caregivers, those who currently
are caregivers, those who will be caregivers and those who need caregivers”.
Informal caregivers are generally relatives to the cared person. In fact, family carers
provide 80% of long-term care to dependent elder people in Europe. Population is
now ageing world-wide, and it is also valid for Europe’s population [4]. As a result of
prolonged life expectancies, around 7% of total population are expected to be aged 80
and over in 2030, and 12,3% in 2080. Table 1 shows the population structure based
on population projection data calculated on 2013.
Table 1. Population structure by major age groups, EU-28, 2013–80 2, % of total population

0–14 years
15–64 years
65–79 years
80+ years

2013
15,6
66,2
13,1
5,1

2020
15,6
64,1
14,6
5,8

2030
14,9
61,2
16,8
7,1

2040
14,6
58,5
17,9
9,0

2050
15,0
56,9
17,2
10,9

2060
15,0
56,6
16,6
11,8

2070
15,0
56,9
15,9
12,2

2080
15,1
56,2
16,4
12,3

There is also known that the number of elder people who want to live independently at their own home is increasing, nevertheless, ageing at home may need some support and/or assistance. Based on the literature revised at the beginning of the project
(2013), the context of care was defined by:
- Assisted persons in EU27 prefer be cared for at home by a relative.
- In USA, 21% of population is considered to be unpaid caregivers.
- Presently public support to long-term care is extremely limited.
At the initial phase, the project collected its own data by means of conducting both
face-to-face and focus groups interviews in three countries (Ireland, Spain and United
Kingdom). The conclusions [1] were close to the obtained by the literature. Moreover,
after analysing the collected data, some new points relevant to Breathe were identified. The Table 2 shows the informal care profile identified by the literature and the
BREATHE project.
Table 2. Informal caregiver profile (literature vs BREATHE analysis of data)

Literature
- Female (76%).
2

BREATHE analysis
- Female (73 %)

2020-80 projections from EUROPOP2013.
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Mean age: 55 years old.
46 hours/week dedication.
Total caring process 60 month.
Less than half are employed.
Limited computer skills.

-

Mean age (in years) around 54.8
52 hours/week dedication
Unknown data
64 % are unemployed and/or housewife
Limited computer skills BUT:
o 97 % used the Internet (dailyweekly frequency of use)
o Owned devices like desktops, laptops, tabletsPC and smartphones
o Users of social media and instant
messaging mobile applications
- 56 % live with the cared for person
- Cameras accepted as assisted technology
in emergency situations (100 %)
- The majority of ICs accepted cameras as
assisted technology in non-emergency
situations

2 The Breathe Solution
BREATHE’s main assumption is based on the premise that the process of caring for
people with long-term conditions by informal carers is an extremely difficult and
complex process due to the specific needs of the carers. This situation could be improved by the introduction of technologies that support the carers in their job and, by
following this way, may also reflect in the quality and duration of the assisted person’s care in their own home.
The solution offered by BREATHE (depicted by Fig. 1) consists in a platform that
comprises two modules, the AAL home system and the informal caregiver tool, and a
common back-end shared by both on the server side.
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Fig. 1. The BREATHE solution.

AAL Home System. The first module is composed by a server side solution, the
back-end, and an at home solution. The at home solution is installed at the home of
the person cared. It is composed by cameras and an array of multi-function sensors,
with their associated software and controllers to upload de collected data to the server.
The cared person uses an interaction device to set up the application and access to
some data. The function of this first module is to collect information periodically,
upload to the server, process it and extract information about the cared person’s daily
routine, behaviours and activities.
The array of multi-function sensors is composed by Z-Wave sensors and a Raspberry Pi with a Z-Wave card to communicate with the sensors, collect the data from
them, and upload the data processed to the back-end. The final installation at home
may differ depending on the needs of each person, but basically the sensors to be
installed consist on motion sensors to determine when and where a person is moving
around the home; plug-in power monitors to check when home appliances like a microwave, an electric kettle or a television are being used; door sensors placed on each
exit door used by the person, or on the fridge, etc.
The indoor video-based monitoring system consist of wide-angle fisheye cameras
placed in the centre of the ceiling of the room to be monitored. These kind of cameras
offers a top-down view point of an entire room, and can be accessed in real-time. The
systems is completed by a processing machine to run the algorithms that analyse the
video captured by the cameras, and acts as an entry point to the online streaming.
The interaction device acts as the cared person interface to manage the configuration of the system. It is a touchscreen tablet running the BREATHE application that
allows the cared person to turn on/off the video systems, and also manages the access
to the real-time streaming after a request from its informal caregiver.
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Informal Carer Tool. The second module, is a server side solution that offers two
interfaces, a web-based tool and a mobile application. This module provides the carer
with the guidance and support required to improve their quality of life as well as their
working conditions, with the aim of producing as a result, a greater efficiency of their
care.
The web-based tool offers to the informal caregiver a dashboard with an overview
of the main features and two main views: features related to the cared person, and
features related to itself.
The features related to the cared person provide access to all the data collected
from the AAL home system, but processed in a way that the informal caregiver can
check the statistics of each kind of event or activity collected, check also for tendencies and behaviours, and compare them with the ones collected a month before, a
week before, or 48 hours before. The tool also presents a day calendar view where the
different activities are placed as events as them occur and are received and processed
by the back-end. It also allows the informal caregiver to configure the notifications
from the AAL home system it wants to receive on the mobile application. Finally,
there is also the live view option that access to the real-time streaming video from the
cameras available at the cared person’s home. Note that a message is sent to the cared
person’s interaction device to inform it that is being monitored in real-time by the
carer, then the cared person can turn off the vision system and deny the access to the
real-time streaming video.
The features related to the informal caregiver are the access to its profile settings, a
self-assessment questionnaire that is presented periodically, a module in charge of the
analysis of sentences introduced by itself, and a module with the summary of the
informal caregiver’s personal status and the information, action and advices based on
the current status. These features will be further explained in the chapter 3 of this
article.
The mobile application tool shows the notifications for activities or actions performed by the cared person at home, allows also the informal caregiver to set which
activities and action will be notified, as well as obtain the activities performed by the
cared person last 24 hours.
The Back-End. The server side solution of both modules, the back-end, resides on
the same server and shares the same database. This back-end is fed by three
independent information sources:
- Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) system that gathers information about daily
life activities of the elderly at home.
- Structured information that both caregiver and assisted person provide (e.g.
through questionnaires).
- Non-structured sources of information such as a diary, notes and posts on social networks.
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3 Helping Informal Carers
The common informal carer is so occupied in their role of caregiver that usually forgets its own care. The BREATHE solution offers strategic support and customized
guidance for the informal caregiver in all the stages of the long-term care process, and
also for improving the quality of life of informal caregivers at all levels.
Currently, there are a number of assessment tools available to determine carer satisfaction, burden and/or management e.g. The Barthel Index (Mahoney and Barthel,
1965), Caregiver Burden Scale (Zarit et al. 1980), but not infrequently the outcomes
of these assessments fall short of any substantial meaningful interventions to support
care giving; they remain only an assessment of burden.
Specifically, the aim of the informal caregiver tool is to get a better understanding
about the real conditions of the cared person, to improve the skills of the informal
carer through an education and training programme and to avoid the social isolation
of the informal carer by increasing the communication channels with professionals
(formal carers), other informal carers and other relatives of the assisted person.
Self-Assessment Questionnaire. [8] [9] after accessing the appropriate section in the
informal career tool, the IC will be invited to fill-in a self-assessment questionnaire in
order to measure its level of burden in a concise and validated way.
The questions presented are related to the feelings preforming the care activities
during the previous week. The tool also offers the opportunity of fill-in the questionnaire for the feelings related to activities performed two weeks ago in case it remains
unfilled, but if it is not filled within two weeks, it will not be presented to be filled-in
in future.
In more detail, these questions collects data about five different features:
- Overload.
- Emotional competences, and emotional intelligence (positive attitude, selfknowledge, empathy, self-esteem).
- Temporal dedication (hours per week). Social activities/individual activities,
activities with exercise/sedentary activities, indoors activities/outdoors activities.
- Sociability, leisure (time the informal care spent):
- Physical status: Number of medical visits last 12 or 6 months, chronic ailments
or diseases, dizziness, headache, backaches, tiredness, etc.
The temporal dedication to care is a fundamental dimension, because as caring gets
longer the probability of overload increases too. A longer temporal dedication may
also be translated to a poor management of emotional competences.
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Sentiment Analysis. The informal carer tool also provides an interface to the informal
carer with the aim of writing periodically its feelings as a career with sentences less
than 140 characters long, like a tweet in Twitter. From time to time the tool will
encourage the informal carer to write about how it feels as a career. This interface is
connected to a module in charge of the analysis of the sentences introduced,
producing at the end a kind of sentimental analysis.
Project BREATHE assumes the premise that regular writing can have a positive
impact in the life of the informal carer. Specially, the following aspects about regular
writing are relevant:
- Regular writing about stressful events helps the IC re-live the events experienced in a safe environment without fear or stress (i.e. to deal with them [5]).
- Regular writing can serve as a track record of mistakes and successes the IC
wants to remember in the future (significant lessons/important learnings).
- Regular writing is a good tool for clarifying the thoughts and goals of the IC as
well as to put things in perspective (writing in general helps people to disentangle their thoughts).
- Regular writing lets the informal carer to put the focus on as well as to really
understand its context of life.
- Regular writing naturally forces people in general to plan next steps so the informal carer can take advantage of the diary functionality as a good tool of decision making.
The objective followed by BREATHE is to be able to distinguish whether a piece
of text written by the informal carer is positive, negative or neutral.
Composing a personalized recommendation. Based on answers to the
questionnaires, the output from the sentiment analysis, and the current knowledge of
the activities of the cared person, BREATHE characterizes the current status for an
informal carer. Breathe has established four different states, these states are set from
less to more necessities:
- S0: The informal carer feels good and does not requires for specific support or
guidance.
- S1: The informal carer basically needs information, by means of information
resources or tools.
- S2: The informal carer needs help and guidance, basically recommendations
and concrete actions to perform.
- S3: The informal carer does not support its current condition, needs professional therapeutic support and guidance.
The Table 3 shows the classification that models the state of the informal carer
based on computing all data collected. Based on the state showed in the table the
informal carer will receive a different output: proposing the informal care read a book
about something specific, go to hairdressing, go to the cinema, etc.; showing reinforcement messages or documents;
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Table 3. Classification of the informal carer’s state based on the Burden scale and the total
temporal dedication per week in hours

Burden
0-4
5-8
9-12
13-16

0-6
S0
S1
S2
S3

7-12
S0
S1
S2
S3

13-18
S1
S2
S3
S3

19-24
S1
S2
S3
S3

4 Conclusions
This paper has introduced the aims and goals of project BREATHE. The paper previous chapters have presented the problems that informal carers have to face, and also
the solutions that the project provides to solve them, solutions that also help the informal carer to improve its quality of life.
Long-term Care is not only related to the person to take care for, but also the people that have to take care of them. In Europe, Informal caregivers are providing 80%
of long-term care to dependent elder people. By monitoring their work and their own
situation will help to detect problems of the cared person, or problems of the carer
itself, and also to reduce the final amount spent regarding health factors.
The goal of the validation phase is to demonstrate the hypothesis in which the project is based. These hypothesis were defined as a consequence of an intensive process
of interviews with informal carers and cared persons where BREATHE identified and
filtered proposals. At this point the consortium have developed the current solution
and now is going to check how well the system adapts to their real situation.
In the following months the project will conduct the trials of the whole solution in
Ireland (16 participants), Spain (10) and United Kingdom (10), which will consist on
the installation of the AAL home system at the home of the person cared, and teaching both the person cared and the informal cared about how to use the system and the
specific applications developed for each of them.
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Abstract

Currently, companies tends to standardize their processes in order to
optimize them. This practice could be applied in the medical scope too,
where provide patients the best care is essential. The necessary information for the optimization is obtained detecting the activities that are occurring at each moment and their duration. Nowadays, these information
is provided manually by the processes actors, noting it down on paper or
digitally. Taking advantage of that hospitals are recently equipping their
buildings with Real-Time Location Systems to monitor their actives and
to provide people locations, the authors propose that, is possible to know
the activity of the process that the patient is doing due to a semantic associated with the locations. This paper describes a methodology to perform
the semantic mapping and the data collection.

1

Introduction

In the current industrialized society is increasingly finding common techniques
to make the business processes the most efficient possible, obtaining the same
production and quality results with the least possible resources. According to
this idea, to improve processes is necessary to make the rules that are going to
regulate them. This is called processes standardization, which allows to apply
processes in an optimal way [1].
Medicine is one of the fields in which the processes standardization is at
its peak. Traditionally, medicine was a field where professionals created the
processes individual and unilaterally and that’s why the clinical environment is
defined by procedures written in natural language, away from this standardization [2].
Within medicine area and focusing in the hospital scope, the surgical block
constitutes an essential element due to the broad scale of resources that mobilizes
and its significance in costs (until the 14 % of the hospital). Therefore an
improvement in the efficiency of the surgical block management is the key to
increase the hospitals efficacy[3]. Here is where the processes work is going to
be dealt with.
Once the processes are standardized, in order to achieve an optimization of
them is necessary to know for each process: when an activity has been realized
and how long has it taken. As is indicated in [4] to allow the surgical block
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optimization is necessary to measure running indicators related to operations
times (start of the first activity, time between activities, etc.) on operations
rooms and to the process (cancellations).
The main disadvantage in the surgical blocks is that the patient monitoring
is often made manually by nurses and that constitutes a bottleneck in the system
[5]. These manual notes also can cause program mistakes: unnecessary delays,
under-use of the operation rooms, unnecessary transfers, etc. In addition it
could cause the increase of the adverse effects in the surgical process probability
and, according to [6] they represent the 40% of all the adverse effects in hospitals.
To collect these times, in [7] a pragmatic stance is advised, being the optimal,
to have limited but relevant data collected automatically.
Nowadays, hospitals are equipping them with Real-Time Location System
(RTLS) to manage the location of patients and actives. Based on the premise
that hospitals have this technology available, the authors working hypothesis
is that assigning semantic to the areas locations and to the process activities
is possible to know,for each process, what activity is doing the patient and its
duration. The purpose of this article is to present a methodology that allow us
to start the study and to validate the hypothesis.

2

Matherials and Methods

The main idea of our hypothesis is based on the requirement that we have a
precise log of the locations of a person in the study area. As a result we need
to review if there are at the market commercial products that can cover our
necessities.
To analyze the different products have been defined some parameters on
which we have to focus:
• The system needs to work inside buildings and in complicated places like
surgical areas.
• The product must be well-tried for medical use:
– Not cause interferences on medical devices.
– Sterilizable.
• The locations provided for the system must be reliable and the minimum
resolution must be per room.
• The changes on the locations have to be detected with the minimum delay.
• The system has to be as least intrusive as possible:
– Lightweight.
– Small size.
– No battery recharge needed during long term hospitalizations.
– Shockproof.
– Waterproof.
• Data logged and associated to the patients must be stored and a method
to consult or export this data has to be provided.
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At the literature many different RTLS to track location of people can be
found. Mainly this systems can be classified as either outdoor or indoor location
systems, based on the context where they are used.
The most known RTLS is the Global Positioning System (GPS). Nowadays
this system is one of the most used outdoor system, widely used on devices like
mobile phones. This kind of system is not suitable for our goal, due to we need
a reliable indoor positioning and GPS is not designed for this purpose.
For the indoor use there are different kinds of technologies that can be applied. Each of them provide different grade of resolution that usually determines
where to use it [8, Figure 1].

Figure 1: Outline of wireless-based positioning systems.
The most used technologies are Radio-frequency identification (RFID), Ultrawideband (UWB), Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), Bluetooth, Infrared
IR. Each of them has advantages and disadvantages and it is responsibility of
the vendor of each product, to solve its weaknesses and take benefit from its
strengths[8, 9].
There are two main design approaches on which we can catalogue the different location systems. The first of them creates its own network infrastructure
and the second one reuses pre existing wireless infrastructure. The main advantage to use its own infrastructure is that specifications are more controlled and
is easier to assurance quality. The main advantage of reuse infrastructure is to
reduce costs of implantation[8].
Several commercial products that apply RTL to the healthcare environments,
have been reviewed to analyze whether it meets with the requirements defined
in this section. Below we detail a short summary of some of them:
Ekahau RTLS
This product provides a healthcare solution based on RFID-over-WIFI, uses
an active smart tag like a watch to localize the user and a combination of
the wifi infrastructure of the hospital and extra IR beacons when it is needed.
Provides room level location accuracy (1-3 meters). The location tag blinks
every 15 seconds and his battery remains up to 500 hours without recharge, its
dimensions are 51,5 x 50 x 17,5 mm, has a weight of 31 g and it is waterproof.
The system provides an Application Programming Interface (API) to access the
data collected[10].
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VERSUS
System to supply location in healthcare contexts, based on the use of IRRFID badges combined width IR and Low-power RFID sensors. It provides
location accuracy at room, bed or chair level, depending on type and quantity
of sensors used. The badges can be configured in a flash rate between 3 and
15 seconds, providing a range of 8 to 13 months of battery duration. This
product is designed to be easy to clean, scratch resistant and with protection
against water. The product offers a integration framework to access the data
registered[11].
MYSPHERA
This solution is especially designed for hospital environments, uses RFID
technology to communicate bracelet tags with fixed beacons to provide room
level location. The bracelets refresh its location each 2,5 to 10 seconds, providing
between 1 to 4 years of battery life. This tags are waterproof for an easy
sterilization. The system provides integration of data and exchange mechanisms
with third party systems[12].
Sonitor Sense TM
Sonitor is a RTLS to supply location services in health environment, based on
three combined technologies Ultrasound, Wifi and Low Frequency (LF). At this
system the location áreas are delimited by ultrasound transmitters that act like
a virtual walls, it is the tag given to the patient who collects data and transmits
it each 1 to 3 seconds using wifi signal to be used into the Software Location
Engine. The tags are waterproof and designed with long battery life[13].
The RTL systems analyzed by the authors fit on the requirements needed to
validate the proposed hypothesis. The MYSPHERA RTLS has been selected to
the next phases of the study, because as well as be suitable to the requirements
it implies practical connotation, as it is installed in the reference hospitals at
geographical area of the authors.

3

Results

In this section the aim is present a methodology 2 able to validate the working
hypothesis proposed by the authors in the introduction.
As we see in the flow chart 2(a), the first step is to define the activities
followed by patients in a surgical block, what will constitute the different processes. To do that, a distinction among subjects access is needed. For example,
we can differentiate between patients with or without hospitalization.
Once these activities had been differentiated, illustrative flows of the path
that patients will follow must to be elaborated. Figure 3 illustrate an example:
the patients without hospitalization’s flow. This patients, after being registered
in the system, sequentially pass through three activities: a preoperative process,
the operation and a postoperative process. Sometimes these patients will require
a change of clothes in a locker room or an environment adaptation process.
The next step would be to identify the patient’s crossing points2(b). To do
this, the hospital have to be divided into logical areas like the waiting room,
the reception room, the pre and post surgical areas, the operating room or the
locker rooms. The localization beacons are collocated into this areas.
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Figure 2: Flow chart of the methodology.

Figure 3: Flow of the path follow by a patient without hospitalization.
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One the processes and the zones already defined, in order to provide the
system with semantic, each area needs to be allocated to the activity that will
be follow there 2(c). For example, the operations would be allocated into the
operating rooms. There are some hospital areas in which distinct activities
could be carried out. For example, if the postoperative rooms are saturated,
patients can stay in the preoperative rooms during their recuperation after the
operation. At these cases, the system must infer in which stage of the process are
the patients at the room, taking care of the previous activities. At the example
of the preoperative room, the system must to detect that the patient has already
passed the intervention activity and it must to detect that this patient is in the
recovery time even when he is in the preoperative room.
Although it is necessary to design a protocol in order to deliver, to assign,
to pick up and to deallocate the TAGs 2(d). With this protocol, we will be
able to have times of every activity followed by patients available, since they
arrive to the surgical block until they receive the discharge. To register all the
process, the TAGs must to be placed and assigned with the patient’s arrival
to the reception and it must to be removed and deallocated when the patient
is recovered and he has received the discharge. To control the process of the
patients who are hospitalized, the TAGs must to be assigned the day before and
they will be placed by orderlies when they pick up the patient in their rooms.
Getting all the information collected by TAGs, the system will generate a
file 2(f), which needs to be exportable, like a CSV file. This file will contain
each process followed by patients, with an anonymous identifier. The patients
process will be made up by different activities, being each activity the distinct
locations with the exact time of arrival and finish.

4

Conclusions

This paper has presented a methodology able to know the process flow that
patients follow in the hospital, having information of which activity is carrying
on at specific time and their duration. This methodology is based on patients
location in the hospital, that is provided by a RTLS technology installed there.
The gather information could be used by hospitals to improve their efficiency and
their safety in the operation rooms trough the optimization of their processes.
Future work claims to check this methodology in a hospital and to develop a
tool for analyzing the data.
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Abstract. In this paper an ecosystem for wireless sensor networks and vehicular networks simulation and development is proposed. This ecosystem consists
on a pair of simulators, the ns-3 (Network Simulator) and SUMO (Simulation
of Urban MObility), and a set of WSN/VANET protocols that have been developed recently and others considered as reference. To mobility simulation the
SUMO protocol is used. SUMO is appropriately interconnected with ns-3, to
perform the network simulations. Finally, is possible to implement on real systems in a systematic manner the proposals developed with this ecosystem, using the Robot Operating System (ROS). As a result, with the proposed
WSN/VANET ecosystem will possible to develop, compare, adjust and validate
new proposals that can be implemented from the developed models in a natural
and systematic manner.

1 Introduction
In the last years the sensor networks based on wireless technologies are having greater relevance in mobile scenarios, (unmanned vehicles, autonomous robots, etc.),
hence the increasing need to carry out research and to develop new communication
protocols that offer reliability and take advantage of geolocation devices in these
scenarios among other characteristics. Furthermore, these protocols have been to take
certain decisions on the fly, being necessary to apply intelligent techniques. To simulate the network operation a simulator such as the ns-3 [1] is used. On the other hand,
a mobility simulator such as SUMO [2] is necessary to provide all the traffic generation and simulation. In this manner, it is necessary to dispose of a complete ecosystem, that assemble the appropriate simulators as well as different protocol models and
load/traffic generators, allowing developing, adjusting and validating new protocols
and that allows the comparison with other recent protocols or standards. The next
step, consists on implement successful developments and protocols over real devices.
Low cost and low consumption commercial devices will be proposed for this phase,
p.e BeagleBone Black or another devices with similar features.
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2 Related work
The protocols considered to be implemented and incorporated in the proposed simulation ecosystem are related in the following paragraphs.
ERBA protocol [4] using the vehicle movement trend it is capable to distinguish
between vehicles. In this approach every vehicle is equipped with GPS and several
sensors.
In [5] the authors present an parallel evolutionary algorithm that applied to configure
the OLRS protocol. These configurations are obtains with the methodologies that
employ techniques of Evolutionary Computation.
In paper [6] presented problem to scalability in the VANET protocol and offer a solution, HLAR, protocol based on AODV and combine greedy-forwarding geographic
routing protocol for to obtain the best route.
SRR protocol [8] is based on fuzzy-logic. This protocol uses a GPS in order to know
the closest vehicle and take decisions with this information to send the packages to
destination.
Finally, in [7] the devices that incorporate the vehicles for intelligent transport systems are presented.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed simulation ecosystem
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3 Proposed simulation ecosystem
The proposed ecosystem will be constituted by several simulators, as shown in Fig. 1,
in order to perform complete simulations of wireless sensor network and mobility. On
one hand, the network simulator (ns-3), that will be used in order to compare, adjust
and validate all develops, allowing proposing and evaluating new improvements and
protocols [9,10].
To complete this ecosystem, is necessary to provide mobility pattern generator and
analyzer, being selected for this task the SUMO simulator.
Furthermore, in recent years has appeared the necessity to perform simulations that
involve intelligent techniques. For this reason evolutionary algorithms and fuzzy
logic rules, among others have been introduced in the ecosystem.
As a result, a complete ecosystem that addresses all these needs, based on ns-3 simulator and SUMO traffic generator have been proposed, where among others the SRR,
GPCR, GPSR, OLSR protocols [11,12,12,13] have been implemented and incorporated (see table 1), in order to simulate with different approaches the network issues
and mobility patterns. In this manner, it is possible to develop efficiently new proposals, compare with the existents, improve and validate. More and more with a systematic methodology, the models that define in C/C++ language the new proposals
can be implemented over real systems in a natural and efficient manner.

Table 1. Implemented protocols in the simulation ecosystem

Acronym

Protocol name

SRR

Stability and Reliability
aware Routing
Greedy Perimeter Coordinator Routing
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing
Optimized Link State
Routing
Ad hoc On demand
Distance Vector

GPCR
GPSR
OLSR
AODV

4 A HW implementation approach
Finally, when the experimentation based on simulation have been concluded, and the
proposal is tuned and validated, it can be implemented in real system in an efficient
manner in order to apply and validate over real hardware the proposal.
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Therefore, have been proposed the implementation using an embedded system of last
generation, as BeagleBone Black, where several peripherals (an IMU, altimeters, GPS
and long range wireless devices, among others) were added (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Platform and proposed components for the HW implementations

This target is governed for a Linux Ubuntu OS, where the Robot Operating System
(ROS) was installed. With this proposed system relevant control actions for vehicles,
robots, etc. can be applied with the network capabilities developed and tested with the
simulator ecosystem. Fig.3 shows an example of mobile robots real application where
has been applied this approach.
For integrate the protocols and implementations [14,15] in ROS it is not immediate
but possible, because ROS it is written in C/C++ language. It is necessary to configure several files that call libraries included in ROS or third parties, and know how to
publish and subscribe for obtain values an how to realize the control action over vehicles, as well as the dependencies with the Operating system and the compiler.
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Fig. 3. Example of application

5 Conclusions
A new complete ecosystem for WSN/VANET development has been proposed. Special emphasis on reliability and introduction of intelligent techniques have been realized, in order to facilitate the development and validation of new robust
WSN/VANET protocols that incorporates AI techniques to improve the energy efficiency, reliability and mobility.
Also, an example to implement in real systems is provided, allowing developing a
methodology to implement the new proposals evaluated in the simulation ecosystem
over real hardware.
As future work, it will be necessary to incorporate more WSN/VANET protocols in
the simulation ecosystem. As well as new mechanisms to facilitate the inclusion of AI
and reliable techniques, and the more automated methodology to implement in the
proposed real systems new developments.
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Abstract. Wearable and mobile technologies are playing a major role in our
daily life. This position paper aims at setting the scene about the crucial role of
such technologies for the patient empowerment, identifying some lessons learnt
and raising some questions worth to be addressed. Patient empowerment will
happen through these technologies but that is not enough and other factors from
different fields need to be considered in order to guarantee patient acceptance,
use, and impact from the health and social perspective. Therefore, some future
trends are identified where researchers in this field need to devote new resources and focus their efforts.

1 Introduction
There is a global consensus about the fact that current health systems are not any
longer sustainable in Western or Eastern countries, just being able to break the bank
as Dr. Margarite Chan, WHO General Director stated [1]. There is a need to change
the system as a whole, involving all the health cocreators stakeholders and not only
the traditional health regulated market stakeholders [2]. This task is not easy because
even agreement about simple issues, as the definition of what does Active and Healthy
Ageing mean is not easy; everybody agrees about the importance of Active and
Healthy Ageing but there are more than 25 different definitions about the same topic
even though some advances are happening towards a common understanding of some
hot topics [3].
Currently, around the central concept of patient empowerment, different concepts,
ideas and products are emerging but always with the same objective, moving from a
regulated health service provider centered approach towards an open citizen centered
approach. This change is powered by what Dr. Eric Topol has labeled as “medicine's
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Gutenberg moment”. Much as the printing press irruption took learning out of the
hands of a reduced breed, wearable and mobile technologies are doing the same for
health, giving patients the chance to have an unprecedented control over their
healthcare. With these technologies in our hand, we are no longer reduced to a paternalistic system in which “doctor knows best” [4].
Beside this, being aware of important related concepts (sometimes, even cooler than
the patient empowerment term), as crowdsourcing [5], open data [6], or behavior
change [7][8], it is key to distinguish between the final goal and the tools, to keep the
focus on the important issue, the patient empowerment as tools are in a perpetual beta
and the current wearable and mobile gadgets will be obsolete in a short period of time.
To deal with this challenge and bring some ideas and evidences for discussion to the
arena, this position paper is structured as follows. Section II will introduce the concept
of patient empowerment, which roles an empowered patient can play, the benefits and
the main features of a successful empowerment intervention. Wearable and mobile
technologies will be introduced in Section III, presenting different classifications and
concepts as nowadays, that covers a broader spectrum than even the most advanced
smartphone. Section IV will introduce a key driver for patient empowerment when
talking about wearable and mobile technologies: the apps whereas Section V will
show the current use of technologies to foster the patient empowerment though a set of
not systematic but specific use cases, extracting a set of lessons learnt. To end up, in
Section VI; Discussion and Conclusions, some not yet answered questions will be
drawn to stimulate the debate and raise the future trends where researchers in this field
need to focus their efforts. The preparation of manuscripts which are to be reproduced
by photo-offset requires special care. Papers submitted in a technically unsuitable
form will be returned for retyping, or canceled if the volume cannot otherwise be
finished on time.

2 Patient empowerment
No definition of patient empowerment has been widely accepted. Having analyzed
different sources [9][10], it seems quite acceptable the one developed by the EMPATHiE consortium [11]: “An empowered patient was defined as having control over
the management of their condition in daily life, with the capacity to participate in
decisions related to their condition to the extent that they wish to do so; to become
“co-managers” of their condition in partnership with health professionals; and to develop the self-confidence, self-esteem and coping skills to manage the impacts of their
illness on everyday living”
An empowered patient is able to play more than one role, as it was stated by Traver
during a conference about personalized health [12]. Content provider, broker for the
exchange of good practices, advisor to peers, contents curator, promoter of healthy
lifestyles, manager of the personal health folder, and creator of patient communities
are some of such roles.
Benefits of patient empowerment have been properly and continuously described in
the literature and even though evidence has shown that activated patients have signifi-
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cantly better health, and lower rates of doctor office visits, emergency room visits, and
hospital admissions [13] [14] there are also studies from the other side, stating that
informed or empowered patient demand more health services or are not healthier than
the rest [15].
Based on our own work [12] [16] [17] and existing reviews in the field [10] [11][18]
[19], authors raise that key features of a successful empowerment intervention are:
• self quantifying; it is important the patient involvement in the process. To evaluate
an intervention impact, quantified measurements are the most proper tool.
• feedback; as this is a bidirectional communication, not the traditional and paternalistic single direction communication between doctor and patient.
• ease of use; not additional technological or medical knowledge needs to be required
and when possible, it should happen in an unobtrusive way with a reduced or null
learning curve.
• availability; citizen needs to have the freedom to get or provide data from everywhere at any time from any device.
Being aware about these facts since long time ago, it is now when thanks to the use of
wearable and mobile technologies, these previously mentioned features are almost
guaranteed and the patient empowerment process is becoming a reality.

3 Wearable and mobile technologies
Not so long ago, wearable and mobile technologies were synonymous of a small sensor in a garment and a mobile phone respectively [20]. Nowadays, such concepts are
more complex and new devices are included under these categories as glasses,
smartphones, smart watches, wrist bands, shoes, and caps and the frontier between
wearable and mobile technologies is more diffuse and even some authors consider
wearable just as the most modern evolution of mobile technologies [21]. Nevertheless,
independently from the wide range of devices available, it seems clear that the
smartphone has assumed the role of hub/brain of each personal ecosystem.
Wearable and mobile devices for patient empowerment can be classified according
different perspectives [20]. According to role (They can be used for sensing, storing,
data exchange, processing, and/or displaying), to device (They can be inside or outside the smartphone), to clustering (All available functionalities are in a unique device, as Swiss army knife or each specific feature is in a different device, acting the
smartphone as hub) or to diseases (As the device can be useful for one or for a set of
specific diseases)

4 Apps
Apps have revolutionized the way users take care of their own health, even considering barriers as privacy concerns, regulatory control and certification [22]. Nowadays, half of smartphone owners use their devices to get health information whereas
one-fifth of smartphone users have health apps on their devices [23].
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Typical features of health apps related to patient empowerment are: self-monitoring,
integration of social media functions, education, disease-related alarms and reminders,
disease-related data export and communication, and synchronization with Personal
Health Record (PHR) systems or patient portals.
Are apps medical devices? If they are just bringing personalized information to the
patient or just calculating Body Mass Index (BMI) based on patient data, this is not
needed to be considered medical device. However, a dosage calculator that recommends a dose based on individual patient information should be considered as medical
device according to the EU Medical Device Directive MDD 93/42/EEC.
According to reports [23] [24], there are more than 40.000 apps related to health
and wellbeing in the iTunes and Play Google market. Therefore, finding the proper
trustworthy app among the apps jungle is not an easy task and quality stamps, specific
rankings [25], and crowdsourcing (through peers, patients associations and medical
staff) help considerably the patient empowerment processes.

5
Some lessons learnt about the use of wearables and mobile
technologies for patient empowerments
Next, we present a not exhaustive list of patient empowerment examples from
where authors extract a set of lessons learnt and challenges for future work:
•

Active and performance fitness managers: MyFitnesPal or Fitbit [26] are good
examples of an ecosystem that integrates multiple devices (smartphone, tablet
or PC) and sensors (weight, activity, sleep) with an Application Program Interface (API) for third party developers. Patient empowerment works through self
quantifying a non-obtrusive way, making use of gamification techniques, including feedback and a social dimension.

•

Physical activity managers: Endomondo, Runtastic and Strava are the top apps
for physical activity management using only the smartphone [27]. Up to now,
most of them do not offer API for third party developers but they connect with
similar applications for data exchange. Gamification techniques are applied,
providing feedback and social challenges for different physical activities as
jogging, cycling, basket, football, or dancing.

•

Garment for rehabilitation: These systems, as Nuubo [28], include an
smartphone plus a set of wearable sensors [29], [30]. Through self quantifying
and a proper feedback, patients feel more secure and know more about his diseases, taking a major control of their own health.

•

Smart watches: Being a cool concept, it moved fast towards the market [31]
without clear evidence that it would improve our health. Used to be part of a
bigger ecosystem with additional sensors, some companies have decided to appoint the watch as the hub device where others still consider the smart watch an
add-on for the smartphone [32]. Self quantifying happens through sensors for
disease management and/or prevention, offering in most of the cases an API
for third party developers to extend functionalities and create communities.
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•

Smart glasses: One of the first suggested uses for Google Glasses was the
ehealth field as doctors are early adopters of such technologies[33] but nowadays, they seem quite far from a massive use in any sector. Being quite obtrusive, smartphone dependant and far from the typical patient empowerment apps
characteristics, they can be adopted for some specific niche markets.

•

Educational content providers: Being trustworthy and personalized information
a need for the empowered patient, the use of mobile technologies guarantees
the access to valuable information from everywhere, promoting the health literacy skills [34], [35]. Medline Plus [36] is a good proof of that, offering such information adapted to different mobile user interfaces.

TABLE I.

FEATURES FOR A SUCCESSFUL PATIENT EMPOWERMENT INTERVENTION THROUGH USE OF
WEARABLE AND MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

Case
Active
and
performance
fitness
managers
Physical
activity
managers
Garment
for
rehabilitation
Smartwatches

Self
quantifying

App

Personalized
feedback

Social
media

Ease of
use and
availability

API for
3rd
parties

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Smartglasses

X

Content
providers

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Table 1 shows the main features that guarantee a successful patient empowerment
intervention making use of wearable and mobile technologies for the different analyzed use cases. Therefore, it is easy to observe that few more X have a use case is
closer to the market, showing the right path to other not still mature technologies as
the Google Glasses or some wearables to the mass market.
There are other lessons learnt extracted from the performed analysis, that are
aligned with conclusions extracted from other patient empowerment reviews [37].
There are lot of easy to use apps and devices addressed for patient empowerment;
most of them provide self quantifying, feedback, sharing capabilities with your social
network. However, there is very little educational content in most of the cases and
especially for the apps that offer diseases management, there are very few options for
the patient to establish contact with peers suffering the same diseases.

6. Discussion and conclusions
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From a holistic approach, this position paper aims at drawing the fast moving picture
about the crucial role of wearable and mobile technologies for patient empowerment,
identifying some lessons learnt and raising some questions worth to be addressed
Therefore, for existing and future wearable and mobile technologies, there are some
facts that can make the difference towards success and massive use when dealing
about patient empowerment: the chance to self quantify to be aware about his health
status, the easiness of use and availability, the existence of an API for external partners, the provision of personalized feedback, the opportunity to share and interact
through your social media are key success factors.
But that is not all. There are more pending issues to be addressed from a holistic perspective that need to be solved by large and multidisciplinary teams. Authors raise
some questions about these possible future challenges in order stimulate the debate
concerning where researchers in this field need to focus further efforts.
•
There is a need to improve the access to educational material making use of
mobile technologies and enhancing the social dimension, as nowadays they can share
information in a very easy way, as tweeting but it is not so easy to establish contact
with peers through apps, wearable and mobile technologies. Are the MOOCs a possible solution for this? Do we envisage new solutions? Do we need a course curator that
provides personalized hints from our smartphone?
•
Patients want to share this information with their doctor. Additionally, new
stakeholders (e.g. gyms, supermarkets, and restaurants) in the patient empowerment
ecosystem need to get access to such data and provide new services. Again, use of
wearable and mobile technologies is needed to deal with but new rules of the game
have to be defined [2]. Who will take over the definition of such new rules?
•
How wearable and mobile technologies can help to the citizens still reluctant
to be empowered? Is it still a technological issue? Behavior change and gamification
theories need to have a greater consideration of which they have achieved so far.
•
Even personalized feedback is happening, that is usually done with the dataset collected by the service provider. How can this personalization be improved?
Could the citizen collect all his diffused information around Internet (health care providers, Google, Amazon information) creating a better accurate profile stored in the
smartphone? And by the way, how do we will convince citizens to be aware about the
importance of personal data and keep them safe?
•
And around ease of use and availability, is the battery life of our wearable
and mobile devices no longer a problem?
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Area of Interest: Fault Tolerant Systems

Abstract. Error correction codes (ECCs) are a common fault-tolerant technique
used to protect information in computer systems. Due to continuous technology
scaling, soft errors on registers have become a major concern. ECCs are one of
the most typical mechanism used to protect them. However, using an ECC increases delay, area and power consumption, so ECCs design focuses on minimizing the number of redundant bits added. This is important in memories, as
these bits are added to each word in the whole memory, but not so significant in
registers, whose size is much smaller. In this case, minimizing the encoding and
decoding delay may be more interesting. This paper summarizes a method to
develop codes with 1-gate delay encoders and 4-gate delay decoders, independently of the word length.

1 Introduction
Information can be altered when it is transmitted via noisy channels, so some protection against this undesired effect must be included. Due to different physical mechanisms that may alter the information stored or transmitted, storage elements, such as
registers and memories, as well as interconnection lines, can be considered as noisy
channels [1], [2].
Error correction codes (ECCs) have been traditionally employed to protect information against errors in computer systems. In fault-tolerant computer systems, many
types of ECCs have been applied to memory subsystems and processors, in order to
achieve efficient and reliable data processing and storage [3], [4].
However, when using an ECC, the circuit’s delay, area and power consumption are
increased. As data have to be encoded when stored/sent and decoded when loaded/received, the delay increases. Area and power overhead is caused by the redundant
bits added by the ECC, as well as the encoding and decoding circuits. So, efficient
designing of ECCs is needed to decrease the included overhead.
Traditionally, the main concern was to reduce the redundancy, i.e. to minimize the
number of bits added by the code [5], [6]. For example, when ECCs are applied to
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memories, these redundant bits are added to each word stored in the memory, so a
bigger memory implies a bigger redundancy.
Nevertheless, in some system areas, minimizing the delay introduced by the ECC
can be more important than reducing the spatial overhead. For example, register files
are one of the most frequently accessed parts of the microprocessor, although the
overall area of this element is small. When protecting microprocessor registers using
an ECC, encoding and decoding operations should be as fast as possible. An excessive
delay introduced by these operations might increase the duration of the clock cycle
and hence decrement the microprocessor working frequency.
Most of faults that affect the architectural state of a processor come from the register file [7]. Corrupted data in the register file can spread quickly to other parts of the
system. Due to technology scaling, registers are operated at low supply voltage levels.
Thus, they are vulnerable to external disturbances that can induce transient faults and
soft errors [8]. Aircraft and space electronics intensify this problem because highenergy neutrons at higher altitudes, as well as heavy ions in space, are more abundant.
In this way, register files have to be protected to tolerate soft errors as its fault rate
will increase exponentially.
Single error correction (SEC) codes are frequently included in memory designs to
enhance their reliability. For example, Hamming codes [5] allow single error correction with low redundancy and simple and fast encoding and decoding operations.
Nevertheless, a reduction in the delays introduced by the encoding and decoding circuits is needed due to the working frequency increase of VLSI systems. For instance,
ECCs proposed in [9] achieve lower delay than Hamming codes, at the cost of a higher redundancy. On the other hand, these codes do not correct errors in the redundant
bits, thus reducing the decoding latency.
The work presented in this paper introduces a new method to build SEC codes with
still lower delays than previous approaches. Only data bits are corrected, like the
codes presented in [9], but the encoder has only 1-gate delay, and the decoder has 4gate delay. Also, the delays are independent of the data word length, whereas in the
former codes the delays depend on the word size. As far as we know, there is no
known code with similar features. Existing codes present either longer delays or the
delay scales with the data word length.
The main problem of the codes proposed in this work is their very high redundancy. Nevertheless, some system components, such as the register file, would require
fast encoders and decoders, while the redundancy would be a minor issue, as the area
used by the registers is small. Also, the error correction in parity bits of registers has
little interest, because the registers’ contents are usually updated frequently, and the
input data come from other circuit elements [9].
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the temporal faults and
soft errors in storage elements, while Section III presents the basics of single error
correction codes. The methodology to build the proposed codes is described in Section IV. Finally, Section V presents some conclusions and ideas for future work.
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2 Temporal Faults and Soft Errors in Storage Elements
Temporal faults manifest as soft errors, and they can be transient or intermittent [3].
Transient faults are characterized by their short duration and they do not introduce
physical defects in the circuitry. On the other hand, intermittent faults appear repetitively and non-deterministically in the same place due to a combination of defective
hardware and environmental conditions.
Traditionally, the main causes of transient faults were α and cosmic radiation [2],
[10]. Nowadays, and due to the high working frequencies, some other causes provoke
transient faults. For instance, the skin effect [11] or the Miller effect [12] can provoke
temporal violations that can modify the delay of the logic circuit. In addition, electromagnetic interferences can produce crosstalk.
Fig. 1 shows the causes and mechanisms that provoke the apparition of transient
faults. In this figure, those that provoke the apparition of transient faults in storage
elements are highlighted.

Fig. 1. Transient fault mechanisms and their equivalent fault models [10].

On the other hand, the complexity of the manufacturing process (which produces
residues and process variations), together with special aging mechanisms, may increase the presence of intermittent faults [13]. These faults appear in a defective
hardware, which is not permanently damaged. Also, intermittent faults can be activated or deactivated under certain environmental conditions (e.g. changes in temperature,
voltage or frequency).
Some of the physical mechanisms that lead to intermittent faults in storage elements
are presented in Table I. A more detailed explanation can be found in [14].
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Table 1. Some intermittent faults mechanisms and models in storage elements [14].
Causes

Targets
Memory and
registers
NMOS transistors in SRAM
cells

Residues in cells
Gate oxide soft
breakdown

Fault mechanisms
Intermittent contacts
Leakage current
fluctuation

Type of fault
Manufacturing defect
Wearout-Timing

Local mismatches
PMOS transistors among cell transisWearout
in SRAM cells
tors, decrease of
static noise margin
MOS transistors
Deviations in VTH
Doping profile and
in combinational
Manufacturing variaDeviations in
gate length deviations logic and
tions
operation speed
memory
Negative biastemperature instability (NBTI)

Fault models
Intermittent stuck-at
Intermittent delay
Intermittent Indetermination
Intermittent bit-flip

Intermittent delay

3 Correcting Single Errors: Hamming Codes
Hamming codes [5] are able to correct single errors with the lowest redundancy. These codes take k data bits and produce an n-bit block, being the n–k bits added the
parity bits. Hamming codes can be described by its parity check matrix H. For example, the matrix for the Hamming (7, 4), i.e. n = 7 and k = 4 is shown in Equation (1).
This matrix describes the encoding and decoding operations.
1010101
H  0110011
0001111





(1)

Let u = (u0, u1, …, uk–1) be the original data word, and b = (b0, b1, …, bn–1) the encoded word. Using the parity check matrix (1), the encoding formulas are obtained:
b0
1
0
0

b1

b2

0
1
0

u0
1
1
0

b3

b4

b5

b6

0
0
1

u1
1
0
1

u2
0
1
1

u3
1
1
1

Encoding formulas
b0 = u0  u1  u3
b1 = u0  u2  u3
b3 = u1  u2  u3

The decoding formulas are also obtained from (1). Being r = (r0, r1, …, rn–1) the received word (i.e. the word to be decoded), the syndrome bits are calculated as:
r0
1
0
0

r1

r2

0
1
0

u0
1
1
0

r3

r4

r5

r6

0
0
1

u1
1
0
1

u2
0
1
1

u3
1
1
1

Syndrome bits
s0 = r0  r2  r4  r6
s1 = r1  r2  r5  r6
s2 = r3  r4  r5  r6
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The syndrome bits will point the position of the erroneous bit if they are distinct to
zero. Otherwise, the received word is correct. Fig. 2 shows the encoder and decoder
circuits for this example. We have assumed a hardware implementation using 2 input
XOR gates for the “exclusive or” operations. There exist also (12, 8), (21, 16), (38,
32) and (71, 64) SEC Hamming codes for other word sizes. It is remarkable that the
logic depth of these circuits scales with the word length, provoking an increment in
the latency introduced by the encoding and decoding circuits.

a)

b)

Fig. 2. a) Hamming (7, 4) encoder circuit. b) Hamming (7, 4) decoder circuit.

4 Very Fast Single Error Correction Codes

A.

Fundamentals

The main objective of our proposal is to reduce the latency introduced in the system
by the encoder and decoder circuits. This is a similar approach to [9], but including
additional restrictions to obtain faster circuits.
By reducing the number of 1s (i.e. the Hamming weight w) in each row and in each
column of the H matrix, the delay provoked by computing the parity bits in the encoder and the syndrome bits in the decoder is also decreased.
In order to maintain the redundancy as low as possible, it is necessary to find the
smallest value of n–k (the number of parity bits) for which Equation (2) is true. In a
second step, an ((n–k)  n) parity check matrix H is generated. The n–k columns for
parity bits form an identity matrix. The remaining k columns are different, and all of
them have Hamming weight w. Equation (2) guarantees that there are enough different
combinations.
Nevertheless, the reduction of the Hamming weight in the rows implies a higher
value of n–k, that is, the redundancy increases. The question is if it is possible to find
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codes whose parity check matrices have Hamming weight 3 in all their rows. If so, this
would minimize the logic operations required to calculate the parity bits during the
encoding, and the syndrome bits during the decoding.
n  k 

  k
 w 

(2)

In this way, the requirements to construct the SEC codes presented in this paper
are:
• To correct single errors, each column has to be different and nonzero.
• Each column assigned to parity bits must have Hamming weight w = 1 (minimum Hamming weight). This permits a code be separable (i.e. parity and data bits can be distinguished in an encoded word).
• Each column assigned to data bits must have Hamming weight w = 2. If only
data bits correction is required, this value of w simplifies the final part of the
decoding.
• Each row must have Hamming weight w = 3. This is the key requirement for
our proposal. The result is that each parity bit is obtained during the encoding
by XORing only two data bits, and each syndrome bit is calculated during the
first part of the decoding by XORing three bits.
Thanks to the last two requirements, simple and fast hardware-implemented decoders can be implemented. Even, the logic depth of the circuits does not scale with the
word length. This feature is very interesting because increasing the word length is a
common trend in modern microprocessors.
The main concern about these SEC codes is the increase of parity bits required
(pointed by the last requirement). These codes need n–k = k bits, that is, the number of
parity bits are the same as the number of data bits. As explained before, these codes
are designed to such devices where redundancy is a minor problem.
B.

Examples

When building a parity check matrix, an easy method is to separate the columns assigned to parity bits and data bits. This allows representing these codes in a systematic
form. The simplest SEC code designed according to the requirements presented in
Section 4.A can be seen in Equation (3). It is a (6, 3) SEC code.
100 110 
H  010 101 
001 011 

(3)

Similarly, parity check matrices can be found for (2k, k) SEC codes for any value
of k > 2. For example, Equation (4) shows a generation matrix for the (16, 8) SEC
code, and Fig. 3 illustrates its encoder circuit. As it can be observed, the delay introduced by the circuit is the latency of a 2-input XOR gate. As stated above, this delay
does not depend on the word length.
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10000000
01000000
00100000
00010000
H
00001000
00000100
00000010
00000001


11000000
10100000
01010000
00101000
00010100
00001010
00000101
00000011











(4)

The encoding formulas for this code are:
b0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

b1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

b2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

b3
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

b4
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

b5
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

b6
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

b7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

b8

b9

b10 b11 b12 b13 b14 b15

u0

u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

u6

u7

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Fig. 3. Encoder circuit for the (16, 8) SEC code.

The formulas for syndrome calculation are:
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Encoding formulas
b0 = u0  u1
b1 = u0  u2
b2 = u1  u3
b3 = u2  u4
b4 = u3  u5
b5 = u4  u6
b6 = u5  u7
b7 = u6  u7

r0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

r1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

r2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

r3
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

r4
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

r5
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

r6
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

r7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

r8

r9

r10

r11

r12

r13

r14

r15

u0

u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

u6

u7

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Syndrome bits
s0=r0r8r9
s1=r1r8r10
s2=r2r9r11
s3=r3r10r12
s4=r4r11r13
s5=r5r12r14
s6=r6r13r15
s7=r7r14r15

A single error in a data bit will always trigger two syndrome bits (all data columns
have Hamming weight w = 2), simplifying the detection part of the decoder. The formulas for calculating the decoded data bits are shown in Equation (5), and Fig. 4 illustrates the decoder circuit for this code.
u0
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7

 s 0  s1   r8
 s 0  s 2   r9
 s1  s 3   r10
 s 2  s 4   r11
 s 3  s 5   r12
 s 4  s 6   r13
 s 5  s 7   r14
  s 6  s 7   r15

(5)

It is also remarkable that the logic depth is always the same, independently of the
word length.

5 Conclusions
We have presented a method to construct SEC codes that reduce the decoding and
encoding delay by decreasing the logic depth of these circuits. Nevertheless, this reduction is accomplished by an increasing of the redundancy. In this way, only data bits
errors are corrected. It is remarkable that the delays added by the encoder and decoder
circuits do not depend on the data word length.
The SEC codes presented are an interesting option for designs where redundancy is
not the main concern, but fast encoding and decoding is important. For example, microprocessor registers require fast encoding and decoding operations. As this component use a small silicon area, the spatial overhead introduced in this case will not be
significant. On the other hand, as registers are updated frequently and the input data
come from other circuit elements, correction of parity bits in registers has little interest.
In the future, we want to study with detail the correction of burst errors using interleaving. Also, a deeper analysis about codes with lower redundancy while maintaining
a low delay is planned.
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Fig. 4. Decoder circuit for the (16, 8) SEC code.
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Abstract. Hypertension plays an important role in the initiation and
maintenance of atrial fibrillation. In the present work a set of electronic and
mechanical equipment for electrophysiological characterization of isolated
perfused porcine hearts and for aortic pressure handling was developed and
validated. This assembly keeps alive porcine hearts outside the body and allows
the aortic pressure control through the peristaltic pump flux. An optical
mapping system able to record the cardiac electrical activity was included as
well as a system for physiological parameters measurement such as temperature
and pH. The whole system was integrated into a single control software and was
designed to be used in a wireless lab environment. The system performance was
evaluated during isolated perfused porcine heart experiments and the proper
operation of its components was assessed. The developed equipment represents
a major advance in the automation of basic research on the relationship between
hypertension and AF.

1 Introduction
Some studies argue that hypertension plays an important role in the onset of fibrillatory episodes [1- 5]. According to these authors, high atrial pressure levels are associated with structural changes in the atrial tissue which predispose to atrial fibrillation
(AF) initiation and perpetuation. These changes include left atrial mechanical function
changes, such as altered electrophysiology and increased ectopic activity, so the higher the atrial pressure the greater AF induction probability [6-7]. The analysis of the
changes caused by a pressure increase in the atrial electrophysiological properties is of
main importance for the full understanding of the maintaining mechanisms of AF and
for developing novel therapies.
To learn more about the AF mechanisms, many efforts are directed towards animal
experimentation. Some experimental techniques have been developed in order to
study the atrial electrophysiology behavior under controlled situations. The most used
experimental technique is the Langerdoff preparation, where an isolated animal heart
can be preserved under physiological conditions by perfusion of a liquid with all the
needed nutrients [8]. This technique allows controlling some physiological conditions
of the heart, such as the temperature, the pH or the atrial pressure [9]. Besides, optical
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recordings of the atrial electrical activity can be carried out by using the optical mapping technique. This recording technique allows obtaining the atrial electrical activity
from the luminescent activity of an injected photometric dye [10-12] with much higher
spatial resolution than electrical recordings.
Nevertheless, these assemblies are difficult to manage due to the number of variables that can affect the reliability of the experiment. Until the present study, these
experiments were performed using prototypes not adapted to the laboratory environment, with lower reliability and lower functionality, and sometimes putting safety on
risk due to the high amount of wires. The lack of a commercial equipment to suit the
needs of this experimental set was the aim of this work, but also the benefit of having
our own system for experimentation with a lower cost and higher versatility.
In the present work a set of electronic and mechanical equipment for electrophysiological characterization of isolated porcine hearts and handling the aortic pressure is
presented. The system has to accomplish the next conditions: to manage the perfusion
pump flux of the isolated heart preparation for controlling the atrial pressure, to apply
programmed electrical stimulation protocols, to control the LED lights for optical
mapping recording and to measure the temperature and pH of the perfusion liquid.
The system will be designed to be managed from a single computer program and to be
used in a wireless lab environment.

2 Methods
Figure 1 shows a general diagram of the designed system, where the role of each function module can be observed. The system was divided into 3 function modules: the
physiological variables control, the illumination control for optical mapping and the
pacing system, all of them interconnected through a wireless network. A SCADA
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) software was programmed to intuitively
control and monitor the different modules. The designed system was modular, so its
function modules were able to operate without connection with the PC or the connection with other modules.
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Fig. 1. System diagram

2.1 Control of physiological variables
This module controls the caudal provided by the peristaltic pumps which perfuse the
isolated heart with the nutrient liquid and performs the measurement over the physiological variables: temperature, atrial pressure and pH. It consists in a microcontroller
based on the Arduino architecture and the electronic instrumentation of the sensors
and actuators.
By measuring the atrial pressure and controlling the pump flux, the system is able
to automatically set a desired value to the atrial pressure. Moreover, the microcontroller constantly sends the physiological measurements to the PC through the wireless
connection based on the ZigBee protocol to be displayed in the SCADA. In addition,
this module includes an external LCD 32-characters screen which displays the measurements.

2.2 Stimulator system
In order study the atrial electrophysiology on the isolated porcine hearts, the atrial
muscle is subjected to external electric stimuli. These electrical impulses allow to
provoke controlled activation rhythms of the atrial muscle and to investigate the electrical behavior under these controlled conditions. Besides, the atrial tissue stimulation
allows inducing AF episodes.
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A 4-channel electro stimulator controlled by PC and connected wirelessly was implemented in order to apply programmable stimulation protocols and to facilitate the
AF induction. It was managed by an Arduino microcontroller, and the wireless connection was based on the ZigBee protocol. The systems allowed operating without the
SCADA supervision: in case of disconnection between the PC and the stimulation
module, the stimulation module continues applying the last programmed stimulation
protocol. This system was capable of establishing stimulation protocols with configurable pulse width, frequency and amplitude, with an output voltage range from 4V to
40V and a maximum output current of 1A.
2.3 LED control
During an optical mapping experiment the atrial muscle needs to be illuminated with
an LED in order to excite the photometric dyes whose light reflection is used to measure the electrophysiological activity of the heart. In those cases in which two photometric dyes are used to simultaneously measure the membrane potential and the intracellular Ca2+ concentration, two LED light sources are needed. However, as they share
part of their light spectrum, they have to be alternatively switched in order to coincide
with alternating frame captures of the camera. The synchronization of the light switching has to be very fast and reliable, since the high resolution camera works at 1000
frames per second. This system provides an element able to switch the two sets of
LEDs to match their lighting with the capture of alternative frames from the high
speed camera. Specifically, the module is able to support four sets of two LEDs. This
device was capable of controlling the power of the LEDs for fine adjustment and calibration in every scenario, and was controlled also by the SCADA through a ZigBee
wireless network.
2.4 Langendorff preparation with controlled pressure
After anesthesia and sedation the porcine heart was surgically extracted and immersed into cardioplegic solution. All blood vessels except the aorta and the inferior
vena cava were sealed and a transeptal puncture was performed for connecting both
atria. The heart was then connected to the Langendorff system for its survival through
a cannula at the aorta [13-14]. Since the aorta valve remained closed, the oxygenated
solution with all the nutrients (Tyrode’s solution) was diverted to the coronary arteries
due to the perfusion peristaltic pump flux (see Fig. 2). The nutrient solution then
flowed into the right atrium through the coronary sinus after irrigating all the heart
muscle, filling both atria through the transeptal puncture, and filling both ventricles
too. Tyrode’s solution drainage was carried out by a cannula placed in the inferior
vena cava. Due to the sealing of all blood vessels, the flow rate of the perfusion and
drain by using a peristaltic pump allowed to control the pressure of the nutrient liquid
against the walls of the atrium.
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Fig. 2. Langendorff system with controlled pressure

Once the porcine heart remained stable, 800 mL of photometric dye Di-4 ANEPPS
sensitive to transmembrane potential were introduced into the heart. Electric pacing
was applied to the cardiac surface by using the stimulator system in order to generate
controlled atrial rhythms. After the heart was activated with different pacing protocols,
an AF episode was induced by increasing the frequency of the electrical stimulus. The
electrical activity of the atrium was recorded during the entire experiment by optical
mapping technique using the LED control system and the Evolve 128 high-speed
camera, with a 128x128 pixels CCD sensor working at 1000 frames per second.
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3 Results
With the purpose of validating the system performance, several measurements were
carried out using the developed equipment. First, the aortic pressure was measured by
using the physiologic variables module for different perfusion pump flows (see Figure
3). Flow increments were applied in the range from 150 ml to 300 ml / min using the
perfusion peristaltic pump. This resulted in an increase in aortic pressure from 66mgH
to 105 mmHg, showing the direct relationship between the inward perfusion flow and
the intracavitary pressure.

Fig. 3. Aortic pressure relative to pump flow

The LED light intensity for the proper optical mapping recordings was studied.
The LED light was powered with voltages from 2.7 V to 3.5 V and the amplitude of
the optical mapping signals was analyzed (see Figure 4). As expected, increasing the
voltage levels of the LEDs provoked an increase of the signal amplitude received by
the camera, and power voltages lower than 3 V did not provide signal amplitudes
higher than the existing noise.
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Fig. 4. Level of signal amplitude depending on the control voltage of LEDs

Several optical mapping videos were recorded during different stimulation protocols with increasing stimulation periods. The recorded signals were then band-pass
filtered between 1 and 20 Hz and the action potential duration at 50% of its amplitude
(APD50) was measured (see Figure 5). As expected, the increase of the stimulation
period provoked larger APD50 values, as it has been described in the literature.
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Fig. 5. Action potential duration at 50% of its amplitude (APD50) as a function of the stimulation period

An example of an optical mapping recording is shown in Figure 6. During this video, the stimulation catheter was placed at the left side of the field view and the stimulation period was 500 ms. At the left panel the isochronal map calculated from this
video recording is depicted. The isochronal map depicts the activation time of each
cardiac region (i.e. the instant when each pixel passes from resting state to its depolarization) according to a color map. The propagation pattern is clearly depicted in this
map: the earliest region to be electrically activated is the left part of the heart, where
the pacing catheter was placed, and the rest of the tissue is then progressively activated in a left-to-right pattern during 120ms. This pattern can be shown in the individual
signals (right panel) extracted from the positions marked in the left panel. Signal from
point #1 shows an earlier activation than signal #2 and #3, and signal #3 depicts the
later activation around 100 ms after signal #1.
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Fig. 6. Isochronal map (left) and individual pixel measurements (right) from an optical mapping recording during electrical pacing. Position of signals (right) are marked on the isochronal
map (left).

Finally, an AF episode was induced after electrical stimulation with a period of
180 ms. Figure 7 shows the isochronal map and the action potential for 3 positions
during the AF episode recorded with the optical mapping system. The isochronal map
illustrates the chaotic nature of the fibrillatory episodes, where several propagation
waves can be identified. This chaotic pattern can be also observed at the individual
signals, where the activation times and action potential shape are difficult to identify.

Fig. 7. Isochronal map (left) and individual pixel measurements (right) from an optical mapping recording during AF. Position of signals (right) are marked on the isochronal map (left).

4 Discussion
In this paper, an electronic control system for cardiac experimentation has been developed and tested. This system allows to control the atrial pressure through the perfusion
pump flow, to electrically stimulate the cardiac muscle, synchronize the LED lights
with the optical mapping camera and measure the temperature and the pH of the
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Tyrode solution. The modules developed have demonstrated their proper performance
during isolated heart experiments.
Some advantages have been achieved in the presented system respect to the previous prototypes and respect to commercial systems. First of all, this is the first system
than includes in the same software the management of all the modules coexisting in an
electrophysiology laboratory. Moreover, the wireless connection and the designed
packaging for laboratory environments allowed using the modules in the same work
space in which the experiment is carried out and provides more safe experiments. The
automation of certain tasks such as control of pumps or LED lights allows the researcher to focus on more important tasks during the experiment and the independence
of the different modules avoid stopping the experiment in case of interruption of the
PC intercommunication. Finally, this is the first control equipment for Langendorff
perfusion systems that allows automatic control of the aortic pressure by pump flux.
A limitation in our current model is the inability to control some of the variables
under study, such as the temperature or the pH of the Tyrode solution. One improvement could be the temperature automatic control, by managing the Tyrode heater. The
handling of the Tyrode pH is harder to solve as it would require the manipulation of
the composition of the Tyrode. Another future line is to add another pair of peristaltic
pumps to create a control technique called working heart. This technique allows independent control of the left and right cardiac circuits. In this case, the electrical stimulator is synchronized with the peristaltic pumps, provoking a higher flow rate at the time
of stimulation and allowing higher similarity of working conditions of a heart in a
body.

5 Conclusion
At the present work a modular control system for isolated and perfused porcine heart
with controlled pressure has been presented. The automatic pressure control was
achieved by the perfusion pump flux management. Besides, the system included the
automatic measurements of physiological parameter such as temperature or pH.
System improvements respect to previous prototypes were included in the new assembly, such as the ZigBee wireless connections, and all the management system was
joined in a single control software. Finally, this equipment was installed and validated
in the laboratory, giving a satisfactory result.
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